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Summary
The ability of cells to sense and adapt to mechanical cues is indispensable for proper
tissue development and function. Disruption of cells’s mechanotransduction processes
lead to diseases, like arteriosclerosis or tumor formation. Mechanical information is
diversely transmitted by the cell depending on the mechanical signal and the subcellular
structures responsible for the transmission. However, mechanical signals form the
extracellular environment are sensed by integrin-dependent, multi-molecular complexes,
called focal adhesions (FAs). The integrin family of adhesion receptors plays an essential
role in those cell-matrix interactions by spanning the membrane and anchoring to the
extracellular matrix (ECM). One key regulator of cell adhesion is the adaptor protein
talin, which is able to activate integrins by binding with the N-terminal head domain to
the cytoplasmic β-tails and at the same time mediates the link to the actin cytoskeleton
via its elongated rod domain. Vertebrates express two very similar talin isoforms, the
ubiquitously expressed talin-1, whereas the expression of talin-2 is mainly restricted to
heart, skeletal muscle and brain. Even though the two isoforms share similar structures
and binding partners, the reason for the diverse expression pattern remained unclear as
well as isoform specific functions have been elusive. Several studies showed that integrins
bear forces that reach values of a few tens of piconewtons (pNs) and it was hypothesized
that talin tansduces those mechanical signals, however, quantitative evidence for force
transmission across talin within living cells was still missing.
In order to unravel the mechanotransduction process across talin-1 and talin-2
(Paper II), I analyzed both isoforms on a talin double knockout background and could
demonstrate that both talin-1 and talin-2 rescue cell spreading and localize to the
same subcellular structures. Two single-molecule calibrated Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET)-based tension sensors, sensitive to force ranges of 6-8 pN and 9-11 pN,
unraveled an isoform-specific force transduction across talin, which is regulated by actin
and vinculin engagement. In addition, it was shown, that talin-2 recruits the stabilizing
adapter protein vinculin more efficiently to its N-terminal rod domain, which allow cells
v
to reinforce FAs even on compliant substrates. By diverse expression of the two talin
isoforms cells can modulate their ability of sensing substrate rigidity.
The question remained, how the different subdomains and interaction partners, that
bind to the elongated talin rod, contribute to force transmission across this major
adapter protein. In order to tackle this question and to elucidate the process of force
propagation across talin’s rod domain, I generated an additional talin-1 tension sensor,
that allowed to distinguish force experienced by different subdomains (Paper IV).
Using a novel tension sensor module with a near digital force response sensitive to 3-5 pN
at position aa 447 and aa 1973 of the talin rod, it could be demonstrated that mechanical
tension is not equally distributed. Instead, talin is subjected to a force gradient, with
forces as high as 7 pN at the N-terminal rod domain and lower forces of around 3 pN
generated by the very C-terminal actin binding site. This finding was furthermore
confirmed by simultaneously evaluating the two talin tension sensors within one cell,
using a newly developed multiplexing fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM)
method. Finally, the digital nature of the new sensor module enabled us to determine
the fraction of stretched talin molecules per cell. Taken together, this study shows
that force transduction across talin is regulated on multiple layers, first of all, talin
molecules bear a range of forces, which is mostly modulated by vinculin and actomyosin
contractility. In addition, cells tune the amount of mechanically engaged molecules
within FAs.
During my work I acquired broad insights into the field of biosensors that allow force
measurements across single molecules, especially FRET-based tension sensor probes.
In Paper I we summarized the diverse techniques to measure molecular forces and
suggested a strategy to carefully analyze the currently available FRET-based biosensors.
Additionally, in a second review article, the current knowledge about the mechano-
chemical signaling hub of cell-ECM contact sites was outlined (Paper III). Here, I
described the recent findings about the vertical and horizontal layered structure of
FAs and their complex regulation. Furthermore, recent approaches in single molecule
resolution micrsocopy, force spectroscopy methods, as well as molecular tension sensors
were highlighted, which toghether with theoretical studies had a significant impact on
the current understanding of how cells sense and adapt to the mechanical and chemical
properties of the ECM.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Mechanobiology
1.1.1 Introduction into the field of mechanobiology
Essentially all organisms from bacteria to human are subjected to diverse mechanical
forces from a wide variety of sources. For instance gravity is an ubiquitous force
influencing the whole organism, whereas compressive loads act on cartilage and bones
during walking. Additionally, tensile muscular forces act on bones via tendons, in order
to move joints and allow locomotion. Another example are blood vessels, that need
to sustain high pressure and shear stress exerted by the blood flow. Similarly, lung
tissue is cyclically stretched during respiration and is exposed to mechanical forces
from the blood flow and surface tension. The heart, in particular, is under constantly
changing degrees of tension while pumping blood through the blood vessels, due to
changes in blood volume and pressure. By now it is well established that tissue remodels
in response of mechanical forces, such as bones that change in stiffness, density and
shape upon alteration of mechanical loads [Mullender et al., 2004]. Furthermore, the
morphology of blood vessels is modified by alterations of blood pressure and shear stress,
leading to increasing thickness of the vessel wall [Osol, 1995]. Abnormal responses to
mechanical stress lead to organ pathologies like osteoporosis, arterosclerosis or fibrosis
[Grodzinsky et al., 2000; Lammerding et al., 2004; Ross, 1986].
It has been known for many years that the cells response to mechanical forces is
related to tissue physiology as well as pathology, yet, the mechanism how cells sense
mechanical loads and how the mechanical signal is translated into a biochemical signal
remains obscure and needs further investigation. In 1998, Ingber [1998] describes
the field of mechanobiology the following; ’ Mechanobiology is an interdisciplinary
study that is concerned with the cells’ biological responses to mechanical loads and the
mechanotransduction mechanism by which these loads are transduced into a cascade of
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cellular and molecular events’. The comprehension of mechanotransduction processes
will help to understand the physiological responses of various tissues to mechanical
signals and to elucidate the pathogenesis of many diseases that are caused by the
inability of cells to properly respond to mechanical cues.
1.1.2 Mechanical forces influence the cell’s function
Mechanical cues – either extrinsic from the cell environment, or intrinsic form cellular
structures – play a pivotal role in regulating cells function, like gene expression, protein
synthesis, cell proliferation, differentiation or cell death. External mechanical stimuli
experienced by cells include stretching, substrate rigidity and shear flow. As an example,
tendon fibroblasts were shown to upregulate gene expression and protein synthesis of
collagen type I upon uniaxial stretching [Yang et al., 2004]. Similarly, Kaspar et al.
[2002] showed that cyclic stretching of human-derived osteoblast-like cells increase the
cells’ proliferation rate, intriguingly, showing a differential response with respect to the
applied strain-rate. Furthermore, smooth muscle cells sense mechanical tension, like
uniaxial stretching, and reorient uniformly relative to the stretch direction [Dartsch
et al., 1986]. Another major mechanical cue is shear stress, which is experienced, for
example, by endothelial cells in the vascular system. Changes in blood flow regulate the
development of the blood vessel structure during embryogenesis [Resnick et al., 2003].
Furthermore, the integrity and permeability of the selective barrier built by vascular
endothelial cells is altered by haemodynamic forces [White and Frangos, 2007].
1.1.2.1 Sensing the rigidity of the extracellular matrix
The stiffness and composition of the ECM is another mechanical stimulus the cell
needs to sense and respond to. Tissue rigidity regulates tissue patterning and organ
development, while altered tissue mechanics are associated with numerous diseases.
Fibrosis, for instance, is characterized by altered mechanical properties of the fibrotic
tissue, which is sensed by precursor cells that then become contractile myofibroblasts
[Wells, 2013]. Other cell types, like macrophages and leukocytes, are also responsive
to the increased matrix stiffness in fibrotic tissues, which leads to fibrosis-associated
inflammation [Huynh et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2012]. Tissue stiffening can also drive the
progression of certain tumors such as breast cancer [Paszek et al., 2005]. Furthermore,
tissue elasticity conducts the differentiation of stem cells into either neurons on compliant
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Figure 1.1: Mechanotransduction – converting mechanical cues into biochemical
signals. Mechanical forces, externally applied or exerted by neighboring cells, like stretch-
ing, shear stress or substrate stiffness can be converted into chemical signals by cellular
mechanotransduction processes. Receptors in different subcellular structures, like cell-cell
contacts or cell-ECM adhesions, transmit those signals into the cell, where tension dependent
phosphorylation or conformational changes of adapter proteins trigger signaling cascades that,
for example, change gene expression pattern. Deformation of the nucleus (dashed line) can
also lead to different gene expression profiles. Altogether, diverse mechanical signals alter
the cell’s behavior and function and can induce proliferation, apoptosis, differentiation or
migration. Adapted from [Iskratsch et al., 2014].
substrate, resembling the brain, or osteoblasts on rigid substrate, mimicking bone [Engler
et al., 2006]. Interestingly, however, many cell types respond differently to changes in
matrix rigidity when cultured on flexible substrates. As an example, neurons can be
cultured on soft surfaces, whereas astrocytes do not spread on compliant substrates
and show a disorganized actin cytoskeleton [Georges et al., 2006]. Directional cell
locomotion can be guided not only by chemical gradients, but also by the rigidity
of the substrate, a process called durotaxis [Lo et al., 2000]. By exerting contractile
forces on the surrounding matrix and then interpreting the substrate deformation, cells
determine a preferred direction, which is crucial for processes like wound healing [Martin,
1997] and plays a role in tumor metastasis [Bernstein and Liotta, 1994]. Chemical,
mechanical, as well as, topographical properties of the tissue microenvironment are also
involved in the regulation of cell proliferation of several cell types [Chen et al., 1997].
This anchorage-dependent rigidity sensing is mediated by FAs, subcellular structures
composed of ECM-binding integrin receptors, which are connected through adapter
proteins to the intracellular actin cytoskeleton (subsection 1.2.1). Although it is known
by now that individual integrin subtypes [Elosegui-Artola et al., 2014], as well as, several
adapter molecules like focal adhesion kinase (FAK), vinculin and paxillin [Plotnikov
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et al., 2012] hold a crucial role in this process, the exact mechanism of mechanosensation
through FAs remained unknown.
1.1.3 Conversion of mechanical cues into biochemical signals
A range of cellular components mediate different aspects of mechanotransduction in-
cluding stretch-activated ion-channels, the cytoskeleton, the plasma membrane, the
nucleoskeleton and cell adhesion complexes. In addition, there are different modes of
force sensation and transmission into biochemical signals, like force-induced conforma-
tional changes, which unravel crytpic binding or phosphorylation sites. Furthermore,
mechanical cues can alter the enzymatic activity of proteins or lead to activation of
proteolysis (Figure 1.1). Hereafter, the most important cellular components for the
cell to sense mechanical forces are summarized and the major mechanotransduction
processes are highlighted.
The first cellular compartment, able to convert mechanical into biochemical signals is
the plasma membrane, which senses tension and in response orchestrates cytoskeletal
remodeling and excocytosis of vesicles, in order to increase the membrane area during
migration [Gauthier et al., 2011; Masters et al., 2013]. The mechanism how the membrane
detects mechanical stress is not fully understood, however, one intensely-studied example
of mechanotransduction is provided by the evolutionary conserved stretch-sensitive
ion-channels [Maroto et al., 2005; Sukharev et al., 1999]. Stress-responsive ion channels
are pore-forming subunits that open in response to the deformation of the membrane,
like curvature or tension, and alter their conformation between a closed and an open
state, which allows the movement of ions in and out of the cell, thereby converting
mechanical stimuli into electrical signal [Sachs, 1992]. One famous type of ion channels
transmits the mechanical signal of soundwaves and vibration in cochlear hair cells
into electrochemical signals, which are then transmitted to the brain [Eberl et al.,
2000]. However, they also play a role in the cardiovascular regulation, for example, in
the transmission of blood flow induced shear stress in vascular endothelial cells into
biochemical signals [Yin and Kuebler, 2009]. In 2010, a novel class of mechanosensitive
ion channels, Piezo1 and Piezo2, were identified in mammals, with orthologs in numerous
eukaryotes and plants [Coste et al., 2010]. Piezo channels are expressed in various
tissues, contributing to a diverse set of physiological roles, like sensing light touch or
proprioception and regulating the vascular blood flow [Wu et al., 2017].
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Another important player in the transmission of force is the cytoskeleton with its
elastic and flexible nature, that provides the mechanical properties required to withstand
deformation and allows the cell to maintain its shape. Additionally, actin filaments
themselves serve as tension sensors by modulating their susceptibility to cofilin-mediated
severing upon force changes [Hayakawa et al., 2011]. Furthermore, the actin network
plays a critical role in mechanotransduction by linking cellular components, like the
nucleus to the force sensing apparatus. Here tension is transmitted via the LINC
complex embedded in the nuclear envelope to the nucleoskeleton, which is build by
laminins. Nesprin, is one of the force-sensing components in the LINC complex and
mechanical load across Nesprin-1 leads to phosphorylation of emerin resulting in nuclear
stiffening and induction of gene expression [Arsenovic et al., 2016]. One direct conversion
of force into biochemical signal, is the mechanical deformation of the nucleus, which
alters chromatin organization by changing accessibility of chromatin to transcriptional
regulators, causing either transcriptional activation or repression [Fedorchak et al.,
2014].
Moreover, force sensation and transmission of information takes plays at membrane
receptors like the G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCR), which changes its conformation
upon mechanical load [Gudi et al., 1996] and receptors involved in cell-cell contacts,
like cadherin [Huveneers and de Rooij, 2013] and Notch [Wang and Ha, 2013]. Notch
receptor is a typical example for force-induced proteolysis and release of a cleavage
product, that directly functions downstream as a signal transducer [Shergill et al., 2012].
Finally, cell-ECM contacts are an important mechano-chemical signaling hub mediated
by transmembrane proteins, called integrins, together with various adapter molecules,
stretch-senstive receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) and mitogen-activated protein kinases
(MAPKs) that localize to integrin clusters and reinforce a range of intracellular signaling
cascades [Ullrich and Schlessinger, 1990], [Yamazaki et al., 1993]. Mechanical cues that
are transduced from the ECM to the cytoskeleton are converted into biochemical signals
by numerous adapter proteins [Wang and Ha, 2013], [Ringer et al., 2017]. The major
linker protein talin, was shown to expose cryptic vinculin binding sites upon mechanical
load, leading to enhanced vinculin recruitment [del Rio et al., 2009], which becomes
phosphorylated and recruits further signaling proteins [Zhang et al., 2004]. Similarly,
force induced extension of the adapter protein p130Cas promotes its phosphorylation
by Src family kinases and in doing so activates downstream signaling [Sawada et al.,
2006]. One example for increased catalytic activity upon mechanical stimulation is Src
7
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Figure 1.2: Architecture of integrin-based focal adhesions. Schematic model of the
horizontal layering of cell-ECM contacts. Integrins form the outermost layer, attaching to the
substrate and at the same time spanning the membrane and binding to adapter proteins in
the signaling and force tansducing layer. The elongated adapter protein Talin is one of the
key proteins in forming the nanoscale architecture of FAs, since it links integrins to the actin
cytoskeleton, the most inner layer, thereby functions as a molecular ruler [Li et al., 2015].
Figure adapted from [Kanchanawong et al., 2010].
itself, which is thought to be modulated by a mechanical allosterism [Wang et al., 2005].
Furthermore, a whole class of adhesion-associated proteins, all belonging to the LIM
protein family, are recruited to cell adhesion sites in response to high mechanical stress
[Schiller et al., 2011].
1.2 Focal adhesions: Mechanical anchor to the
ECM and signaling hub
Cell contacts to nearby cells and the underlying extracellular matrix (ECM) are essential
for maintaining the integrity of multicellular organisms. Almost all mammalian cell types
form adhesive structures to the ECM, which is crucial for morphogenesis, proliferation,
differentiation and also cell migration [Wozniak et al., 2004]. These so called focal
adhesions mechanically couple the ECM to the cell’s actin cytoskeleton of the cell,
thereby executing scaffolding and signaling roles.
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1.2.1 Structure and components of cell-ECM adhesions
Focal adhesions are highly dynamic multimolecular complexes, comprising the mem-
brane–spanning integrins, representing the key family of receptors that mediate the
linkage of the ECM to the actin cytoskeleton [Zaidel-Bar and Geiger, 2010]. Several
hundred proteins assemble to the sites of integrin clustering, building the cell’s adhesome
[Schiller et al., 2011]. Mechanical cues form the ECM can change the composition
and size of the adhesion structure, inducing maturation of newly formed short-lived
nascent adhesions into medium-sized focal complexes or mature FAs. The underlying 3-
dimensional architecture of FAs can be divided in vertical and horizontal substructures
[Ringer et al., 2017]. Kanchanawong et al. [2010] found the vertical layers to be
divided in an outer layer, that consists of the integrin receptors that attach to the
surrounding environment, an intermediate layer, comprising adapter and signaling
proteins, consolidating all mechanical and chemical signals and an inner layer, that is
represented by the actomyosin cytoskeleton (Figure 1.2). Horizontal segmentation, on
the other hand, arises due to diverse types of cell-ECM adhesions, which are besides
the most common FAs, elongated fibrillar adhesions, that are located to the center of
the cell and comprise a different adhesome composition. Different integrin subtypes, for
instance, localize to these different adhesion structures, where they perform distinct
functions [Rossier et al., 2012]. Lately, a second horizontal layer, namely the FA belt,
was found surrounding mature and centrally located FAs, which is characterized by
localization of the Kank protein family and reduced force transmission [Sun et al., 2016].
1.2.2 Membrane-spanning integrin receptor family
In mammals, the integrin family of transmembrane receptors consists of 18 α and 8 β
subunits, forming 24 heterodimers, which determines their ligand specificity and tissue
distribution, as well as the intracellular adhesion complex formation and subsequent
signaling. Knockout mice demonstrated the indispensable role of integrins including
redundant and nonredundant functions, showing a wide variety of effects, ranging from
embryonic lethality, developmental defects to perinatal death [Bouvard et al., 2013].
Integrins are characterized by a large ectodomain containing the ligand-binding region,
a transmembrane helix and a generally short, 40-70 amino acids long, cytoplasmic tail,
which mediates intracellular interactions (Figure 1.3) [Fu et al., 2012]. Depending
on the integrin heterodimer, the globular extracellular domain build by the α and β
9
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subunit can bind to diverse ECM proteins such as collagen, laminin, fibronectin and
vitronectin [Plow et al., 2000]. Integrin receptors lack an enzymatic activity but instead
recruit a range of signaling proteins. In addition, they provide a physical link between
the ECM and the actin cytoskeleton thereby also permitting bidirectional mechanical
signaling across the plasma membrane. ECM ligand binding can promote integrin
activity and downstream signaling ("outside-in signaling"). On the other hand, binding
of intracellular adapter proteins can also trigger the vast conformational change, from
an closed "low affinity" state to an extended "high affinity" state ("inside-out signaling")
(Figure 1.3) [Kim et al., 2003]. In addition to affinity modulations, multivalent ligands
together with the cell’s glycocalyx [Paszek et al., 2009] can cluster integrins, leading
to avidity changes of integrin contacts [Carman and Springer, 2003]. Intriguingly, not
only the ligand specificity varies between different integrin receptors, but atomic force
microscopy (AFM) studies showed that some integrin subtypes, like integrin α5β1,
display a counterintuitive behavior, a so called ’catch bond’, that is characterized by an
increased ligand-bond lifetime upon increasing mechanical load in the range of 10-30
pN [Kong et al., 2009]. On the other hand, the integrin heterodimer αIIβ3 shows a
classical slip bond behavior when attached to its ligand fibrinogen, with reduced bond
lifetime by increased tensile force [Litvinov et al., 2011].
1.2.3 Activation of integrins by talin and kindlin
The inside-out signaling pathway requires activating proteins that bind to the cytoplas-
mic tails of integrins. The access of binding partners to the integrin tail must be precisely
tuned, which occurs mainly through competition among proteins for similar binding
sites or post-translational modifications of the tail that changes the interactors affinities
[Anthis et al., 2009; Gahmberg et al., 2009]. A functionally diverse set of intracellular
proteins promotes the downstream signaling, with at least 40 direct interactors and
many more indirect partners that have been reported by now [Geiger and Zaidel-Bar,
2012; Schiller et al., 2011]. However, there are two adapter proteins that stand out due
to their distinguished role in activating integrin receptors, which are the four point
one, ezrin, radixin, myosin (FERM) domain containing proteins, talin and the kindlin
family of proteins. Most β-tails contain two NPXY motifs, which are the key regulatory
sites for integrin activation. Talin binds the membrane proximal NPXY motif, whereas
kindlins bind to the membrane distal binding site [Calderwood et al., 2013]. Talin
10
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Figure 1.3: Integrin structure and activation. Integrins are non-covalently associated
heterodimers formed by 18 α- and 8 β-subunits with diverse ligand specificity and tissue
distribution, but a similar overall structure. Both subunits are composed of a short cytosolic
tail, a transmembrane helix and a large ectodomain that is build by numerous modular units.
Integrins exist in different states, they are inactive in the bend conformation, where the ligand
binding site is oriented towards the membrane, however, upon binding of talin and kindlin (not
shown) to the β tail, they switch to an extended ligand binding competent form. Furthermore,
binding of adapter proteins to the cytosolic tails, disrupts their interaction and ligand binding
leads to a conformational switch of a closed to an open headpiece. Adapted from [Calderwood
et al., 2013].
binding to the β tail disrupts the association between the membrane-proximal parts of
the α and β tails, thereby tilting the transmembrane helices, which triggers activation.
In vitro studies from Ye et al. [2010] showed that talin binding is sufficient to trigger the
extended conformation of integrins, however, in vivo the cooperative binding of talin in
addition to kindlin binding to the distal binding motif is pivotal for integrin activation
[Moser et al., 2008; Theodosiou et al., 2016]. Finally, integrin regulation occurs through
competition between the aforementioned activating, but also inhibitory proteins, like
filamin [Baldassarre et al., 2009] or ICAP1 [Liu et al., 2013], for the binding to the
cytoplasmic tails of α and β subunits [Pouwels et al., 2012], which is further controlled
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by phosphorylation of the binding motifs within the cytoplasmic integrin tails as well
as the inhibitors and activators themselves [Li et al., 2015].
1.2.4 Actin cytoskeleton - architecture and mechanics
Focal adhesions transmit forces that are generated externally or by the actin network of
the cell. This network consists of globular actin monomers assembling into double helical
polymers, all arranged head to tail, which gives the filament a molecular polarity, that
is key to actin filament assembly. Actin networks exert forces either by polymerization
at the lamellipodium of the cell or by associated molecular motor proteins, like myosins
[Chan et al., 2000; Small et al., 1978]. Actin advances at the lamellum by treadmilling,
a process where polymerization occurs at the barbed end and depolyermization takes
place at the pointed end of the filament, which pushes the membrane forward leading
to cell protrusion [Pollard and Borisy, 2003]. Actin polymerization is regulated by vast
amount of proteins, including profilin, providing ATP-bound actin subunits, Arp2/3,
initiating nucleation and branching, formins and fascins, that promote elongation and
crosslinking of filaments. Other actin modulators include cofilin, which severs actin
cables. The tight regulation of the actin network is executed by many proteins, most
notably, Rho GTPases, such as Rac, Rho and Cdc42, which links actin dynamics to
adhesion signalling. It was shown by Galbraith et al. [2007] that actin polymerization
at the protruding edge drives integrin clustering and positioning of nascent adhesions.
Vice versa, integrins can promote actin assembly by recruiting Arp2/3 to adhesion
sites via transient interactions with vinculin, FAK and Kindlin-2 [Böttcher et al., 2017;
Chorev et al., 2014; Swaminathan et al., 2016]. Each actin filament generates a few
piconewton [Abraham et al., 1999], however, membrane tension counterbalances this
force, which induces an actin retrograde flow towards the cell center. Focal adhesions
link the fast Arp2/3-dependent retrograde flow to the substratum, forming a so called
"molecular clutch", creating traction and slowing down the retrograde flow (Figure 1.4)
[Alexandrova et al., 2008; Pollard and Borisy, 2003].
In addition to the protrusive actin filament network, actin assembles into stress fibers,
which are contractile bundles found in non-muscle cells. Filamentous actin is decorated
with myosin II filaments, that use adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis to power
actin-myosin contraction [O’Connell et al., 2007]. Regulation of contractility occurs
via phosophorylation of the myosin light chain (MLC) subunit, by numerous kinases,
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A B
Figure 1.4: Adhesive structures build a "molecular clutch" between polymerizing
actin and the substrate, which enables cell protrusion. (A) In case the "molecular
clutch" is disengaged, tension generated by actin through actin-myosin contractions and actin
treadmilling (shown in pink and grey) is counterbalanced by the membrane tension and results
in actin retrograde flow. (B) Upon clutch engagement, forces are converted into traction which
results in membrane protrusion and retraction of the cell rear [Le Clainche and Carlier, 2008].
including MLCK and Rho-regulated kinase ROCK [Amano et al., 1996; Totsukawa
et al., 2004], as well as dephosphorylation by myosin phosphatase. Stress fibers are
divided into distinct classes, comprising dorsal and ventral stress fibers, transverse arcs
and perinuclear caps [Khatau et al., 2009; Tojkander et al., 2012]. Dorsal stress fibers
are the exception and contain only little myosin, but attached to FAs, they transmit
tension generated by other types of stress fibers to the ECM. Transverse arcs, on
the other hand, are not linked to adhesion sites, but transmit contractile force to the
connected dorsal fibers. The main contractile machinery are ventral stress fibers that
are attached at both ends to FAs and enable the cell to constrict the rear and thereby
migration [Chen, 1981].
1.3 Talin is the central adapter protein in FAs
1.3.1 Talin holds a crucial function in tissue physiologie and
pathologie
In 1983, Burridge and Connell [1983] first identified talin in membrane ruffles and
adhesion junctions formed between the cell and the ECM. Talin, which is conserved
throughout metazoans and ubiquitously expressed in mammalian cells, was shown
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to be one of the key proteins in focal adhesions, where it occupies diverse functions
that are indispensable for cell adhesion, signaling and cell-ECM mechanotransduction
[Calderwood et al., 2013]. Talin ablation in in worms [Cram et al., 2003], flies [Brown
et al., 2002] and mice [Monkley et al., 2000] lead to phenotypes that are similar to deletion
or mutation of integrins themselves, which confirms its essential role. RNA-interference
induced down-regulation of talin in Caenorhabditis elegans, for instance, impaired distal
tip cell migration leading to defects in gonad formation, whereas contractile muscle cells
showed a disorganized actin cytoskeleton that resulted in complete paralysis [Cram et al.,
2003]. Drosophila melanogaster embryos deficient in talin die during embryogenesis,
displaying defects in germ band retraction and a muscle detachment phenotype [Brown
et al., 2002].
Vertebrates, including mouse and human, have two talin genes, talin-1 and talin-2.
Global deletion of talin-1 gene in mice is embryonic lethal due to defects in gastrulation;
however, it is important to mention here, that talin-2 might have been still expressed
in these embryos, which could have attenuated the phenotype [Monkley et al., 2000].
Talin is one of the key regulator of integrin activation and transient down-regulation
of talin in numerous cell lines demonstrated a reduction of β1 and β3 affinity to their
extracellular ligands [Tadokoro et al., 2003]. Similarly, conditional knockout of talin in
mouse platelet precursors inhibited ligand induced αIIbβ3 integrin activation, platelet
aggregation and thrombus formation [Nieswandt et al., 2007]. Another example for the
importance of talin-mediated integrin activation was demonstrated in B lymphocytes,
where talin is crucial for integrin-dependent homing of B cells to lymph nodes and bone
marrow [Manevich-Mendelson et al., 2010]. Besides its role in integrin activation, talin
is also an important adapter protein in FAs and mediates the linkage to the cells actin
cytoskeleton. A study by Conti et al. [2008] showed the importance of this linkage,
by a muscle-specific ablation of talin, which abrogates the integrity of myotendinous
junctions, resulting in progressive myopathy in these mice. On a cellular level, Zhang
et al. [2008] could show, that Talin depletion in fibroblasts dramatically sustained cell
adhesion and spreading, disrupted downstream signaling pathways and also traction
force generation was impaired in those cells. Finally, besides talins role in healthy cells,
the dysregulation of talin can lead to diverse pathologies, such as hematologic disorders
[Haining et al., 2016], as well as several cancer types, where talin was shown to be
significantly up-regulated, resulting in increased adhesion, migration and invasion in
these cells [Beaty et al., 2014; Kanamori et al., 2011; Sakamoto et al., 2010].
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Figure 1.5: Structural model of talin. Crystal and NMR structures of individual domains
of talin unraveled an elongated structure, with an atypical FERM domain consisting of four
subunits, F0, F1, F2 and F3 [Elliott et al., 2010]. An unstructured linker region is connecting
the head domain to the talin rod, which is comprised of thirteen subunits, R1-R13, followed
by a C-terminal dimerization domain (DD) [Gingras et al., 2007b]. The rod domains are
organized into four and five helical bundles, which are either connected at the same end of
the subunit (R2-R4 and R8) forming the compact N-terminal rod region, or via their N- and
C-termini building the elongated C-terminal part of the rod. Two calpain cleavage sites are
indicated. Adapted from [Calderwood et al., 2013].
1.3.2 Domain structure of talin
Talin is a large protein of 270 kDa, with a N-terminal FERM domain forming the talin
head and an elongated rod domain. The FERM domain of talin is atypically elongated
rather than in a cloverleaf structure and is divided in four subunits, namely, F1, F2,+
F3 and the extra domain F0 (Figure 1.5) [Elliott et al., 2010; Goult et al., 2010].
Crystal structure analysis studies showed that the F3 domain is a phosphotyrosine-
binding (PTB)-like fold [García-Alvarez et al., 2003]. Talin’s head and rod domain are
linked by a unstructured, flexible region, which contains phosphorylation and protease
cleavage sites, including calpain II [Bate et al., 2012; Ratnikov et al., 2005]. The rod
domain contains 62 α-helices, that are organized in 13 helical bundles, R1-R13, each
consisting of four or five helices (Figure 1.5) [Goult et al., 2013a]. A second calpain
cleavage site [Bate et al., 2012] is located between the rod domain R13 and the single
helix at the very C-terminal end of the rod, which serves as dimerization domain and
was shown to form antiparallel homodimers in vitro [Gingras et al., 2007a; Goult et al.,
2013a].
1.3.3 Insights into talin binding partners
Talin mediates the major linkage between integrins and the actin cytoskeleton, however,
in addition it serves as an adapter protein for many more FA resident proteins (Figure
1.6). The main integrin binding site (IBS1) is located in the F3 domain of talin’s
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FERM domain and is mediated by its PTB domain [García-Alvarez et al., 2003]. As
already mentioned in section 1.2.2 the integrin receptor family is composed of numerous
heterodimers, all of which bind to different extracellular ligands. Intriguingly, talin
is able to activate most of them by binding to the NPxY motif in the cytoplasmic
tails of integrin β1–β3, β5, β7 and most probably β6, whereas activation of αvβ8 and
α6β4 is likely to be talin-independent [Calderwood et al., 2003; Legate and Fässler,
2008]. The head domain of talin also directly interacts with phosphatidylinositol 4,5-
bisphosphate (PIP2) containing membranes via the loop domain of F1, as well as F2
and F3 subdomains [Anthis et al., 2009]. Additionally, the head region binds actin via
the F2-F3 domain, defined as actin binding site 1 (ABS1) [Lee et al., 2004]. The F0
domain of talin is the binding site for Rap1 [Goult et al., 2010], while F3 interacts
with FAK, T-cell lymphoma invasion and metastasis 1 (TIAM), Phosphatidylinositol
phophate kinase type Iγ (PIPKIγ) [Calderwood et al., 2013], as well as Rap1-GTP
interacting adapter molecule (RIAM) [Yang et al., 2014].
Similarly, the talin rod domain contains several protein interaction sites. There are
two further actin binding sites, one formed by R4-R8 (ABS2) [Hemmings et al., 1996]
and a third one is formed by R13 together with the very C-terminal dimerization helix
[Gingras et al., 2007a]. Moes et al. [2007] found a second integrin binding site (IBS2)
in R11, although, a proof of function was only shown for drosophila wing adhesion
sites by now [Klapholz et al., 2015]. Furthermore, the rod domain contains at least 11
vinculin binding sites (VBSs) that are distributed all over the elongated rod. VBSs
consist of a single amphiphatic α-helix with hydrophobic residues on one site and are
typically buried within the rod domains [Gingras et al., 2005]. These cryptic VBSs are
thought to become accessible upon domain unfolding, which depends on hydrophopic
interactions within the core of the rod domain and the force load applied to talin [del
Rio et al., 2009]. Finally, in addition to its binding site in the head domain, RIAM also
was shown to bind to several sites in the talin rod [Goult et al., 2013b]. Binding motifs
were also identified for paxillin, DLC1, α-synemin and Kank [Bouchet et al., 2016; Sun
et al., 2008; Zacharchenko et al., 2016].
1.3.4 Talin - recruitment and activation
Electron microscopy experiments together with cryo-electron microscopy studies suggest
that cytosolic talin is in an autoinhibited global conformation, where the head domain
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Figure 1.6: Domain organization and interaction sites of talin. Talin, a key adapter
protein in adhesion complexes, holds numerous binding sites for structural as well as signaling
proteins, as indicated. The major integrin binding site (IBS1) in the head region is shown in
organge, the three actin binding sites are colored in red and α-helices that can be bound by
vinculin are depicted in dark blue [Klapholz and Brown, 2017].
F3 is bound by R9 of the talin rod and is buried in the center of a donut-shaped dimer,
which sterically prevents binding of IBS1 to integrin tails [Goksoy et al., 2008; Goult
et al., 2013a; Winkler et al., 1997]. Several pathways of talin recruitment and activation
at adhesion sites are described, which seem to be cell type specific [Stritt et al., 2015];
thus, further studies are needed to unravel how the diverse mechanisms are connected
and regulated. One emerging pathway involves the small GTPase RAP1 and the effector
protein RIAM. It is thought that talin translocates to the membrane in response to
RAP1 activation by protein kinase C and binding to RIAM via its F3 domain, which
then leads to talin unmasking [Lee et al., 2008; Stritt et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2014].
Another study by Goksoy et al. [2008] demonstrated that binding of the F3 domain to
negatively charged phospholipids within the membrane, namely Phosphatidylinositol
4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), provokes the conformational change in talin to its extended
form [Goksoy et al., 2008]. Further known activators of talin are the heterotrimeric G
protein Gα13, also binding to the F3 subunit [Schiemer et al., 2016] and Kank2, which
binds to R7 in order to activate talin [Sun et al., 2016]. In mammalian cells, FAK was
shown to be involved in talin recruitment to nascent adhesions [Lawson et al., 2012],
yet, FAK depletion in drosophila does not impair adhesion formation [Grabbe et al.,
2004].
Some interaction sites in talin are thought to be tightly regulated by conformation as
already described for VBSs in subsection 1.3.3. The VBS in the R3 domain is likely to
be the first site to bind vinculin, since it is destabilized by a unique cluster of threonine
residues within the hydrophobic core [Goult et al., 2013b]. First, RIAM recruits talin
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Figure 1.7: Talin binding sites are tightly regulated by steric inhibition. Talin
activation requires RIAM dependent recruitment to the membrane, where PIP2 is responsible
for the release of autoinhibition and binding of the head domain to β tails [Lee et al., 2008],
[Goksoy et al., 2008]. In the initial state, both actin binding sites of talin are not accessible
to actin due to steric hindrance through adjacent subdomains, which makes conformational
rearrangements necessary. Upon actin binding to the C-terminal ABS3 in an unknown
mechanism, the N-terminal rod domain R3 is the first helical bundle to unfold in a tension
dependent manner, which releases RIAM (not shown) and at the same time enables binding
of vinculin to the cyrptic vinculin binding site. Thus, the second actin binding site (ABS2) is
not longer inhibited and actin can attach [Klapholz and Brown, 2017].
by binding to R2-R3 domains and in addition mediates VASP localization to nascent
adhesions, which drives actin polymerization. Secondly, upon integrin activation by
talin and additional binding of its ABS3 domain to f-actin rearward flow, vinculin
displaces RIAM from R3 due to force-induced conformational changes [Goult et al.,
2013b], which is further described in 1.4. Likewise, accessibility of both actin binding
sites and also IBS2 are negatively regulated by adjacent subdomains, which is shown in
figure 1.7. ABS3 consists of α-helices 58-62 which are shielded by α-helix 57 [Gingras
et al., 2007b], whereas ABS2 is inhibited by the neighboring subunits R2-R3 and R9
[Atherton et al., 2015]. Similarly, IBS2 consists of α-helix 50, which is occupied in the
native state by α-helix 51 [Klapholz et al., 2015]. At least for ABS2 it is known that
tension-dependent vinculin binding to the N-terminal VBSs diminishes the repression
[Atherton et al., 2015].
Talin function is regulated by localization and conformational changes, but also
through competitor proteins (subsection 1.2.3) and by proteolysis-dependent turn over.
The two calpain cleavage sites described in subsection 1.3.2, show diverse sensitivity for
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calpain, but both promote FA turnover at the cell rear and thus cell migration [Bate
et al., 2012].
1.3.5 Talin-2: isoform with almost unknown function
In vertebrates two talin genes are expressed, which encode similar proteins with 74%
identity, called talin-1 and talin-2 [Monkley et al., 2001]. Although, talin-2 is the
anchestral gene, with an increased gene size due to larger introns, both talin isoforms
have a similar size on the protein level and the tertiary structure is characterized by the
same subdomains. At the beginning of my study, the reason why vertebrates express
two versions of talin was still unclear. While talin-1 was known to be ubiquitously
expressed in mammals, talin-2 showed a distinct expression pattern with high levels in
heart, skeletal muscle and brain, where it is is also the abundant isoform [Monkley et al.,
2001]. Studies in cultured fibroblasts showed that talin-2 can compensate for the loss of
talin-1, concerning adhesion and spreading of these cells [Zhang et al., 2008]. In contrast,
on an organismal level, it was shown by knockout studies in mice that talin-1 depletion
is embryonic lethal [Monkley et al., 2000] (subsection 1.3.1), whereas loss of talin-2 only
results a mild form of muscular dystrophy [Conti et al., 2009]. These experiments showed
that talin-1 can adopt most of the functions of talin-2, since it is ubiquitously expressed,
but not in skeletal muscles, where talin isoforms occupy distinct, non-overlapping roles.
On a cellular level, it was shown that talin-2 localizes to large FAs and fibrillar adhesions,
while talin-1 is predominantly found in small FAs at the leading edge of the cell [Praekelt
et al., 2012]. Recently, structural studies unraveled an increased affinity of talin-2’s
head domain for β-integrin tails compared to talin-1, particularly, talin-2 together with
β1D, both expressed in striated muscles, form an unusually strong interaction [Anthis
et al., 2010; Yuan et al., 2017]. Furthermore, Qi et al. [2016] demonstrated a unique
role of talin-2 in cell invasion, which comprises the generation of traction forces, thereby
driving invadopodium-mediated matrix degradation.
1.4 Talin a putative force sensitive protein
Forces applied to nascent focal adhesions induce strengthening of the integrin–cytoske-
leton interaction [Choquet et al., 1997], which leads to focal complex stabilization.
Studies determined forces pulling at single integrins to a range between 1 to 40 pN
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[Blakely et al., 2014; Morimatsu et al., 2013; Wang and Ha, 2013]. Since talin is an
essential linker protein [Priddle et al., 1998], its putative role in the early mechanosensory
system was predicted using steered full atom molecular dynamics simulations by Lee
et al. [2007] and Hytönen and Vogel [2008], proposing talin unfolding upon actomyosin
contraction correlating with the recruitment of adapter proteins like vinculin.
First in vitro experiments using magnetic tweezer setups and purified N-terminal
talin rod domains, R1-R3, showed a increased vinculin-talin interaction upon force load
of around 12 pN [del Rio et al., 2009]. Yao et al. [2014] showed unfolding of R1-R3
in three distinct steps, the first domain (R3) already sensitive to very low forces of 5
pN. Upon mechanical stress, R1-R3 reveal VBSs and upon binding of vinculin talin is
stabilized in its unfolded conformation [Yao et al., 2014].
While my study, additional reports substantiated these findings and revealed that
talin undergoes myosin-dependent extension fluctuations in vivo using single-molecule
super-resolution imaging in living cells [Margadant et al., 2011]. In a stretching phase
talin elongates from its folded state of around 80 nanometer (nm) up to ∼ 350 nm.
In order to reach such a significant length increase, several talin rod domains need to
unfold when experiencing tensil forces. Extended in vitro experiments using a magnetic
tweezer setup demonstrated, that all rod domains of talin are able to unfold upon force,
however the more N-terminal rod domains unfold upon a few piconewton, whereas the
more C-terminal ones, unfold upon highly increased tension loads of ∼ 20 pN [Yao
et al., 2016].
The question still remained, if talin experiences tension, especially forces as high as
20 pN, in living cells and whether vinculin contributes to force transduction across talin
by binding to the eleven VBSs. Moreover, this study aimed to answer the question of
how mechanical tension across talin is regulated by other FA proteins, as well as, to
elucidate if the two talin isoforms transduce mechanical information differently.
1.5 Techniques to measure cellular and molecular
forces
Forces generated within entire tissues can be measured by methods like laser ablation,
where the retraction of the ablated edges provide qualitative evidence of contractile
forces generated by adjacent cells[Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 2013]. In addition,
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several techniques to determine tension across proteins in vitro and inside living cells
haven been developed over the past 20 years.
1.5.1 Cell-ECM traction
Contractile forces generated by single cells through actomyosin contraction to the ECM
or adjacent cells are in the piconewton to nanonewton range and within a small length
scale of nano- to micrometers, which makes traction measurements challenging. A
variety of techniques exist to probe cellular traction, all of which make use of materials
with defined mechanical properties and linear elastic behavior upon cellular deformation.
For measuring cellular traction in 2D, microfabricated pliable pillars and traction force
microscopy (TFM) are the most widely used techniques. Microfabricated platforms
consist of hundreds of cantilevers decorated with substrate molecules to which cells can
adhere. The resulting displacement of each individual cantilever can be tracked and
the applied force can be calculated [Galbraith and Sheetz, 1997]. In contrast, TFM is
based on a synthetic elastic polymer substrate with embedded small fluorescent beads,
used as fiducial markers, which can be microscopically tracked in space and time, to
determine the position in the stressed state upon cell adhesion and in the relaxed state
after cell lysis [Plotnikov et al., 2014]. Using high-resolution TFM forces can be reliably
mapped in submicrometer resolution [Plotnikov et al., 2014]. Further improvement of
TFM enabled to characterize the 3D traction field of a cell by embedding them into
hydrogel matrices [Legant et al., 2010]. Recently, probes have been developed that
measure strain in molecular springs [Stabley et al., 2012] or DNA hairpin [Wang and
Ha, 2013], which report traction forces at single adhesion sites. These probes, flanked
by either a FRET pair or a fluorophore-quencher pair, are conjugated to the cell surface
and strain can be microscopically measured [Stabley et al., 2012; Wang and Ha, 2013].
1.5.2 Probing the mechanical properties of proteins in vitro
Various methods have been established to scrutinize the mechanical responses of single
molecules in vitro, like AFM [Puchner and Gaub, 2009], optical [Capitanio and Pavone,
2013] and magnetic tweezers [Kilinc and Lee, 2014]. These diverse experimental setups
share a general principle that is to tether one end of the purified protein of interest to
a functionalized cantiliver, a dielectric or paramagnetic bead, while the other end is
fixed to a surface. By applying external force to the molecule and at the same time
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recording the deflection of the cantiliver or the laser beam, force-extension traces give
insights into the unfolding and refolding behavior of the protein and allow to pinpoint
domains within the protein which unfold at specific force ranges [del Rio et al., 2009;
Kong et al., 2009].
1.5.3 Förster resonance energy transfer
In order to measure tension across individual proteins within living cells, several
biosensors have been developed over the past years, most of which are based on FRET
as microscopically-traceable tension readout. FRET is a non-radiative energy transfer
between a donor and an close-by acceptor molecule due to long-range intermolecular
dipole-dipole coupling [Förster, 1965]. The FRET efficiency E, defined as the fraction
of electronically exited donor (D) chormophores which transfers energy to the acceptor,
is dependent on the distance r between the fluorophores and their characteristic Förster
radius R0 (equation (eq) 1.1) [Jares-Erijman and Jovin, 2003].
E = R
6
0
R60 + r6
(1.1)
The Förster radius R0 is the distance between donor and acceptor at which the energy
transfer is 50 % efficient, and is defined for each fluorophore by the quantum yield of
the donor QD, the relative orientation between the two dipoles κ2, the refractive index
n and the overlap of the donor emission and acceptor absorption spectra, given by the
integral J (eq. 1.2).
R60 ∼ κ2n−4QDJ (1.2)
1.5.4 Microscopical methods for measuring FRET
FRET can be measured either with steady-state or time resolved methods. Steady-state
methods are either intensity- or emission spectra based [Wallrabe and Periasamy, 2005],
however, most frequently the donor is excited and the emission intensity of the donor
(ID) and the acceptor (IA) is recorded and utilized to calculate the FRET ratio (eq.
1.3).
FRETratio = ID
IA
(1.3)
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This intensity-based approach estimates a relative FRET ratio and does not yield in
quantitative FRET efficiencies; in addition, the method is highly sensitive to experi-
mental setting changes, like concentration of the fluorescent molecule or laser intensity
[Wallrabe and Periasamy, 2005]. In contrast, time resolved methods, like FLIM di-
rectly measure the concentration-independent fluorescence decay of the donor molecule
[Wallrabe and Periasamy, 2005]. The fluorescene lifetime is defined as the average time
the molecule is in the excited state before emitting a photon. Two main approaches
exist to measure fluorescence lifetime, namely, the time domain [Becker et al., 2004] and
the frequency domain FLIM [Gratton et al., 2003]. Time-domain FLIM setups measure
the exponential decay in intensity after the laser pulse from which the decay time is
calculated. In frequency domain FLIM approaches the sample is excited with intensity-
modulated light and by measuring the phase shift, the decay time can be calculated. In
both approaches the recorded fluorescence lifetime can be used to calculate the FRET
efficiency E from the donor lifetime in the presence (DA) or absence (D) of the acceptor
(eq. 1.4).
E = 1 − τD
τDA
(1.4)
1.5.5 Genetically-encoded tension sensors: Unraveling
molecular forces
In order to understand mechanotransduction on a molecular level, it is important to
investigate force transmission across single molecules directly in living cells. In vitro
studies showed that forces produced by a single cytoskeletal motor protein, like the
f-actin binding protein myosin, or the microtubule-binding motors kinesin and dynein,
are in the range of 3–4 pN and 5–7 pN, respectively [Finer et al., 1994; Gennerich
et al., 2007; Svoboda et al., 1993]. Forces lower than 1–2 pN are difficult to detect
since they disappear within thermal noise, whereas much higher forces are required
to unfold a whole protein domain, for example the FNIII domain of fibronectin or
the immunoglobulin domain of titin is denatured at forces as high as 80–300 pN
[Oberhauser et al., 2002; Rief et al., 1997]. Altogether these studies indicate that the
important mechanotransduction processes occur in the lower piconewton range, which
can be displayed by the tension probes that have been developed over the past years.
Several molecular designs exist that display intramolecular strain, all of which based on
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genetically-encoded tension probes that are inserted into the protein of interest [Wang
et al., 2011]. The general principle of most of the available tension sensor modules is
based on a flexible, tension sensitive linker molecule, that elongates upon mechanical
load which can be microscopically followed. The first published linker element was a stiff
alpha-helix developed by Meng et al. [2008], followed by a the spider silk flagelliform
peptide [Grashoff et al., 2010] and the spectrin repeat element [Meng and Sachs, 2010],
the latter ones displaying forces in the range of 1-6 pN and 5-7 pN, respectively. The
published tension sensitive linker peptides, not only display varying force-sensitivity
ranges, but also show unique force-elongation profiles, such as the flagelliform element
that linearly extends upon force load resembling the behavior of an elastic spring
[Grashoff et al., 2010].
At the beginning of this study, the exact force range transduced by a protein of interest
could not be resolved. Instead, rather rough estimations of average forces per cell had
been be reported, owing to the gradual force response of the sensor modules and/or
insufficient sensor calibration. Digital sensor modules with differing force sensitivities,
that allow to pinpoint the force exerted on proteins and even to determine the fraction
of mechanically engaged molecules within a subcellular structure, were still missing.
Most biosensors are based on FRET and make use of the distance dependency of the
energy transfer between two fluorophores. Typically the modular design comprises two
green fluorescent protein (GFP)-like fluorophores linked via an elastic tension sensitive
module. Since the FRET efficiency is dependent on the inverse sixth power of the
distance between donor and acceptor, mechanical tension extending the linker element
leads to chromophore separation followed by a significant decrease in FRET.The average
length of the tension sensitive linker is around 5-10 nm, which is approximately the
Förster radius R0 range of the currently available FRET fluorophore pairs.
Additionally, biosensors exist, in which mechanical tension across the linker element
changes the orientation between the choromophores rather than the length [Meng and
Sachs, 2012]. An alternative approach developed by Ichimura et al. [2012] utilizes an
engineered strain-sensitive fluorophore and correlates molecular tension with fluorescence
loss.
These diverse techniques already contributed to the understanding of intramolecular
tension across diverse subcellular structures, for example a vinculin tension probe
allowed the analysis of forces in cell-ECM contact sites [Grashoff et al., 2010]. A
similar tension sensor module was used to investigate tension across cell-cell contacts
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Figure 1.8: Distance-dependent FRET-based tension sensor module. Schematic
representation of a genetically-encoded FRET-based tension sensor module, that is comprised
of a donor fluorophore (D) and an acceptor fluorophore (A), connected by a tension sensitive
linker molecule, that extends upon force load. FRET efficiency is highly distance dependent,
resulting in an high energy transfer in the resting state, but reduced FRET efficiency upon
mechanical stretch, which can be microscopically followed [Ringer et al., 2017].
via E-cadherin [Borghi et al., 2012], across the cytoskeleton using an α-actinin sensor
[Meng and Sachs, 2010] as well as across the ECM component fibronectin [Smith et al.,
2007].
In this study the aim was to apply the existing tension sensor published by Grashoff
et al. [2010], as well as, newly developed, single-molecule calibrated tension sensitive
probes with more like digital force-elongation behavior and diverse force sensitivity
ranges to unravel force transduction across the FA protein talin.
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Talin is a key adapter protein in cell-extracellular matrix (ECM) contacts. By now it
is well established that talin fulfills at least two substantial tasks, the first one is the
activation of the focal adhesion (FA)-resident receptor family integrins in a process
called "inside-out" signaling, whereas the second function is to establish the linkage
between integrins, bound to the ECM, and the actin network within the cell. As an
adapter protein talin serves as a signaling platform, recruiting numerous interaction
partners to the adhesion complex. In addition, it was hypothesized that talin occupies a
role in transmitting mechanical cues within FAs; however, by the time I started my PhD
project direct evidence was lacking. Several in vitro studies demonstrated unfolding
of talin’s subdomains in response to force, yet, whether talin was exposed to these
forces in living cells was unclear. Additionally, the exact force range that talin bears
and the fraction of mechanically engaged molecules was highly debated. Finally, the
reason for vertebrates to express two talin isoforms and especially the role of talin-2 in
cellular mechanotransduction remained elusive. In the past years, several approaches
were established in order to investigate force transmission in living cells, most of them
on the basis of genetically-encoded elastic linker peptides that act as piconewton (pN)
force sensors when flanked by a fluorophore pair undergoing efficient Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET). However, most of the published sensor modules were either
poorly calibrated or gradually elongate upon force load, which does not allow the exact
determination of force per molecule.
To allow the comparative analysis of talin-1 and talin-2 mechanotransduction in
living cells, my first aim was to generate and evaluate talin-2 tension sensor constructs,
based on newly developed tension sensor modules. Furthermore, I investigated the
isoform-specific force transmission and its regulation by other FA proteins. In addition,
I aimed to elucidate the mechanism of rigidity sensing upon differential expression of
talin-1 and talin-2.
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My second aim was to improve our understanding of force propagation across the
elongated rod domain of talin-1. By generating a new talin tension sensor, I aimed to
unravel the contribution of different subdomains of the talin rod to force generation.
Additionally, I established a method which allowed for the first time the simultaneous
analysis of two different tension sensors within one cell. Using a novel tension sensor
module, sensitive to the lower piconewton range with near-digital force response, I
determined the fraction of mechanically engaged talin-1 molecules within FAs.
Finally, I wrote, together with a student fellow, a review article, in which I summarized
and discussed recent developments of biosensors that allow molecular force measure-
ments, with an emphasis on the systematic evaluation of FRET-based tension sensor
experiments. In a second review article I recapitulated the current knowledge of cell-
ECM adhesions and their way to sense the complex nature of the ECM. Furthermore,
the impact of newly established experimental as well as theoretical approaches that
assist to complement the image of mechano-chemical coupling at FAs was highlighted.
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3.1 Paper I – How to measure molecular forces in
cells: A guide to evaluating genetically-encoded
FRET-based tension sensors.
Cost A.-L.∗, Ringer P.∗, Chrostek-Grashoff A., Grashoff C. (∗ equal contribution)
Cells are exposed to a broad variety of forces, like shear stress, contraction or
compression and have to sense and adapt to them. A variety of subcellular structures
known to mediate these different aspects of mechanotransduction are the plasma
membrane, the cytoskeleton, the nuclear envelope, mechanosensitive ion-channels and
cell adhesion complexes. Techniques like traction force microscopy as well as force
spectroscopy methods such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical and magnetic
tweezers brought a major breakthrough for understanding those forces on a cellular and
even on a molecular level. To complete these in vitro studies on force transduction,
molecular tension sensors were developed to quantify lower piconewton (pN) forces
across proteins in vivo and several designs of such biosensors exist that allow determining
forces at the cell surface and within the cell. In this study, we review recent advances
in the development of biosensors, especially the currently available Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET)-based tension sensors and propose a strategy to systematically
evaluate them. A number of approaches have been developed to measure molecular
tension, which are based beside FRET upon photo-quenching, loss of fluorescence
and change of fluorophore emission properties. All of these techniques depend on an
extendable molecule that undergoes a length increase upon application of mechanical
force. However, FRET-based tension sensors are most frequently used and depend on
a process of nonradiative energy transfer between two fluorophores, which is highly
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dependent on the separation distance of the chromophores. Beside the fluorophores
Förster radius, FRET is sensitive to the relative orientation of the fluorophores, the donor
quantum yield and the overlap of the donor emission and the acceptor absorption spectra.
Therefore we highlight in this review the need of an in depth characterization of the
tension sensor modules, for example by single-molecule calibration and by performing
several controls to ensure that the effect of FRET differences is tension dependent
and not caused by other confounding factors. Additionally, effects of the tension
sensor module integration into the protein of interest need to be carefully evaluated.
Approaches to determine FRET in cells are either intensity-based or depend on the
determination of the fluorophore lifetime, which gives either qualitative or quantitative
results, respectively. However, in both cases a proper data analysis is critical, which is
greatly facilitated by an automated data analysis software. In summery, we review how
molecular tension sensors should, ideally, be evaluated. Only then, molecular tension
sensors are a powerful tool to elucidate cellular mechanotransduction processes.
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3.2 Paper II – Extracellular rigidity sensing by
talin isoform-specific mechanical linkages.
Austen K.∗, Ringer P.∗, Mehlich A.∗, Chrostek-Grashoff A., Kluger C., Klingner C.
Sabass B., Zent R., Rief M., Grashoff C. (∗ equal contribution)
Cells sense the stiffness of their extracellular environment, which is crucial for normal
organ development and function, whereas deregulation of rigidity sensation is connected
to numerous diseases, like tumor formation and cardiovascular disorders. To distinguish
between different matrix rigidities, cells probe their surrounding by anchoring to the
extracellular matrix (ECM) via focal adhesions (FAs). The main anchor of FAs are
integrin receptors that span the membrane and bind to the ECM. At the same time
integrin tails can be bound by cytosolic adapter proteins that are thought to transmit
mechanical cues to the actin cytoskeleton and in addition translate it into a biochemical
signals. One of the major adapter proteins, which is additionally known for its important
role as integrin activator, is talin. Talin directly binds integrins with its head domain
and at the same time connects to the actin cytoskeleton via its elongated rod domain. It
was proposed by in vitro studies that talin transmits mechanical information, however,
direct and quantitative evidence for force transmission across talin was still missing.
In this study, we engineered two genetically-encoded Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET)-based biosensors based on the ultrafast-folding villin headpiece peptide (HP35)
flanked by the YPet/mCherry fluorophore pair, called HP35-tension sensor module
(TSM). Single-molecule calibration of the HP35-TSM and a mutated stable variant
(stHP35-TSM), using an optical tweezer setup, revealed transitions between the unfolding
and folding conformation in response to mechanical force of 7 piconewton (pN) and 10
pN, respectively. To examine forces across talin in cells, we genetically inserted the TSM
into the unstructured linker region between the head and the rod domain. Expression
of the talin tension sensor in talin double knockout cells revealed proper localization,
as well as rescue of the sever cell adhesion defect of talin-deficient cells and normal
FA turnover rates, indicating normal function of the protein. Performing fluorescence-
lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) and ratiometric FRET experiments, we were able to
show that talin bears forces of 7 pN on average and that a subset of molecules transmits
even forces higher than 10 pN. Force transmission across talin is dependent on its
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association with mechanically engaged vinculin and f-actin. Furthermore, our studies
revealed that talins’ mechanical engagement with the actin cytoskeleton is dispensable
for integrin activation, but crucial for FA reinforcement and hence extracellular rigidity
sensing.
Mammals express two talin genes, which encode similar proteins with 74 % identity, the
ubiquitous expressed talin-1 and the more restrictively expressed talin-2. Intriguingly,
our studies revealed that talin mechanics are isoform-specific. Specifically, talin-2 bears
higher forces than talin-1 and additionally, more talin-2 molecules are engaged within
FAs. The observed tension increase in cells expressing talin-2 is due to differences in
vinculin recruitment to the N-terminal rod domains R1-R3 of talin-2, which stabilizes
FAs in these cells even on compliant substrate. By regulating the expression of talin-1
and talin-2, cells can modulate their extracellular rigidity sensing. Altogether, our
experiments unraveled a new mechanism that couples cell adhesion with mechanosensing,
in which talin mediates an essential linkage, that is crucial for cells to detect tissue
stiffness.
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3.3 Paper III – Sensing the mechano-chemical
properties of the extracellular matrix
Ringer P., Colo G., Fässler R., Grashoff C.
Many developmental and also pathological processes depend on the ability of cells to
sense and respond to their mechanical and chemical environment. Cells need to detect
chemical compositions and mechanical cues from the extracellular matrix (ECM), which
are transmitted by complex multi-molecular structures called focal adhesions (FAs).
In this review, we summarized recent findings about the intricate nature of FAs and
their way of integrating mechanotransduction and chemical signaling. Furthermore,
we discussed how the combination of experimental and theoretical approaches can
be used to unravel the mechanisms behind the coupling of mechanical and chemical
cues during cell adhesion. The architecture of FAs can be divided in horizontal and
vertical substructures, which are individually regulated. FAs are composed of three main
vertical layers, with an outer layer in which diverse integrin receptor subtypes anchor
to a wide range of ECM proteins, an intermediate layer where most of the chemical
and mechanical signals are processed and finally an inner layer, that is characterized
by the force generating actin cytoskeleton. Horizontal segmentation of FAs depends
mainly on the segregation of different integrin subtypes and the discrimination between
a FA core and a belt region, the latter characterized by accumulation of Kank proteins
and reduced force transmission. The concept emerged that FAs act similar to an
elastic spring, which extends and reinforces when tension is applied and the ECM is
sufficiently rigid, but remains small when forces are low. To understand these complex
subcelluar signaling hubs in more detail, a number of recently developed techniques
were utilized. For example, force spectroscopy methods revealed the force load across
proteins in the diverse FA layers, whereas improved mass-spectrometry methods shed
light on the composition of FAs, and the improvements in high-resolution microscopy
techniques unraveled the nanostructure and the molecular dynamics of FAs. In addition,
theoretical approaches integrated experimental findings to predict FA behavior leading
to a new conceptual understanding of cell-ECM adhesion and the mechanism of sensing
mechano-chemical properties of the surrounding environment.
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3.4 Paper IV – Multiplexing molecular tension
sensors reveals force gradient across talin-1
Ringer P., Weißl A., Cost A.-L., Freikamp A., Sabass B., Mehlich A., Tramier M., Rief
M., Grashoff C.
Cells experience a wide range of forces externally applied or produced by motor
proteins inside the cell. Forces are transferred by scaffold proteins via the actin
cytoskeleton and modulate all kind of biological processes. Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET)-based tension sensors were developed to report on piconewton scale
forces across proteins in vivo. However, until now, forces in the lower piconewton range
were difficult to resolve and methods to analyze several tension sensors simultaneously
were not available.
In this study, we report the development and single-molecule calibration of a genetically-
encoded FRET-based biosensor comprising a ferredoxin-like (FL) fold as force sensitive
linker peptide, which displays forces in an almost digital fashion with high sensitivity
for forces between 3-5 piconewton (pN). The calibration of the FL linker flanked by
two fluorophores, namely YPet and mCherry (FL-tension sensor module (TSM)) was
performed using a dual-trap optical tweezer setup, which showed a switch-like unfolding
at forces higher than 3 pN and a quick refolding to the original conformation when
forces were reduced.
The focal adhesion (FA) protein talin is one of the major scaffold proteins, connecting
the actin cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix via integrins and is known to bear
forces; yet, the contribution of the different subdomains to the force transmission was
missing. By inserting the FL-TSM and a 7 pN sensitive TSM at two positions within
the elongated protein and performing fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM)
and ratiometric FRET, we were able to show that there is a tension gradient across talin.
An average mechanical tension of more than 7 pN was determined at the N-terminal
position of the talin rod, whereas forces of only 3 pN are transmitted by a subset of talin
molecules at the lower C-terminal region. This tension gradient is modulated by the
adapter protein vinculin and the rigidity of the extracellular environment. Intriguingly,
forces generated by the very C-terminal actin binding domain are especially sensitive to
myosin-II activity and FA size.
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In addition, we established a method that allows simultaneous evaluation of two tension
sensor constructs within the same cell and therefore under identical conditions, utilizing
a single excitation wavelength and dual-color FLIM. For that matter, I generated
orthogonal FRET pairs both of which can be excited at 440 nm; however, the first
donor emits to a dark quencher and the second donor fluorophore has a long stoke shift,
therefore a far red acceptor could be used and FRET spectra can be spectrally separated.
The application of this technique using the two talin tension sensors and coexpression
of the constructs within one cell substantiated the evidence for an intramolecular force
gradient across talin. Finally, taking advantage of the digital nature of the FL-TSM, we
introduced a data analysis procedure that allows calculating the fraction of mechanically
engaged molecules per cell form FL-TSM bulk measurements. By fitting the FLIM
data with a bi-exponential fit, we were able to show that 70% of talin molecules are
mechanically engaged at the more N-terminal part of the talin rod domain, while only
40% of talin molecules are exposed to tension at the C-terminal rod domain.
Together, these findings imply that cells modulate the amount of force per talin molecule
and in addition adjust the number of mechanically engaged molecules at its different
subdomains. Both regulation modes are sensitive to vinculin and actin engagement, and
myosin-II activity. Furthermore, the study shows that tension is not equally distributed
across talin, and the regulation of force transmission across talin is more complex than
previously thought. The methods described in this study should be valuable for further
studies on talin force transduction and adaptable to similar research questions.
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Abstract—The ability of cells to sense and respond to
mechanical forces is central to a wide range of biological
processes and plays an important role in numerous pathol-
ogies. The molecular mechanisms underlying cellular mech-
anotransduction, however, have remained largely elusive
because suitable methods to investigate subcellular force
propagation were missing. Here, we review recent advances
in the development of biosensors that allow molecular force
measurements. We describe the underlying principle of
currently available techniques and propose a strategy to
systematically evaluate new Förster resonance energy trans-
fer (FRET)-based biosensors.
Keywords—Mechanobiology, Förster resonance energy
transfer, Biosensors, Mechanotransduction, Fluorescence
lifetime imaging microscopy.
INTRODUCTION
Cells are exposed to a wide range of mechanical for-
ces. Endothelial cells, for instance, are subject to high
shear stress in arteries but low forces in veinous or
lymphatic vessels,14 cardiomyocytes bear the rhythmic
contractions of the heart,27 keratinocytes are stimulated
by shear or tension in the skin,57 and chondrocytes sense
forces from cartilage compression.51 Interestingly, cells
respond to suchmechanical stimuli—thatmay vary over
orders of magnitude—with astonishing specificity sug-
gesting that cell type-specific mechanisms exist, which
convey fine-tunedmechanoresponses. Indeed, a range of
subcellular structures mediating different aspects of
mechanotransduction has been identified including
mechanosensitive ion-channels,16 the plasma mem-
brane,18 the cytoskeleton,26 the nucleus,24 and cell-
adhesion complexes.21 Techniques such as traction force
microscopy67 have greatly contributed to our
understanding of force transduction across these sub-
cellular structures.3 Yet, how forces propagate on the
molecular level is still largely unknown.
MOLECULAR FORCE TRANSDUCTION
OCCURS IN THE PICONEWTON RANGE
A major breakthrough for our understanding of
molecular force transduction has been the development
of highly sensitive atomic force microscopy (AFM)55 as
well as optical8 and magnetic32 tweezer systems, which
allow researchers to scrutinize mechanical responses of
single molecules in vitro.81 Such experiments revealed
that forces produced by microtubule-binding motor
proteins, such as kinesins or dyneins, are in the range of
5–7 piconewton (pN) per molecule22,70 (Fig. 1), highly
similar to forces generated by growing microtubules (3–
4 pN)19 or f-actin–binding myosin motors (3–4 pN).20
The notion that mechanotransduction—the transla-
tion of mechanical information into a biochemical
response—may occur at similar forces was supported by
the observation that conformational changes in the
adhesion protein talin can be induced by mechanical
tension as low as 2 pN.15,77 Likewise, cleavage of the
von Willebrand factor is facilitated by force-induced
protein unfolding at 5 pN80 and collagen proteolysis is
increased 100-fold upon application of 10 pN force.1
Interestingly, some receptor-ligand pairs form adhesive
interactions, called catch bonds, which strengthen under
pN forces.72 The linkage between P-selectin and mono-
meric P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1, for instance, is
characterized by catch bond behavior below 11 pN,42,71
and a5b1 integrin shows enhanced binding to fibronectin
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type III repeats at 10–30 pN.33As the unfolding ofwhole
protein domains usually requires higher forces—the
green fluorescent protein (GFP) starts to unfold at about
35 pN17 and immunoglobulin (Ig) or fibronectin type III
domains unfold at 80–300 pN50,58,59—it appears that
important aspects of mechanotransduction do indeed
occur in the low pN range (Fig. 1). But how can such low
forces be measured in cells?
CURRENT APPROACHES FOR MEASURING
MOLECULAR TENSION
A number of approaches to measure molecular
tension across cell-surface or intracellular molecules
have been developed; they are based upon Förster
resonance energy transfer (FRET), photo-quenching,
loss of fluorescence or changes in fluorophore emission
properties. For a better understanding how to design
new biosensors, we will briefly introduce FRET and
how it can be measured in cells, before we provide a
short overview of the different techniques and their
applications (see also Tables 1, 2; Fig. 2).
A Brief Introduction to Förster Resonance Energy
Transfer (FRET)
FRET is a process in which energy is transferred
nonradiatively from an electronically excited donor
(D) chromophore to a nearby acceptor (A). The FRET
efficiency E, defined as the proportion of donor mol-
ecules that transfer excitation energy to the acceptor, is
highly dependent on the D–A separation distance r
and characterized by the Förster distance R0.
E ¼ R
6
0
R60 þ r6
ð1Þ
R0 embodies the relative orientation of donor and
acceptor dipoles j2, the refractive index n, the donor
quantum yield QD, and the overlap integral of donor
emission and acceptor absorption spectra J.
R60  j2n4QDJ ð2Þ
The spectral overlap integral in turn depends on the
acceptor extinction coefficient eA according to
J kð Þ ¼
Z
eA kð Þk4FD kð Þdk ð3Þ
where FD is the donor emission spectrum and k the
wavelength. Thus, FRET is highly distance-dependent
but can be strongly affected by the D–A orientation as
well. It is worth noting that the orientation factor j2 is
often assumed to be constant throughout the experiment,
whichmaynot alwaysbeavalid assumption.36 In fact, the
relative orientation of donor and acceptor transition di-
poles has been utilized in orientation-dependent FRET
biosensors44 (Fig. 2b). The equations above also show
that properties of FRET-based biosensors can be ad-
justed to some degree by employing different donor and
acceptor fluorophores with varying quantum yields and
extinction coefficients.63,64 For a more detailed overview
of FRET we refer to excellent literature.30,36
FRET Measurements in Cells
To fully harness the power of FRET-based biosensors,
suitable microscopy techniques and data analysis algo-
rithms are critical. For this purpose, a number of
approaches to determine FRET in cells are available.40,75
One of the most frequently used methods is based on
intensitymeasurements, in which the donor fluorophore is
excited and the emission intensities of donor and acceptor
fluorophore are used to calculate a FRET ratio. This
estimate of relative FRET is useful for biosensors that are
characterized by fixed donor/acceptor stoichiometry and
can be measured with any appropriately equipped wide-
field or confocal microscope. However, these intensity-
based measurements do not readily yield quantitative
information on FRET efficiencies, are sensitive to the
experimental settings (e.g. excitation intensity or biosensor
expression level) and require careful image data analysis to
account for spectral bleed-through, cross-excitation or
photobleaching.75 Alternatively, fluorescence lifetime
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FIGURE 1. Mechanotransduction occurs in the low pN range.
Motor proteins such as dynein,22 myosin25 or kinesin,70
cell adhesion molecules like talin15 or some integrins
receptors31,33,41,47 as well as the kinetochore protein Ndc8054 are
sensitive to forces below 30 pN. Even though single protein
domains like spectrin repeats unfold in the similar force
range,38,60 most proteins require higher forces for unfolding.
GFP, for example, starts to unfold at 35 pN17 and even higher
forces (80–300 pN) are necessary to unfold fibronectin’s FN
type III domain,50,59 ubiquitin,11 or the IgG domain.58 It should be
noted that some of the force ranges are still controversial and
that this figure only summarizes the currently published results.
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imaging microscopy (FLIM)48,68,69 can be used to calcu-
late FRET efficiencies from the donor lifetime (s) in the
presence (DA) or absence (D) of the acceptor.
E ¼ 1 sDA
sD
ð4Þ
The FLIM approach is insensitive to fluorophore
concentration and experimental settings but neverthe-
less requires rigorous controls and careful data ana-
lysis.75 Other imaging methods include acceptor
photobleaching73 or anisotropy measurements,40 each
with its own advantages and disadvantages. In general,
life-cell FRET experiments are complicated by cellular
auto-fluorescence, undesired photobleaching and the
fact that fluorophore properties depend on environ-
mental factors such as pH, ion concentration or tem-
perature.52,61 Thus, an in-depth understanding of the
limitations inherent to the different FRET analysis
methods is essential.30,53,69,78
Genetically-Encoded Tension Sensor Modules for
Measuring Intracellular Molecular Forces
Most of the existing tension sensor modules are
based upon the initial observation that elastic mole-
cules such as single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) can act as
pN force sensors when inserted between two fluores-
cent dyes undergoing efficient FRET.65 Since the
FRET efficiency inversely correlates with the D–A
distance (Eq. 1), forces that extend the linker and
thereby increase chromophore separation strongly re-
duce FRET (Fig. 2a). Therefore, the selection of an
appropriate elastic element is critical and the following
requirements have to be satisfied. First, the linker has
to be short because currently available FRET pairs are
characterized by a Förster distance R0  5–6 nm, at
which the FRET efficiency is most sensitive to changes
in fluorophore separation distance (Fig. 2a).53,69 Sec-
ond, the increase in linker length has to be sufficiently
large so that applied tension translates into measurable
FRET efficiency differences. Finally, data interpreta-
tion is greatly facilitated if the linker follows a simple
folding/unfolding pathway and quickly returns to its
original conformation when forces subside.
Following these principles, a number of FRET-
based tension-sensitive modules have been developed
(Table 1; Fig. 2). The linker elements range from a
comparably stiff a-helix46 and spectrin repeat43 to the
elastic spider silk flagelliform peptide23 (Fig. 2a). An
alternative approach was recently tested, in which the
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FIGURE 2. Overview of existing tension sensing techniques. (a) Distance-dependent FRET-based tension sensor modules use
elastic linker elements that extend in response to force (F). Sufficient length increase of the linker under force is critical as the FRET
efficiency (E) is highly dependent on the chromophore separation distance (r). Currently available FRET pairs are characterized by
Förster distances (R0) of 5–6 nm; as an example, the FRET vs. distance correlation for R0 = 5.8 nm is shown. Employed linkers include
an a-helix in strain-sensitive FRET (stFRET),46 (GPGGA)8 repeats in the flagelliform tension sensor module (TSMod)
23 as well as in the
molecular tension sensor (MTS),47 and a spectrin repeat in spectrin stFRET (sstFRET).43 (b) Force across the circularly permuted (cp)
stFRET (cpstFRET) sensor rotates the fluorophores thereby reducing FRET efficiency.44 (c) Force across a strain-sensitive cpYFP
causes fluorescence loss.28 (d) In the proximity imaging-based strain sensor module (PriSSM), the emission spectrum changes in
response to force-dependent distance increase between green fluorescent protein (GFP) and cp174GFP.29 (e) Some tension sensors
used to measure extracellular forces are based on a polyethylene glycol (PEG)-spring. In the molecular tension–based fluorescence
microscopy (MTFM) approach, organic dye fluorescence rises as the distance to a synthetic quencher66 or a gold nanoparticle
(AuNP)41 increases in response to stretch. (f) The tension gauge tether (TGT) method uses double-stranded DNA fragments, which
separate at defined forces via unzipping (low force) or shearing (high force).76
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force-sensitive element does not change its length but
rather conformation (Fig. 2b).44 In addition to the
FRET-based approaches, a circularly permuted (cp)
YFP has been generated that loses fluorescence under
force28 (Fig. 2c). Similarly, proximity imaging (PRIM)
has been used to correlate molecular strain with
changes in the emission spectrum of an engineered
GFP-dimer29 (Fig. 2d). Whether all these techniques
will be useful for further applications in cells, however,
remains to be determined.
Synthetic Tension Sensing Techniques for Measuring
Forces at the Cell Surface
Measuring mechanical forces at the cell surface
does not require genetic encoding of the tension
sensing element but can be performed using
mechanically well-described polymers. In addition,
organic dyes can be employed which are more pho-
tostable than most genetically encoded fluorophores
and rarely affect the functionality of the labeled
molecules. Together with the versatile surface chem-
istry technologies that are available, these tools have
enabled the development of highly sensitive methods
to determine extracellular molecular forces (Table 2).
For example, the molecular tension–based fluores-
cence microscopy (MTFM) approach uses polyeth-
ylene glycol (PEG) as a force-sensitive tether
molecule to measure mechanical tension across
growth factor66 and cell adhesion receptors31,41
(Fig. 2e). Similarly, functionalization of the flagelli-
form peptide23 with organic dyes and arginine–gly-
cine–glutamine (RGD)-ligands allows the estimation
of force across single integrin receptors47 (Fig. 2a).
An addition to these synthetic sensors is the tension
gauge tether (TGT) approach, where immobilized
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is functionalized
with cell surface receptor ligands so that force above
a well-defined threshold can be easily detected76
(Fig. 2f).
TABLE 2. Synthetic tension sensors.
Name Sensing element Sensor sensitivity Sensor calibration Principle Original publication
Application by
original group
MTFM PEGn
a 0–20 pNa Theoretical;
WLC modelc
QSF 21-quenching Stabley et al.66 Jurchencko et al.31
AuNP-MTFM PEGn
a 0–25 pNa Theoretical;
WLC modelc
AuNP-quenching Liu et al.41
MTS Flagelliform
(GPGGA)8
1–6 pN Grashoff et al.23 FRET Morimatsu et al.47
TGT dsDNA tether 12–56 pN Single molecule
AFM
Fluorescence lossb Wang and Ha76
a Force sensitivity can be tuned by adjusting the PEG polymer length.
b The TGT response is non-reversible.
c Worm-like chain model.
TABLE 1. Genetically-encoded tension sensors.
Name
Sensing
element
Sensor
sensitivity
Molecular
size
Original
publication
Application
by original group
Independent
application
PriSSM AS(GGS)9 pN range ~55 kDa Iwai et al.29
stFRET a-helix pN range ~56 kDaa Meng et al.46 Meng et al.45
TSMod Flagelliform
(GPGGA)8
1–6 pN; by single-molecule
spectroscopy
~56 kDa Grashoff et al.23 Conway et al.12
Kuriyama et al.35
Leerberg et al.39
Borghi et al.5
Chang et al.9
Cai et al.6
Krieg et al.34
sstFRET Spectrin repeatb 5–7 pN; by DNA springs ~65 kDa Meng and Sachs43 Rahimzadeh et al.56
Verma et al.74
cpYFPc Chromophore pN range ~29 kDa Ichimura et al.28
cpstFRET 5–7 pN; by DNA springs ~54 kDa Meng and Sachs44
a The original publication indicates a size of ~70 kDa; based on the used amino acid sequence, however, a size of ~56 kDa is expected.
b Other groups have reported spectrin repeat unfolding at ~20 pN38 and 25–35 pN60.
c This sensor has not been used in cells.
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Applications of FRET-Based Molecular Tension
Sensors
The genetic tension sensor modules described above
havebeenapplied toa rangeofproteins (Fig. 2;Table 1) in
different cell types and even whole organisms such as
C. elegans34 or D. melanogaster.6 The targeted molecules
include actin-binding proteins such as a-actinin,43–46,74
filamin,45,46 and spectrin34,43,46 as well as cell adhesion
molecules like cadherin,5,6,12 PECAM-1,12 and vinculin.23
These measurements confirmed the long held assumption
that many cytoskeletal proteins bear pN forces and are an
ideal starting point for amore detailed analysis. The use of
a vinculin tension sensor, for instance, revealed an average
force of about 2.5 pN across vinculin. More interestingly,
however, the vinculin transduced tension strongly depends
on the cell adhesion state,with highest tension occurring in
assembling focal adhesions but low forces indisassembling
complexes23; this indicates that vinculin stabilizes cell
adhesions under mechanical force. In another study, a b-
spectrin tension sensor revealed constitutive tension of
about 1.5 pN across this cytoskeletal adaptor protein.
Interestingly, genetic manipulations decreasing b-spectrin
pre-stress correlate with impaired touch sensation sug-
gesting that cytoskeletal pre-tension is critical for efficient
mechanosensation in neurons.34 These examples illustrate
that the truepower ofFRET-based tension sensors lies not
only in the force measurement itself but also in the possi-
bility to unravel molecular mechanisms that are currently
inaccessible to other techniques.
A GUIDE TO EVALUATING GENETICALLY-
ENCODED FRET-BASED TENSION SENSORS
A detailed understanding of a tension sensor’s bio-
physical properties is crucial. In which force range is the
tension sensor module applicable? How does the linker
unfold in response to force, andhow large is the dynamic
FRET range? These kind of questions need to be an-
swered before meaningful experiments can be per-
formed. Furthermore, effects of tension sensor module
integration into the protein of interest (POI) need to be
carefully evaluated and the FRET experiments must be
properly controlled. While every novel genetically-en-
coded biosensor will require its specific evaluation
strategy, we propose here a series of experimental con-
trols which, in our opinion, are indispensable for any
FRET-based tension sensor characterization.
Tension Sensor Design: Which Forces are to be
Measured?
Before the experiment, a number of obvious (but not
trivial) questions should be addressed. Which molecule
should be targeted, what are the expected mechanical
forces and do tension sensor modules that are sensitive
to these forces exist? It is important to note that
molecular tension sensors are unsuitable to measure
forces across subcellular structures in general (in fact,
this is precisely what they do not do), but specifically
report tension across the POI. Our previously published
vinculin tension sensor, for instance, can be efficiently
used to determine vinculin tension but is unsuitable to
measure focal adhesion forces in general.23 So, it is also
worth asking: Are we interested in forces across distinct
proteins or across whole subcellular structures?
Once a target protein has been identified, it is nec-
essary to carefully evaluate whether the tension sensor
module can be inserted into the POI without signifi-
cantly affecting its function. We find that structural
information is often helpful to identify possible inser-
tion sites, which are preferably unstructured and flex-
ible. In case of the vinculin tension sensor, for example,
the chosen integration site is located in a flexible linker
region between two well-defined structural domains
and vinculin function is preserved after tension sensor
module integration.10,23 If little structure information
is available for the POI, we recommend testing several
integrations in parallel.
Characterizing the Tension Sensor Module: What is the
Sensor’s Force Sensitivity?
As discussed above, proteins are subject to a range
of pN forces. As the main purpose of a tension sensor
is the quantification of these forces, a careful evalua-
tion of the probe’s force sensitivity is required. For
elastic elements such as PEG, ssDNA or unstructured
polypeptides like (GGS)n, which are well-described by
established polymer models, a theoretical calibration
may be sufficient.65,66 However, experimental calibra-
tion is inevitable when more complex linker elements
are employed. For such measurements, we strongly
recommend the use of single-molecule techniques that
allow well-controlled and repeated stretching of sensor
peptides over a wide range of forces.81 Such a single-
molecule calibration has been successfully used to
determine the force sensitivity of the flagelliform pep-
tide,23 but can also be employed to investigate the force
response of a complete tension sensor module includ-
ing donor and acceptor fluorophores (Fig. 3b)
(unpublished observation, C. Grashoff andM. Rief). A
tension sensor module calibration using optical twee-
zers typically involves purification of the protein from
bacteria or eukaryotic cells, followed by its function-
alization and linkage to DNA handles, which are then
attached to micro-beads. Application of pN forces by
an optical trap allows a detailed analysis of tension
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sensor module unfolding under force and, importantly,
refolding when tension is reduced.
Biosensor Characterization I: Are the Fluorophores
Functional After Integration into the POI?
Next to the in vitro calibration of the tension sensor
module, its functionality after integration into the POI
needs to be validated. Steric constraints, for instance,
could impair fluorophore folding. Furthermore, forces
of about 35 pN17 are sufficient to partially unfold
GFP-like proteins, which might influence fluores-
cence.61 Therefore, we recommend comparing the
properties of individual donor (D) and acceptor (A)
fluorophores terminally fused to the target protein (X)
(Fig. 3a, X-DC or X-AC) with fluorophores that have
been integrated into the POI (Fig. 3a, X-DI, X-AI).
Alternatively, integrated tension sensor modules har-
boring one non-fluorescent mutant fluorophore
(Fig. 3a, X-mTSI(D), X-mTSI(A)) may be used for a
comparison. Fluorescence lifetime as well as absorp-
tion or emission spectra are useful parameters to
determine whether properties of internally placed
fluorophores are affected (Fig. 3c).
Biosensor Characterization II: Is the POI Functional
After Tension Sensor Module Integration?
A critical step in the development of a genetically-
encoded biosensor is the insertion of the tension sensor
module into the POI; quite obviously, this involves the
risk of altering the target protein’s function.Therefore, a
detailed evaluation of the biosensor is critical and
requires the generation of genetic control constructs
(Fig. 3a), for which protocols have been described
before.2 To evaluate the biosensor’s biological func-
tionality, these constructs should be expressed in cells
depleted of the endogenous protein, which has several
advantages (Fig. 3d). First, overexpression artifacts can
be avoided by adjusting biosensor expression to physi-
ological levels. Second, it can be easily testedwhether the
biosensor is able to functionally replace the endogenous
protein. The b-spectrin tension sensor, for example,
rescues the paralysis phenotype of spectrin mutant C.
elegans to wild type behavior34 and an E-cadherin ten-
sion sensor was shown to rescue the migration defect in
E-cadherin–depleted border cells in D. melanogaster.6
Finally, force measurements are likely to be more
accurate as the total amount of force distributes only
across biosensor molecules.
A typical evaluation experiment includes the
reconstitution of knockout (or knockdown) cells with
the tension sensor construct (Fig. 3a, X-TSI) and the
N- or C-terminally tagged POI (Fig. 3a, X-DC or X-
AC). This is followed by confirmation of proper sub-
cellular localization using fluorescence microscopy
methods as well as the evaluation of expression levels
by western blotting. Depending on the POI, function-
ality may be further tested by fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP) analysis, where the
subcellular dynamics of X-TSI and X-DC can be easily
compared (Fig. 3d).
Controlling the FRET Experiment: Are Effects of
Intermolecular FRET or conformation changes
significant?
As described above, FRET experiments are complex
because energy transfer does not only depend on the
chromophore separation distance and orientation but
also on the biophysical properties of the individual fluo-
rophores (Eqs. 2 and 3).53 Therefore, FRET-based ten-
sion sensor experiments need to be carefully controlled.
To ensure that differences in FRET are caused by
mechanical tension across the biosensor and are not a
result of changes in the microenvironment (such as pH,
temperature, etc.), we emphasize the need to use a
zero-force control, which can be easily generated by
fusing the tension sensor module to either end of the
POI (Fig. 3a, X-TS0). This control should show iden-
tical subcellular localization as the biosensor (X-TSI)
but should not display changes in FRET as no sig-
nificant tension can be applied across the module. The
second possibly confounding factor in a tension sensor
FRET experiment is energy transfer between adjacent
molecules (so-called intermolecular FRET) that can
significantly contribute to the overall FRET in com-
pact subcellular structures such as focal adhesions or
cell–cell contacts. Intermolecular FRET can be easily
estimated using a pair of control constructs in which
either the individual fluorophores23 (Fig. 3a, X-DI, X-
AI) or tension sensor modules with one non-fluorescent
mutant fluorophore12 (Fig. 3a, X-mTSI(D), X-
mTSI(A)) are integrated into the POI. Co-expression
of such constructs in one cell and subsequent FRET
measurement in the relevant subcellular structure al-
low calculation of intermolecular FRET. Furthermore,
potential effects of protein conformation changes on
FRET need to be considered. As this strongly depends
on the molecule of interest, however, these control
experiments are not generalizable. Nevertheless, con-
formation controls should be included to ensure that
changes in FRET are reflective of differences in
mechanical tension and not j2 artifacts. Finally, the
notion that FRET changes actually reflect changes in
tension may be reinforced by experiments in which
external forces are rapidly applied using mechanical
stretch5 or fluid shear flow.12
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Data Analysis and Interpretation: What Do the FRET
Efficiency Differences Mean?
At the end, proper data analysis is critical. We
highly recommend the use of quantitative techniques
such as fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy
(FLIM) allowing the calculation of FRET efficiencies
instead of FRET ratios (Fig. 3e). Moreover,
automated data analysis software to determine trans-
fer rates in subcellular compartments greatly facilitates
data interpretation. The evaluation experiments
described above should be followed by additional con-
trols that will depend on the individual context (such as
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FIGURE 3. Recommended control constructs and experimental strategies for FRET-based tension sensor evaluation. (a) The
tension sensor (X-TSI) consists of the tension sensor module (TS) internally integrated into the protein of interest (POI) (X). As a
zero-force control (X-TS0), the TS can be fused C- (X-TSC) or N-terminally (X-TSN) to the POI. To evaluate functionality of the
targeted protein as well as the fluorophores, N- or C-terminal (X-DC, X-AC) fusions and internal (X-DI, X-AI) integrations of donor
(D) and acceptor (A) fluorophores are recommended. Additionally, tension sensor constructs with non-fluorescent mutant donor
(X-mTSI(A)) or acceptor fluorophore (X-mTSI(D)) can be used. (b) Single-molecule force spectroscopy techniques can be used to
calibrate new tension sensor modules. The protein is attached to micro-beads via dsDNA handles and an optical tweezer applies
pN forces. (c) Fluorescence lifetimes or emission spectra of donor (X-DC vs. X-DI or X-mTSI(D)) and acceptor (X-AC vs. X-AI or
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protein. (d) Functionality of the tension sensor can be efficiently analyzed by comparing knockout (KO) cell lines reconstituted with
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allow the analysis of mobile and immobile fractions. (e) Calculation of FRET efficiencies is recommended to quantify FRET
measurements. In addition to genetic controls, where X-TSI is compared to X-TS0, biological controls should be included. For
instance, chemical inhibitor treatments can be used to prevent force generation across the POI, which should lead to a substantial
increase in FRET efficiency of X-TSI. Intermolecular FRET can be determined using co-expressed X-DI and X-AI or X-mTSI(D) and
X-mTSI(A).
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inhibition of intracellular contractility or application of
external forces). Together, this experimental strategy will
allow a straightforward evaluation of new tension-sen-
sitive biosensors. We wish to emphasize that insuffi-
ciently characterized tension sensors should not be
utilized by the scientific community as their application
all too often results in misleading interpretations and
confusion.
OUTLOOK
While the development of molecular tension sensors
has already made significant contributions to a deeper
understanding of force transduction, further improve-
ments will be necessary to further elucidate molecular
mechanisms. For instance, more calibrated tension
sensor modules are required to evaluate distinct force
ranges. Also, probes with increased dynamic range,
quantum yield and photostability would be useful to
perform intracellular single-molecule measurements
that unravel the heterogeneity and dynamics of
molecular processes. In this context, the development
of orthogonal labeling techniques using genetically
encoded proteins,13 peptides, and non-natural amino
acids37 is promising, as they allow site-specific labeling
of intracellular proteins with organic dyes. Another
approach that seems worth pursuing is genomic inte-
gration of biosensors into the locus of the target pro-
teins by the recently developed CRISPR/Cas9
technique.62 This strategy should ensure physiological
expression levels of a biosensor and avoid the time-
consuming generation of knockout (or knockdown)
cell lines. Finally, other approaches to determine forces
in cells could be combined with FRET-based tension
sensors. These may include optical tweezers methods
that can be applied to individual molecules within
cells,49 the specific functionalization of micro-droplets,
which were recently used to determine mechanical
forces on the cellular level in embryonic tissue,7 or
traction force microscopy techniques allowing the
simultaneous measurement of traction forces and
molecular forces in cell adhesions. In fact, while this
manuscript was under revision, two new, synthetic
tension sensor techniques that use hairpin-DNA as
force sensitive linkers and fluorescence quenching as
read-out were published,4,79 which allow molecular
traction force microscopy.
In summary, properly characterized molecular ten-
sion sensors provide a powerful tool to gain insight
into cellular mechanotransduction. Further improve-
ments that will allow experiments at single-molecule
resolution within cells, the application of tension sen-
sors to a wider range of proteins, and the combination
of biosensors with other quantitative techniques may
pave the way to a better understanding of how cells
sense and respond to their mechanical environment.
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Extracellular rigidity sensing by talin isoform-specific
mechanical linkages
Katharina Austen1,6, Pia Ringer1,6, Alexander Mehlich2,6, Anna Chrostek-Grashoff1, Carleen Kluger1,
Christoph Klingner1, Benedikt Sabass3, Roy Zent4, Matthias Rief2,5 and Carsten Grashoff1,7
The ability of cells to adhere and sense differences in tissue
stiffness is crucial for organ development and function. The
central mechanisms by which adherent cells detect extracellular
matrix compliance, however, are still unknown. Using two
single-molecule-calibrated biosensors that allow the analysis
of a previously inaccessible but physiologically highly relevant
force regime in cells, we demonstrate that the integrin activator
talin establishes mechanical linkages following cell adhesion,
which are indispensable for cells to probe tissue stiffness.
Talin linkages are exposed to a range of piconewton forces and
bear, on average, 7–10pN during cell adhesion depending on
their association with F-actin and vinculin. Disruption of talin’s
mechanical engagement does not impair integrin activation and
initial cell adhesion but prevents focal adhesion reinforcement
and thus extracellular rigidity sensing. Intriguingly,
talin mechanics are isoform specific so that expression of
either talin-1 or talin-2 modulates extracellular rigidity sensing.
Tissue rigidity is an epigenetic factor that governs tissue patterning
and organ development1–3, while altered tissuemechanics is associated
with numerous disease states including cardiovascular disorders,
spinal cord injury or tumour formation4,5. To distinguish differences
in tissue stiffness, cells constantly probe the mechanical properties
of their environment by anchoring and pulling on the surrounding
extracellular matrix6–8 (ECM). This anchorage-dependent rigidity
sensing is mediated by focal adhesions (FAs), subcellular structures
in which ECM-binding integrin receptors are connected through
adaptor proteins with the intracellular actin cytoskeleton9,10. Although
the important role of individual integrin subunits and distinct FA
molecules such as focal adhesion kinase (FAK), paxillin or vinculin
has been appreciated7,11,12, the central mechanism that couples cell
adhesion with mechanosensing remained unknown.
Among the implicated regulators of FA mechanosensing are talins,
primarily known for their essential role during integrin activation13.
Talins directly bind and thereby activate integrin receptors with
an amino-terminal head domain and are thought to transduce
mechanical information by simultaneously connecting to the actin
cytoskeleton with their carboxy-terminal rod domain14–16. Owing to
the lack of suitable techniques to measure subcellular talin forces,
however, quantitative evidence for mechanical tension across talin
in cells was missing. We therefore embarked on the development of
biosensors to examine the piconewton mechanics of talin linkages in
living cells.
RESULTS
Single-molecule calibration of two genetically encoded tension
sensors
We have previously generated a probe (called TSMod), in which
an elastic peptide is flanked by two fluorophores allowing the
measurement of molecular forces of 1–6 pN using Förster resonance
energy transfer12,17–19 (FRET). Yet individual myosin motors can
generate single piconewton forces20 and forces across distinct integrin
receptors were recently shown to be significantly higher21,22. This
suggests that the proteins that directly connect adhesion receptors
with actomyosin networks such as talin may experience higher
mechanical forces as well. We therefore engineered two tension
sensors using the 35 amino acid-long villin headpiece peptide (HP35)
as a force-sensitive element flanked by an YPet/mCherry pair of
fluorophores (Fig. 1a). HP35 is an ultrafast-folding peptide that
undergoes an equilibrium unfolding/folding transition in response
to mechanical forces of about 7 pN, whereas a stable HP35 mutant
(HP35st) undergoes this transition at about 10 pN (refs 23,24). To
test whether HP35 unfolding/folding dynamics are affected by the
presence of N- and C-terminally fused fluorophores, we performed
1Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Group of Molecular Mechanotransduction, Martinsried D-82152, Germany. 2Technical University of Munich, Physics Department
E22, Garching D-85748, Germany. 3Princeton University, Department of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA. 4Vanderbilt
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Germany. 6These authors contributed equally to this work.
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Figure 1 Biosensor calibration using single-molecule force spectroscopy.
(a) HP35-TS comprises two fluorophores, YPet and mCherry (mCh), which
are linked by the villin headpiece peptide (HP35). Mechanical force across
this biosensor leads to HP35 unfolding, increase in fluorophore separation
distance and reduced FRET. For single-molecule calibration, DNA handles
were attached using cysteines (C), a His-tag was used for purification.
(b) Schematic illustration of the dual-trap optical tweezer set-up used for
calibration. (c) 200 kHz resolution force–extension trace (grey) fitted with an
extensible worm-like chain model (black). Inset: zoom into representative
force–extension traces of individual HP35(st)-TS molecules as compared
to DNA; the fit to HP35-TS data is shown in blue, HP35st-TS in red
and DNA in black. (d) Average force–extension traces of individual HP35-
TS (blue) and HP35st-TS (red) molecules. Experimental data are shown
as filled squares; solid lines are fits to the data; open circles represent
transition midpoint forces (HP35-TS: n= 344 single pulls pooled from
15 independent repeats, that is, different molecules; HP35st-TS: n=338
single pulls pooled from 10 independent repeats). (e) Force–extension traces
of four representative HP35-TS molecules showing fluorophore unfolding
at high (≥35pN) forces following stretching (pulling velocity: 500nms−1);
traces were horizontally shifted for better representation. (f) After stretching
to 24pN, HP35-TS was exposed to high force for more than five min
before relaxation; no indications of fluorophore unfolding were observed.
(g) Average force–extension fit for HP35st-TS using a three-state model.
The dashed black line represents the folded state, the grey dashed line
the half-folded/half-unfolded state with contour length Ltot/2, and the black
solid line the completely unfolded state with contour length Ltot; the
red line indicates the average protein extension 〈xP〉. (h) Probability plot
for the folded, half-folded/half-unfolded and unfolded state. (i) Modelled
FRET–force (solid lines) and extension–force (dashed lines) correlations
of HP35(st)-TS.
single-molecule calibrations using a custom-built optical tweezer set-
up (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Note and Methods). As expected,
the average equilibrium transition mid-forces were at 7.4 pN (HP35-
TS) and 10.6 pN (HP35st-TS), and both sensors quickly recovered
their original conformation when forces were released (Fig. 1c,d and
Supplementary Fig. 1a–e). Importantly, unfolding of fluorophores was
not observed below 35 pN (pulling velocity: 500 nm s−1; Fig. 1e) and
also did not occur when constructs were subjected to a constant force
of 24 pN for more than five minutes (Fig. 1f). The force–extension
data of HP35-TS and HP35st-TS were well fitted by a three-state
model assuming HP35(st) to be either in a folded, half-folded/half-
unfolded or unfolded state (Fig. 1g and Supplementary Note and
Supplementary Fig. 1c,f–h). The resulting probabilities forHP35(st) to
be in any of these conformations at a given force were used to calculate
the biosensors’ force–FRET responses revealing highest sensitivity
between 6–8 pN and 9–11 pN, respectively. (Fig. 1i). Thus, HP35-
TS and HP35st-TS are efficiently folding, rapidly responding and
reversibly switching tension sensors with response thresholds at about
7 pN and 10 pN.
Talin tension sensor evaluation
To examine talin forces in cells, we genetically inserted HP35-
TS into the unstructured linker region connecting the head and
rod domains of mouse talin-1 (Tln1TS; ref. 13). In parallel, we
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Figure 2 Generation and evaluation of the talin-1 tension sensor.
(a) Schematic illustrations of C-terminally YPet-tagged talin-1 (Tln1Y), the
talin-1–HP35 tension sensor (Tln1TS) and the talin-1 zero force control
(Tln1Con). (b) Representative images from 4 independent experiments
showing Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells expressing Tln1Y, Tln1TS or Tln1Con. Talin
constructs are shown in green and paxillin in red; scale bars, 20 µm.
(c) FRAP analyses demonstrating normal FA turnover rates of Tln1Y (black)
and Tln1TS (red). Error bars indicate s.e.m.; n=21 and 24 cells respectively
for Tln1Y and Tln1TS, pooled from 5 independent experiments. (d) Live-
cell fluorescence lifetimes of internally and C-terminally tagged talin-1
constructs expressed in Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells (n= 29, 28, 30, 23 cells
respectively from left to right, 3 independent experiments). (e) Live-
cell emission spectra of FA-localized Tln1Y-i (single measurements, dark
grey lines; mean, black line) and Tln1Y (single measurements, light grey
lines; mean, red line). Error bars indicate s.e.m.; n= 10 and 10 cells,
3 independent experiments. (f) Live-cell emission spectra of FA-localized
Tln1C-i (single measurements, dark grey lines; mean, black line) and
Tln1C (single measurements, light grey lines; mean, red line). Error bars
indicate s.e.m.; n= 10 (Tln1C-i) and 10 (Tln1C) cells, 3 independent
experiments. (g) Intermolecular FRET analysis in Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells
co-expressing Tln1C-i/Tln1Y-i or Tln1C/Tln1Y on FN- or pL-coated glass
coverslips (n= 35, 28, 44, 36 cells respectively from left to right; 3
independent experiments). (h) No FRET efficiency differences in cells
expressing Tln1TS (wt), Tln1TS-M319A (MA) and Tln1TS-K324D (KD) when
seeded on pL-coated glass coverslips (n= 39, 40, 42 cells respectively
from left to right; 3 independent experiments). (i) Live-cell FLIM analysis
demonstrating decreased FRET efficiency in Tln1TS cells when seeded on
FN-coated surfaces indicating tension across talin-1 (n= 35, 56, 102,
115 cells respectively from left to right; 5 independent experiments).
(j) Representative ratiometric FA FRET images of non-motile Tln1Con and
Tln1TS cells confirming reduced FRET in Tln1TS cells; scale bars, 20 µm
(3 independent experiments). (k) Mean ratiometric FA FRET in Tln1Con
and Tln1TS cells (n = 32 and 47 cells respectively for Tln1Con and
Tln1TS; 3 independent experiments). (d,g,h,i, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test,
∗∗∗, P<0.001; ∗, P<0.05; not significant (NS), P>0.05.) Box plots indicate
the median (red line) as well as 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers reach
out to 2.7 standard deviations (σ ). Statistic source data are available in
Supplementary Table 1.
generated a C-terminally YPet-tagged control to test for talin function
(Tln1Y), a C-terminally HP35-TS-tagged talin-1 to determine force-
independent effects (Tln1Con; Fig. 2a), and intermolecular FRET
controls in which the individual fluorophores were inserted into
talin-1 (Tln1Y-i, Tln1C-i) or C-terminally attached (Tln1Y, Tln1C).
Stable expression of these constructs in cells lacking talin-1 and
talin-2 (Tln1−/−Tln2−/−) revealed proper subcellular localization
as well as rescue of the severe cell adhesion and FAK activation
defects of talin-deficient cells25 (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 2a,b).
Furthermore, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
experiments demonstrated normal FA turnover rates of Tln1TS as
compared with Tln1Y (Fig. 2c), together indicating that insertion
of HP35-TS does not impair talin function. Next, we confirmed
that the fluorescence lifetimes and the emission spectra of donor
and acceptor fluorophores were unaffected by the insertion into
talin-1 (Fig. 2d–f), and we quantified effects of intermolecular FRET
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Figure 3 Talin-1 mediates a constitutive mechanical linkage in FAs that
is modulated by F-actin and vinculin association. (a) Treatment of cells
with 10 µM Y-27632 (inh) induces an increase in average FRET efficiency
specifically in Tln1TS cells (n= 26, 42, 32 and 42 respectively from
left to right; pooled from 3 independent experiments). (b) Comparing
HP35-TS (7 pN) with HP35st-TS (10pN)-based talin sensors in cells on
FN- or pL-coated surfaces suggests that most talin-1 linkages experience
force of more than 7pN, some even more than 10pN (n= 52, 53, 32
and 40 cells respectively from left to right; 4 independent experiments).
(c) FRET efficiencies in Tln1Con cells seeded on FN-coated glass coverslips
(n=68) and in Tln1TS cells seeded on FN-coated 25 kPa (n=61), 12 kPa
(n = 58), 4 kPa (n = 64), 2 kPa (n = 40), 1 kPa (n = 58) and 0.5 kPa
(n= 81) matrices; n represents the number of cells that were pooled
from 5 independent experiments. (d) Rigidity-dependent traction force
increase of Tln1Y cells seeded on FN-coated polyacrylamide gels with
elastic moduli of 3.2 kPa (n= 20), 6.3 kPa (n= 16), 24.7 kPa (n=30)
and 52 kPa (n=15); n represents the number of cells that were pooled
from 3 independent experiments. Single data points represent traction
forces from displacement of every hundredth bead. (e) Depletion of
vinculin leads to an increase in FRET whereas treatment of Tln1TS-
expressing Vin−/− cells with 10 µM Y-27632 further increases transfer
rates indicating that loss of vinculin leads to a reduction but not entire
loss of talin tension (n = 15, 17 and 29 cells respectively from left
to right, pooled from 7 independent experiments). (f) The HP35-based
sensor monitors talin-1 tension more efficiently than a biosensor using
TSMod (n= 22, 25, 14 and 15 cells respectively from left to right, 5
independent experiments). (g) TSMod does not properly resolve vinculin-
dependent differences in talin-1 tension (n= 29, 28, 25 and 41 cells
respectively from left to right, 3 independent experiments). (a–c and e–g,
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; d, Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test. ∗∗∗, P<0.001;
∗∗, P<0.01; ∗, P<0.05; not significant (NS), P>0.05.) Box plots indicate
the median (red line) as well as 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers reach
out to 2.7 standard deviations (σ ). Statistic source data are available in
Supplementary Table 1.
(Fig. 2g), talin conformation (Fig. 2h), fluorescence intensity and
temperature (Supplementary Fig. 2c,d) but found these confounding
factors to be negligible in our experiments (see Methods for more
detailed information). However, live-cell FRET analysis by time-
correlated single-photon counting fluorescence lifetime microscopy
or ratiometric imaging revealed an integrin-dependent reduction of
energy transfer rates in Tln1TS cells indicating mechanical tension
across talin-1 (Fig. 2i–k).
Talin-1 bears piconewton forces during cell adhesion
Next, we treated integrin-engaged Tln1TS and control cells with
the Rock inhibitor Y-27632 to confirm that talin forces are
actomyosin dependent. As expected, inhibitor treatment increased
FRET efficiencies in Tln1TS cells but did not alter energy transfers
in controls (Fig. 3a). Moreover, FRET efficiencies were specifically
increased in integrin-engaged cells when the 9–11 pN-sensitive talin
sensor (HP35st-TS) was used. Intriguingly, FRET was still lower
than under control conditions indicating that a population of talin-1
molecules was subject to forces larger than 10 pN (Fig. 3b). To
test whether talin establishes mechanical linkages also in softer
environments, we analysed cells on matrices characterized by elastic
moduli of 0.5–25 kPa. Tension across talin-1 was rather constant over
a wide range of substrate rigidities and only gradually decreased on
very soft substrates (Fig. 3c), although cells exhibited the expected
rigidity-dependent reduction in traction forces as described before11
(Fig. 3d). Thus, talin-1 mediates constitutive mechanical linkages, a
significant subset of which experience forces of more than 7 pN and
some even more than 10 pN.
High talin tension depends on association with mechanically
engaged vinculin
Vinculin is an adaptor protein thought to regulate force transmission
in FAs (refs 12,26,27). As the talin rod domain comprises 11 vinculin-
binding sites13 (VBS), we examined talin tension by transiently
expressingTln1TS in vinculin-expressing (Vinf/f) or vinculin-deficient
(Vin−/−) cells. These experiments suggested that talin-1 tension was
decreased in the absence of vinculin, whereas tension was restored
by stable re-expression of full-length vinculin (V-wt) but not by a
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Figure 4 The talin-rod cytoskeletal engagement is essential for vinculin
recruitment and talin tension but indispensable for integrin activation.
(a) Schematic illustration of Tln1Y, Tln1–2300Y and Tln1–950Y constructs;
blue lines indicate VBS, white rectangles ABS, yellow rectangles the
C-terminal YPet-tag. (b) Representative images from 3 independent
experiments showing Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells stably expressing Tln1Y, Tln1–
2300Y and Tln1–950Y cells (green) stained with vinculin (red); scale
bars, 20 µm. (c) Talin-1/vinculin FA co-localization analysis demonstrating
the lack of vinculin recruitment to talin-positive adhesion sites in Tln1–
950Y cells (n = 32 (Tln1Y) and 33 (Tln1–950Y) FAs, pooled from 3
independent experiments). Pearson correlation coefficient (talin versus
vinculin intensity): Tln1Y = 0.8060, Tln1–950Y = 0.2424. (d) Moderate
reduction in talin-1 tension following deletion of the dimerization domain
and C-terminal ABS (Tln1–2300) (n=39 (Tln1TS) and 21 (Tln1–2300TS)
cells, 4 independent experiments). (e) Loss of talin-1 tension in Tln1–950
cells (n=17 (Tln1TS) and 19 (Tln1–950TS), 4 independent experiments).
(f,g) Representative FACS histograms of 4 independent experiments showing
cells expressing Tln1Y (black), Tln1–2300Y (red) and Tln1–950Y (blue)
labelled for β1 integrin (f) or active β1 integrin (9EG7) (g); the negative
control is shown in grey. Tln1–950Y cells exhibit normal integrin expression
and activation. (h) Representative images from 3 independent experiments
showing Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells reconstituted with Tln1–950Y (green) and
labelled for active β1 integrin or kindlin-2 (red). The recruitment of kindlin-2
in Tln1–950Y cells is consistent with normal integrin activation and cell
adhesion; scale bars, 20 µm. (d,e, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. ∗∗∗, P<0.001;
∗, P<0.05.) Box plots indicate the median (red line) as well as 25th and
75th percentiles; whiskers reach out to 2.7 standard deviations (σ ). Statistic
source data are available in Supplementary Table 1.
vinculin truncation mutant (V-mut) unable to transduce mechanical
forces12,27,28 (Supplementary Fig. 2e). To confirm these results, we
generated Vinf/f and Vin−/− cells stably expressing Tln1TS and again
observed higher FRET efficiencies in vinculin-deficient cells that
could be further increased by Y-27632 treatment indicating that forces
across talin-1 were reduced but not entirely lost in the absence of
vinculin (Fig. 3e). To investigate this in more detail, we generated a
talin tension sensor using a YPet/mCherry version of our previously
published 1–6 pN-sensitive probe12 (TSMod) and first analysed it in
Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells. Consistent with our Tln1TS measurements,
this construct also indicated tension across talin-1, even though
FRET efficiency differences were smaller owing to the rather narrow
dynamic range of TSMod (Fig. 3f). In contrast to the HP35 probes,
however, TSMod-based sensors indicated very similar FRET values in
Vinf/f and Vin−/− cells demonstrating that talin-1 is still subject to
low forces of 1–6 pN in the absence of vinculin (Fig. 3g). Together,
these results provide direct evidence that mechanical tension across
talin-1 is determined by its association with F-actin and vinculin.
While talin’s F-actin engagement is sufficient to establishmechanically
resilient linkages that bear low piconewton forces, vinculin binding
seems to promote higher tension states. The results also underline the
significance of the HP35 sensors that detect higher piconewton forces
that cannot be resolved by TSMod.
The mechanical engagement of the talin rod domain is
dispensable for integrin activation but critical for vinculin
recruitment to domains R1–R3
To elucidate whether vinculin recruitment to talin-1 depends on talin
tension as proposed earlier15,29,30, we generated mutants in which the
C-terminal actin-binding sites (ABS) and VBS of talin-1 were deleted
to varying degrees and stably expressed them in Tln1−/−Tln2−/−
cells (Fig. 4a). Removing talin’s dimerization domain as well as the
entire C-terminal ABS (Tln1–2300) resulted in less efficient cell
spreading and impaired formation of peripheral actin bundles but only
slightly reduced forces across talin-1 and hardly influenced vinculin’s
FA recruitment (Fig. 4b,d and Supplementary Fig. 3a). In contrast,
deletion of the secondABS and six additionalVBS (Tln1–950) strongly
impaired cell spreading and stress fibre formation (Fig. 4b). Tln1–950
cells exhibited normal surface levels of activatedβ1 integrin and readily
adhered to ECM substrates forming integrin-, talin- and kindlin-2-
positive adhesion sites (Fig. 4f–h). However, talin tension and vinculin
recruitment were abolished even though Tln1–950 still harboured
five VBS in the talin rod domains R1–R3 and vinculin was present
at normal levels in the cytoplasm (Fig. 4b,c,e and Supplementary
Fig. 3b,c). Together, the data indicate that vinculin association with
talin-1’s N-terminal VBS requires preceding cytoskeletal engagement.
This observation is consistent with a previously suspected positive
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Figure 5 Cytoskeletal engagement of the talin-1 rod domain is indispensable
for cell spreading, polarization, traction force generation and extracellular
rigidity sensing. (a,b) Cellular eccentricity (a) and cell area (b) of Tln1Y
and Tln1–950Y cells after 30min or 120min of spreading on FN-coated
glass coverslips; Tln1–950Y cells are unable to polarize and spread (in a
and b n=37, 36, 31 and 32 cells respectively from left to right, pooled
from 3 independent experiments). (c,d) Relative angular FA distribution
in Tln1Y cells (red) and Tln1–950Y cells (black) after 30min (c) and
120min (d) of spreading on FN-coated glass coverslips indicating lack of
polarization in Tln1–950Y cells (in c and d n=37 (Tln1Y 30min), 36 (Tln1–
950Y 30min), 31 (Tln1Y 120min) and 32 (Tln1–950Y 120min) cells, 3
independent experiments). (e) Bead displacements observed under Tln1Y
(n=21) and Tln1–950Y (n=22) cells cultured on 2 kPa polyacrylamide
gels; data were pooled from 4 independent experiments. Tln1–950Y cells
are characterized by significantly lower traction forces indicated by very small
bead displacements. (f) Representative displacement images (4 independent
experiments, corresponding quantification shown in e) of Tln1Y and Tln1–
950Y cells indicating the virtual absence of traction forces in Tln1–950Y
cells; scale bars, 10 µm. (g) Representative images from 3 independent
experiments showing Tln1Y and Tln1–950Y cells (green) expressing active
RhoAQ63L, stained for F-actin (red); Tln1–950Y cells fail to reinforce their
FAs; scale bars, 20 µm. (h,i) Cell area of Tln1Y (h) and Tln1–950Y (i) cells
after overnight culture on glass or FN-coated polyacrylamide gels with the
indicated elastic moduli ranging from 0.2–25 kPa; Tln1Y (n=45, 45, 45,
32, 44, 47, 47 and 45 cells respectively from left to right, 3 independent
experiments), Tln1–950Y (n=47, 49, 47, 32, 47, 46, 46 and 45 cells
respectively from left to right, 3 independent experiments). Note that Tln1–
950Y cells fail to distinguish rigidity differences. (a,b,h,i, two-sided t-test; e,
Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test. ∗∗∗, P<0.001; ∗∗, P<0.01; ∗, P<0.05; not
significant (NS), P>0.05). Box plots indicate the median (red line) as well as
25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers reach out to 2.7 standard deviations (σ ).
Statistic source data are available in Supplementary Table 1.
feedback regulation of FA strengthening, where F-actin-dependent
vinculin engagement promotes talin tension leading to further
vinculin recruitment at R1–R3 and cell adhesion reinforcement15,29–31.
Talin linkages are essential for extracellular rigidity sensing
Throughout the experiments, we noticed that cell spreading and
polarization, FA enlargement, and the generation of traction
forces—all processes that require mechanical stabilization of FAs—
were strongly impaired in Tln1–950 cells (Fig. 5a–f). Moreover,
Tln1–950 cells failed to strengthen their FAs in response to increased
intracellular contractile forces after expression of active RhoA (RhoA
Q63L) (Fig. 5g). We therefore tested whether extracellular rigidity
sensing, which seems to require FA strengthening9, is affected in cells
lacking mechanically engaged talin-1. Indeed, Tln1–950 cells seemed
incapable of sensing and/or responding to different ECM rigidities
whereas Tln1Y control cells reacted with the expected rigidity-
dependent increase in cell area (Fig. 5h,i). Thus, the mechanical
engagement of the talin rod domain with the actin cytoskeleton is
indispensable for cell adhesion reinforcement and hence extracellular
rigidity sensing.
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Figure 6 Talin-1 and talin-2 both rescue cell spreading and integrin activation
but they transduce mechanical forces differently. (a) Representative images
(3 independent experiments) of Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells reconstituted with
Tln1Y or Tln2Y (green) and labelled for vinculin (red). Cell lines are
indistinguishable when cultured on plastic or glass coverslips; scale
bars, 20 µm. (b,c) Mean FA area (n = 30 (Tln1Y) and 34 (Tln2Y)
cells; pooled from 4 independent experiments) (b) and mean cell area
(n= 77 (Tln1Y) and 77 (Tln2Y) cells; 4 independent experiments) (c)
determined from Tln1Y and Tln2Y cells seeded on FN-coated glass
coverslips. (d) Representative FACS histogram of cells expressing Tln1Y
(black) or Tln2Y (red) labelled for active β1 integrin; the negative
control is shown in grey (4 independent experiments). (e) Normalized
fluorescence recovery rates of Tln1Y (black, n = 18 cells) and Tln2Y
cells (red, n=17 cells) as determined by live-cell FRAP experiments.
Cells were pooled from 3 independent experiments; error bars indicate
s.e.m. (f) FRET efficiencies in Tln1Con, Tln2Con, Tln1TS and Tln2TS
cells (n = 35, 25, 63 and 63 cells respectively from left to right,
3 independent experiments) indicating increased tension across talin-2.
(g) Isoform-specific tension differences are abolished in vinculin-deficient
cells (n = 28, 41, 42 and 24 cells respectively from left to right;
3 independent experiments). (h) Schematic illustrations of chimaeric
talin-1-head/talin-2-rod (Tln1/2-TS) and talin-2-head/talin-1-rod (Tln2/1-TS)
tension sensor constructs. (i) FRET analysis of chimaeric talin constructs
demonstrating that the isoform-specific tension increase is talin rod
dependent (n=15, 24, 43 and 58 cells respectively from left to right; 7
independent experiments). (b,c two-sided t-test; f,g,i, Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test. ∗∗∗, P<0.001; not significant (NS), P>0.05). Box plots indicate the
median (red line) as well as 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers reach
out to 2.7 standard deviations (σ ). Statistic source data are available in
Supplementary Table 1.
Integrin force transduction is talin isoform specific
Mammals express two very similar talin isoforms, the ubiquitous
talin-1 and the more restrictively expressed talin-2. It is unclear
why certain tissues require the expression of a second talin isoform,
as both proteins efficiently activate integrins and connect to the
cytoskeleton13,32. We therefore wanted to test whether mechanical
forces may be differentially transduced by talin-1 and talin-2 and
generated a whole set of human talin-1 and talin-2 expression
constructs to stably reconstitute Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells. Although
individual expression of the talin isoforms rescued the cell spreading,
integrin activation, and FAK phosphorylation phenotype of talin-
deficient cells equally (Fig. 6a–d and Supplementary Fig. 4a–c), more
talin-2 was immobilized in FAs (Fig. 6e and Supplementary Fig. 4d)
and an increased number of talin-2molecules were exposed to tension
in integrin-engaged cells (Fig. 6f and Supplementary Fig. 4e–g).
Elevated talin-2 tension levels were also observed in Vinf/f but not
in Vin−/− cells, emphasizing the important role of the talin–vinculin
interaction for generating high talin forces (Fig. 6g). To confirm
that differences in isoform-specific talin tension were mediated
exclusively by the talin rod domain, we engineered chimaeric talin
constructs, in which the C-terminal domains of talin-1 and talin-2
were exchanged (Fig. 6h). Stable expression of these constructs rescued
the cell adhesion and cell spreading defect of talin-deficient cells, and
FLIM experiments demonstrated that the tension increase was indeed
entirely mediated by the rod domain of talin-2 (Fig. 6i). Next, we
generated a talin-2 truncation mutant lacking all C-terminal ABS but
retaining the five VBS residing in R1–R3 (Tln2–950) analogous to the
talin-1 construct described above. Remarkably, Tln2–950 FAs were
vinculin-positive, exposed to mechanical tension and able to induce,
albeit not completely rescue, cell spreading (Fig. 7a–d). Together, these
results show that the two human talin isoforms bearmechanical forces
differently; they also suggest that the F-actin-dependent vinculin
recruitment to talin’s N-terminal rod domain, specifically to domains
R1–R3, is talin-1 specific.
Isoform-specific effects are mediated by the talin rod domains
R1–R3
As our data indicated that initial vinculin recruitment to talin-2
is independent of preceding force generation through F-actin
association, we tested whether FA strengthening and cell spreading
on low-rigidity substrates, where actomyosin contractility is naturally
reduced, is talin isoform dependent. Indeed, talin-2 cells spread
more efficiently than talin-1 cells on 1–2 kPa matrices but behaved
like talin-1-expressing cells on very soft (0.2–0.5 kPa) and more
rigid (4–25 kPa) substrates (Fig. 7e). To test whether the observed
isoform-specific effects are mediated by the talin rod domains R1–R3,
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Figure 7 Talin isoform-specific differences are mediated by domains R1–R3.
(a) Representative images from 3 independent experiments showing that
vinculin (red) co-localizes with Tln2–950Y but not with Tln1–950Y adhesion
sites; scale bars, 20 µm. (b) Quantification of talin/vinculin co-localization
in adhesion sites of cells expressing Tln1–950Y (n= 32 adhesions) and
Tln2–950Y (n=38 adhesions); n values represent pooled adhesions from
3 independent experiments. Pearson correlation coefficient (talin versus
vinculin intensity): Tln1–950Y= 0.2214, Tln2–950Y= 0.5323. (c) Deletion
of C-terminal ABS abolishes tension across talin-1 but not across talin-2
(n=24, 21, 28 and 25 cells respectively from left to right; 5 independent
experiments). (d) Cell area of Tln1–950Y and Tln2–950Y cells after 30min
and 240min spreading on FN-coated glass coverslips (n=18, 27, 19 and
27 cells respectively from left to right; 3 independent experiments). (e) Cell
area quantification of Tln1Y and Tln2Y cells seeded on FN-coated substrates
of indicated stiffness; Tln2Y cells respond differently on 1 kPa and 2 kPa
matrices (n=47, 49, 45, 46, 45, 48, 32, 30, 44, 47, 48, 48, 46 and
46 cells respectively from left to right; 3 independent experiments; data
are means ± s.e.m.). (f) No differences in cell spreading of Tln1-1R1R3Y
(n=50 (0.5 kPa), 50 (1 kPa), 53 (2 kPa) and 47 (4 kPa) cells) and Tln2-
1R1R3Y cells (n=52 (0.5 kPa), 47 (1 kPa), 47 (2 kPa) and 47 (4 kPa)
cells). Cells were pooled from 3 independent experiments; data are means
± s.e.m. (g) FRET analysis of talin-deficient cells expressing Tln1-1R1R3TS
and Tln2-1R1R3TS constructs seeded on FN-coated glass coverslips (n=16,
33 and 37 cells respectively from left to right; 3 independent experiments).
(h) Representative images from 3 independent experiments showing Tln1-
1R1R3Y and Tln2-1R1R3Y cells on FN-coated glass coverslips stained for
vinculin; the talin signal is labelled in green, the vinculin signal is shown
in red; scale bars, 20 µm. (c,g, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; d–f, two-sided
t-test. ∗∗∗, P <0.001; not significant (NS), P >0.05). Box plots indicate
the median (red line) as well as 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers reach
out to 2.7 standard deviations (σ ). Statistic source data are available in
Supplementary Table 1.
we generated talin-1 and talin-2 expression constructs in which
these domains were deleted (Tln1-1R1–R3). Indeed, Tln1−/−Tln2−/−
cells expressing talin-1 or talin-2 1R1–R3 deletion constructs did
not exhibit differences in cell spreading on 1–2 kPa substrates and
differences in talin tension were abolished (Fig. 7f,g). As vinculin was
still efficiently recruited by the remaining VBS (Fig. 7h), we conclude
that the observed talin isoform-specific effects are mediated by talin’s
N-terminal rod domains R1–R3.
DISCUSSION
The ability of cells to efficiently sense their mechanical environment
is critical for many developmental, homeostatic and pathological pro-
cesses1–6. Yet the underlyingmolecularmechanisms have been difficult
to elucidate because suitable methods to study force propagation
across individual molecules in cells were missing. We therefore devel-
oped a biosensor that allows molecular force measurements at 1–6 pN
and the technique has been widely used to determine forces across
various proteins in living cells and even whole organisms12,17,18,33–37.
An obvious limitation of the method, however, has been its inability
to resolve forces higher than 6 pN. In this work, we describe the gen-
eration, single-molecule calibration and application of two biosensors
that enable efficientmeasurements at 6–8 pNand 9–11 pN. The probes
are characterized by sharp and very fast force responses, they are re-
versible, benefit from an improved dynamic range and do not unravel
until forces of about 35 pN are reached (Fig. 1).
Application of these biosensors revealed that the integrin activator
talin establishes mechanical linkages during cell adhesion that are
indeed subject to forces larger than 7 pN; furthermore, a small but
significant fraction of talin molecules experiences forces of more
than 10 pN. On the other hand, talin tension dropped to relatively
low levels in the absence of vinculin binding and disappeared on
talin’s disengagement from the actin cytoskeleton (Figs 2 and 3).
Thus, talin bears a range of forces depending on the degree of its
mechanical engagement and it should be worthwhile investigating
how talin tension correlates with FA dynamics for instance during
cell migration. Interestingly, the formation of force-bearing talin
linkages occurred over a wide range of substrate rigidities and
seemed inherently linked to the formation of enlarged FAs. Consistent
with this observation, cells expressing a truncated talin mutant
lacking all C-terminal F-actin-binding sites (Tln1–950) were unable
to form large FAs; they failed to generate significant cellular traction
forces and did not sense extracellular rigidity differences even
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though integrin activation was unaffected (Figs 4 and 5). Thus,
in addition to its crucial role as an integrin activator, talin is an
indispensable mediator of integrin mechanosensing. This dual role
distinguishes talin from kindlins, which are also critical for integrin
activation but do not seem to mediate a direct connection to the
actin cytoskeleton38.
Intriguingly, integrin-dependent mechanosensing is talin isoform
specific (Fig. 6). Although our data are consistent with the previously
proposed tension-dependent vinculin recruitment to talin-1’s
N-terminal rod domain15,29–31, this mechanism does not seem to exist
for talin-2. Instead, vinculin recruitment occurs even in the absence of
C-terminal F-actin binding, which coincides with increased talin-2 FA
immobilization and elevated average tension levels. As a consequence,
talin-2-expressing cells spread more efficiently on 1–2 kPa surfaces
than their talin-1 counterparts and it is interesting to note that
talin-2 is expressed highest in brain tissue, which is characterized by
similar rigidities32,39. In our experiments, the observed mechanical
differences can be ascribed to talin’s R1–R3 domains (Fig. 7), which
seemingly contrasts a previous study that attributed isoform-specific
differences to distinct integrin–talin head-domain affinities40. It has
to be noted, however, that the Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells used here do not
express integrin β1D, a muscle-specific integrin isoform for which
especially high affinities to talin-2 have been reported40. Thus, a study
using muscle-specific cell types or genetically modified cell lines
expressing distinct integrin receptor subtypes is needed.
Collectively, our experiments reveal that talins mediate a
mechanical linkage that is essential for coupling cell adhesion with
integrin mechanosensing and is thus required for cells to detect
tissue stiffness. It seems that differential expression of talin isoforms
provides a means by which cells adjust to different ECM rigidities and
the fact that integrins and at least one talin isoform are abundantly
expressed in all cell types indicates that the observed mechanical
linkages are relevant in many tissues. As tissue rigidity changes during
development or with the onset of numerous disease states1–4,6, it will
be important to investigate the role of the individual talin isoforms
during these processes in more detail. The biosensors described
in this study will allow the isoform-specific analysis of talin force
transduction in many cell types and should be useful for such studies.
Furthermore, they will be valuable to investigate effects of other
talin interaction partners, such as RIAM or FAK, on molecular force
propagation in FAs. Finally, application of the HP35 probes to other
force-transducing proteins should allow the detailed analysis of many
different mechanobiological processes that are subject to higher single
piconewton forces in cells and whole organisms. 
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
Note: Supplementary Information is available in the online version of the paper
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Antibodies and reagents. The following antibodies were used: anti-paxillin (clone
349; BD Transduction Laboratories, 610051; immunofluorescence (IF) 1:400),
anti-talin-1 (C45F1; Cell Signaling, 4021; western blotting (WB) 1:1,000), anti-
talin-1/2 (8d4; Sigma, T3287; WB 1:2,000), anti-talin-2 (68E7; Abcam, ab105458;
WB 1:2,000), anti-vinculin (hVIN-1; Sigma, V9131; WB 1:4,000 and IF 1:200),
anti-tubulin (DM1A; Sigma, T9026; WB 1:3,000), anti-FAK (Millipore, 06-543; WB
1:2,000 and IF 1:200), anti-pY397-FAK (Life Technologies, 44-624; WB 1:1,000),
anti-kindlin2 (Millipore, MAB2617; IF 1:400), anti-GFP (Abcam, ab290; WB
1:2,000), anti-β1 integrin (Chemicon, MAB1997; FACS 1:400 and IF 1:200), anti-
β1 integrin (9EG7; PharMingen, 550531; FACS 1:200 and IF 1:200), anti-mouse
IgG–horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugate (Bio-Rad, 170-6516; WB 1:15,000),
anti-rabbit IgG–HRP conjugate (Bio-Rad, 170-6515; WB 1:15,000), anti-mouse
IgG–Alexa Fluor-405 (Life Technologies, A31553; IF 1:400), anti-mouse IgG–Alexa
Fluor-647 (Life Technologies, A31571; IF 1:400), anti-rat IgG–Alexa Fluor-647 (Life
Technologies, A21247; IF 1:400). The following reagents were used: Alexa Fluor-
568 phalloidin (Life Technologies, A12380; IF 1:400), Alexa Fluor-647 phalloidin
(Life Technologies, A22287; IF 1:400), poly-L-lysine (Sigma, P4707), puromycin
(Sigma, P8833), Y-27632 (Sigma, Y0503), fibronectin (Calbiochem, 341631). Micro-
patterned substrates (CYTOO) and Softview Easy Coat 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 12 and
25 kPa soft substrate dishes (Matrigen Life Technologies) were used.
Generation of HP35-TS cDNA expression constructs. HP35-TS cDNA
constructs were generated according to our published protocols17. In brief,
restriction sites were added to YPet (amino acids (aa) 1–228) (5′Xho/3′BamHI) and
mCherry (5′BamHI/3′NotI) cDNA by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and PCR
products were combined in a pBluescript SK(+) vector. The sequence encoding for
the HP35 linker peptide (LSDEDFKAVFGMTRSAFANLPLWKQQNLKKEKGLF)
was inserted between fluorophores using annealed oligonucleotides with
5′BglII/3′BamHI overhangs (forward primer: 5′-aat tca gat ctC TCT CCG ATG
AGG ACT TCA AAG CTG TGT TTG GCA TGA CCA GGA GCG CAT TTG
CCA ACC TTC CTC TGT GGA AAC AGC AAC ACC TGA AGA AGG AAA
AGG GAC TGT TCg-3′; reverse primer: 5′-gat ccG AAC AGT CCC TTT TCC
TTC TTC AGG TGT TGC TGT TTC CAC AGA GGA AGG TTG GCA AAT
GCG CTC CTG GTC ATG CCA AAC ACA GCT TTG AAG TCC TCA TCG
GAG AGa gat ctg-3′). The TS module containing the stable HP35st linker peptide
(LSDEDFKAVFGMTRSAFANLPLWKQQALMKEKGLF) was created using
the QuikChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies). For
expression in cells, HP35(st)-TS cDNA was transferred into the pLPCX plasmid
(Clontech) containing a modified multiple cloning site (pLPCXmod). To modify
HP35(st)-TS for single-molecule calibration (smHP35-TS and smHP35st-TS),
terminal cysteine residues to allow attachment of DNA oligonucleotides and a
histidine-tag for protein purification were added by PCR; the cDNA was then
transferred into pLPCXmod. The correct sequence of all constructs was confirmed
by DNA sequencing (Eurofins Genomics).
Protein expression and purification. For protein expression, smHP35-TS
or smHP35st-TS was transiently transfected into HEK293 cells by CaPO4-
precipitation as described before17. After 48 h, cells were detached, re-suspended
in hypotonic lysis buffer, incubated for 20min on ice and then homogenized with
a Dounce homogenizer. Lysates were cleared by centrifugation and subjected to
metal ion affinity chromatography (His-Trap, GE Healthcare), followed by ion-
exchange chromatography (Sephadex, GE Healthcare). Purified samples were then
concentrated to about 20 µMbymembrane ultrafiltration (Vivaspin, GEHealthcare)
and subjected to the protein–oligonucleotide binding reaction described below.
Assembling protein–DNA chimaeras. To attach DNA handles to smHP35-
TS or smHP35st-TS, cysteine-based chemistry was used according to previously
published protocols41,42. In brief, 34 base pair-long, lyophilized maleimide-modified
single-stranded (ss) DNA oligonucleotides were dissolved in phosphate buffered
saline (PBS, pH 6.7) and incubated overnight at 4 ◦C with the purified protein; the
protein was kept in PBS supplemented with 0.2mM Tris-2-carboxyethylphosphine
(TCEP) to avoid oligomerization through disulphide bonds. By-products, namely
unreacted oligonucleotides, unreacted protein and protein with only one attached
DNA handle, were removed using metal ion affinity chromatography (His-Trap, GE
Healthcare) in combination with size-exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200, GE
Healthcare). Finally, double-stranded (ds) DNA (λ-DNA, NEB) handles, carrying a
biotin modification or a digoxigenin modification at one end and a ss-overhang at
the other, were hybridized to complementary ssDNA oligonucleotides at either end
of the protein resulting in a contour length of 185 nm for each handle.
Optical tweezers set-up, sample preparation and measurement procedure.
To calibrate the new HP35(st)-TS biosensors, we performed single-molecule force
spectroscopy measurements using a custom-built, dual-trap optical tweezers set-up
with back-focal plane detection as described previously43; for improved temporal
resolution, quadrant photodiodes were used as position-sensitive devices (QP154-
Q-HVSD, Pacific Silicon Sensor). Data on the beads’ positions with respect to
their trap centres as well as the distance between the two traps were sampled at
200 kHz and filtered at the Nyquist frequency. Each trap’s signal was corrected
for cross-talk; trap stiffnesses calculated from corrected power spectra were
determined to be about 0.37 pNnm−1; the error of the trap stiffness calibration
is approximately 10%. To prepare the sample, streptavidin-coated 1 µm-sized
silica beads (Bangs Laboratories) were incubated with protein–DNA chimaeras
in PBS (pH 7.4). Next, functionalized anti-digoxigenin silica beads were added;
glucose oxidase and catalase were used as an oxygen scavenger system (26Uml−1
glucose oxidase, 1,700Uml−1 catalase, and 0.6% (w/v) glucose)41,42. To obtain the
dumbbell-like configuration schematically shown in Fig. 1b, one anti-digoxigenin
and one streptavidin-functionalized bead were trapped, each in one of the two
laser foci of the dual trap. By moving the laser beam of one steerable laser
focus, both beads were brought in close proximity until a single tether was
successfully formed. Subsequently, repeated stretch-and-relax cycleswere performed
at constant velocities of 10–500 nm s−1. Each cycle yielded typical force–extension
traces where protein unfolding and refolding could be observed. Keeping the
traps at constant distance allowed us to record time traces of protein fluctuations
at constant force bias; maximal forces of about 50 pN were reached. A step-
by-step protocol describing the biosensor calibration can be found at Nature
Protocol Exchange44.
HP35-TS andHP35st-TS force–extension relation.To generate force–extension
calibration curves (Fig. 1i, dashed lines), we converted our force–distance
measurements and complete fits to the data into corresponding force–extension
curves (Supplementary Note). The gain in extension caused by the dsDNA handles
was subtracted using the parameters supplied by the extensible worm-like chain fit
(eWLC-fit; see Supplementary Note) so that the remaining force–extension relation
is characteristic for HP35(st)-TS and the thermalmotion of the system. By averaging
multiple smoothed force–extension traces of one single molecule, sub-nanometre
resolution was obtained (Fig. 1d, squares).
Evaluating the mechanical stability of genetically encoded fluorophores.
Fluorophore stability is critical to any FRET-based force sensor as unfolding of
donor or acceptor fluorophore would prohibit quantitative measurements. We
therefore set up experiments to specifically examine HP35-TS fluorophore stability
under force. As expected, fluorophore unfolding occurred only if at least 35 pN
were reached/exceeded during pulling measurements (pulling velocity: 500 nm s−1;
Fig. 1e). To examine fluorophore stability under constant force, we exposed HP35-
TS to 24 pN for more than 5min but also did not observe any fluorophore
unfolding (Fig. 1f). We also note that the observed average contour length of
363 nm was actually less than the expected theoretical 370 nm for both handles
(Supplementary Note) indicating that both fluorophores are properly folded in
HP35-TS. Altogether, these experiments suggest that the employed fluorophores
in HP35-TS are insensitive to the mechanical forces the biosensors are supposed
to measure.
Generation of talin expression constructs. Talin-1 expression constructs are
based onmurine talin-1 cDNA (accession number: X56123). To generate C-terminal
fusion constructs (Tln1Y, Tln1C and Tln1Con), restriction sites (5′EcoRI/3′NotI)
along with 5′ Kozak-sequence (ACC ATG) were added and the 3′ stop codon
was removed by PCR. In parallel, restriction sites (5′NotI/3′ClaI) and stop codon
were added to YPet, mCherry or HP35-TS cDNA by PCR and these fragments
were combined with talin cDNA using NotI/ClaI restriction sites. For transient
or stable expression in cells, constructs were cloned into pLPCXmod. To insert
individual fluorophores (Tln1Y-i, Tln1C-i) or tension sensors into talin-1, we
generated a short linker encoding for 5′SalI/3′NotI restriction sites after the
codon corresponding to aa 447 in murine talin-1 cDNA by overlap extension
PCR; cDNAs of the individual fluorophores or the HP35-TS were inserted using
5′XhoI/3′NotI restriction sites. Point mutations (M319A, K324D) were introduced
into talin-1 cDNA using the QuikChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Agilent
Technologies); deletion mutants (Tln1–2300 and Tln1–950) were generated by
PCR amplification of the respective cDNA fragments. As we had access only to
human talin-2 cDNA, we generated expression constructs based on human talin-1
(BC042923) and human talin-2 (NM015059) to allow a direct comparison of both
isoforms. On the basis of aa homology, HP35-TS(st) was inserted into talin-2
after the codon corresponding to aa 450. In the chimaeric talin-1/2 constructs,
the talin-1 head domain (aa 1–447) was fused to the talin-2 rod domain (aa
451–2,542); in the talin-2/1 construct, the talin-2 head domain (aa 1–450) was
fused to the talin-1 rod domain (aa 448–2,541). To delete domains R1–R3,
sequences corresponding to aa 482–911 for talin-1 and aa 485–914 for talin-2
were removed.
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Generation of vinculin and RhoA cDNA expression constructs. To generate
vinculin expression constructs, human full-length vinculin cDNA was isolated
from an ImaGene cDNA library (BG284191) and 5′ApaI/3′XbaI restriction sites
as well as a Kozak sequence were added by PCR; also the vinculin truncation
mutant (encoding for aa 1–883) was amplified by PCR. A TagBFP-fluorophore
was added C-terminally to each construct using 5′XhoI/3′NotI (vinculin truncation
mutant) or 5′XbaI/3′NotI (full-length vinculin) restriction sites, and the final
cDNAs were transferred into a pLPCXmod by 5′ApaI/3′NotI. The active RhoA
expression construct was based on a previously described EGFP-tagged RhoQ63L
cDNA (ref. 45). To allow fluorescence analysis in the presence of YPet-tagged
talin-1 constructs, the N-terminal EGFP was exchanged for TagBFP using
5′HindIII/3′EcoRI restriction sites.
Generation of talin- and vinculin-deficient cell lines and stable protein
re-expression. To generate cells in which both talin-1 and talin-2 are genetically
inactivated, talin-2 knockout mice (Tln2−/−; ref. 46) were intercrossed with mice
in which the talin-1 gene is flanked with loxP sites (Tln1f/f; ref. 47). Mice with
the Tln1f/fTln2−/− genotype were used to isolate fibroblastoid cells from kidneys
of a three-week-old mouse and cells were subsequently immortalized with the
SV40 large T antigen. Talin-1 was abrogated by adenoviral transduction of Cre
recombinase and clonal cell lines were isolated. To generate vinculin-deficient cells,
SV40 large T immortalized fibroblasts, in which the vinculin gene is flanked with
loxP sites (Vinf/f), were transduced with Cre recombinase and clonal cell lines were
isolated (Vin−/−). Vinculin cDNA constructs were transiently transduced using
Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) and talin double knockout cells (Tln1−/−Tln2−/−)
were stably transduced by the phoenix cell transfection system as described earlier17.
After infection, cells were puromycin-selected and stable protein expression was
confirmed by western blotting using standard protocols. When necessary, cells were
sorted by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) using a FACSAria cell sorter IIu
(BD Biosciences) to isolate cells with comparable expression levels. Cell lines were
freshly generated for this work and thus are not listed in the database of commonly
misidentified cell lines maintained by ICLAC and NCBI Biosample; the cell lines
have not been authenticated.
Cell culture conditions and immunostaining protocol. Cell lines were cultured
in high-glucoseDMEM-GlutaMAXmedium (Life Technologies) supplementedwith
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Life Technologies) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin
(P/S, Life Technologies; growth medium). For live-cell imaging, DMEM without
phenol red containing 4.5mgml−1 glucose, 25mM HEPES, 2mM glutamine (Life
Technologies) was used and supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S (imaging
medium). For cell staining, cells were seeded on FN-coated (10 µgml−1) glass slides
(Menzel, no. 1.5) and allowed to spread overnight, if not indicated otherwise. Cells
were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10min at room temperature and
immunostainings were performed as described before17. Samples were mounted in
Prolong Gold (Life Technologies) and stored at 4 ◦C. Images were acquired using a
LSM780 confocal scanning microscope equipped with a 100× oil objective (Plan-
APOCHROMAT, NA = 1.46). For image acquisition of cells on soft substrates, a
Leica TCS SP5 X confocal microscope equipped with a 40× long-distance water
objective (APO 40×/1.10W CORR C S2) was used.
Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Integrin surface expression was
determined by FACS using a BD FACS Canto II instrument (BD Biosciences).
Cell stainings with anti-integrin antibodies were performed in 5% BSA solution
containing 1mM MgCl2, 1mM CaCl2 and 0.02% NaN3. To control for unspecific
antibody labelling, cells lacking β1, β2, β3 and β7 integrin subunits were used48.
Surface expression of integrins was quantified by geometric mean fluorescence
intensity using FlowJo software (Tree Star).
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiment and analysis.
To allow FRAP analysis of cells with comparable FA sizes and states, cells were
seeded on FN-coatedmicro-patterned substrates (CYTOO); under these conditions,
cells adapt highly similar morphologies and develop very regular FAs of comparable
size, shape and intensity. For each experiment, Tln1Y, Tln2Y and Tln1TS cells were
seeded on Y-shaped micro-patterned substrates for at least 4 h and were analysed at
37 ◦C and 5%CO2 on a Leica SP8 confocal laser scanningmicroscope equipped with
a 63×water objective (HCX PL APO, NA= 1.2). Cells of comparable intensity were
excited at 514 nmwith a laser power of 5% to record two pre-bleach images within an
interval of 10 s. Selected FAswere then photobleachedusing a laser power of 100% for
1 s and post-bleach images were acquired every 20 s for 260–280 s; the fluorescence
intensity was recorded between 530–570 nm. Next, fluorescence intensity data were
imported into ImageJ and analysed using the ImageJ plugin ‘FRAP profiler’. Only
data with comparable initial mean intensities and sufficient initial photobleaching
were processed in MATLAB (Mathworks). To determine fluorescence recovery, we
assumed a reaction-dominated model as described before49,50 and fitted the data
according to equation (1). Only data sets with a fitting quality of R2 = 0.98 were
considered for further analysis.
f (t)=A(1−e−ktoff ) (1)
where t is time, koff is the rate constant and A is the mobile fraction. The recovery
half-time τ1/2 was calculated according to equation (2).
τ1/2=
ln(2)
koff
(2)
Time-correlated single-photon counting fluorescence lifetime microscopy
(TCSPC-FLIM). TCSPC-FLIM experiments were performed using a confocal
microscope (Leica TCS SP5 X) equipped with a pulsed white light laser (WLL,
80MHz repetition rate, NKT Photonics), a FLIM X16 TCSPC detector (LaVision
Biotec) and a 63× water objective (HCX PL APO CS, NA = 1.2); a band-pass
filter 545/30 (AHF Analysentechnik) was used to block photons emitted by the
acceptor fluorophore. Images were acquired with a scanning velocity of 400Hz, a
spatial resolution of 512× 512 pixels and resulting image field coverage of 123.02×
123.02µm2. The detection covered a time window of 12.24 ns after the excitation
pulse with a temporal resolution of 0.08 ns. For each experimental condition
15–20 cells were recorded and each experiment was repeated at least 3–5 times.
Data analysis was conducted by a custom-writtenMATLAB program calculating the
FRET efficiencyE according to equation (3), where τD is themean donor lifetime and
τDA is the lifetime of the donor in the presence of an acceptor fluorophore. For more
detailed information see our previously published protocols17.
E=1−
τDA
τD
(3)
Measurement of fluorophore emission spectra in FAs of living cells. To
examinewhether the photo-physical properties of the donor or acceptor fluorophore
are affected by their insertion into talin, Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells were reconstituted
with constructs in which the individual fluorophores had been inserted into talin-1
(Tln1Y-i, Tln1C-i) or were C-terminally attached (Tln1Y, Tln1C). Cells were seeded
on FN-coated coverslips and the emission spectra of integrated or C-terminally
tagged fluorophores from FAs of living cells were measured. The emission spectra
of YPet (excitation: 508 nm; detection: 525–605 nm; 10 nm detection band width)
and mCherry (excitation 587 nm; detection: 610–710 nm; 20 nm detection band
width) were recorded using a confocal microscope equipped with an acousto-
optical beamsplitter (Leica TCS SP5 X) and a pulsed white light laser (WLL, 80
MHz repetition rate, NKT Photonics). Only FA-specific signal was processed in the
subsequent data analysis.
FRET control experiment I—effects of intermolecular FRET. To test for effects
of intermolecular FRET (that is, energy transfer between adjacent molecules),
Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells were co-transfected with constructs in which the individual
fluorophores were inserted into talin-1 or C-terminally attached. These cells were
then seeded on FN- or pL-coated glass slides and FRET efficiencies were determined
using TCSPC-FLIM. We did not observe differences when pL and FN conditions
were compared indicating that effects of intermolecular FRET in these experiments
are negligible. However, a slight increase of intermolecular FRET in C-terminally
tagged talin controls was detectable, presumably due to talin dimerization that is
mediated at talin’s C terminus (Fig. 2g); this may explain the slightly increased FRET
efficiency values determined in Tln1Con cells as compared with Tln1TS cells on pL
(for example, Fig. 2i).
FRET control experiment II—effects of talin’s inter-domain association. To
examine whether Tln1TS FRET is affected by the inter-domain association between
the talin head and the talin rod domains51, we inserted point mutations (K324D and
M319A) into Tln1TS that were previously described to abolish the intramolecular
interaction51,52. As talin is expected to predominantly exist in an auto-inhibited
conformation in the cytoplasm53, we reasoned that the high FRET efficiencies
observed in cells on pL should be significantly reduced by these activating point
mutations if FRET of the biosensor was sensitive to conformational changes.
However, FRET efficiencies of Tln1TS-M319A, Tln1TS-K324D and Tln1TS were
indistinguishable when cells were seeded on pL (Fig. 2h). This indicates that effects
of the inter-domain association on Tln1TS FRET are negligible.
FRET control experiment III—evaluating effects of fluorescence intensity
and temperature. To examine whether the observed FRET effects are fluorescence
intensity dependent, FRET efficiencies were plotted over mean fluorescence
intensities and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC) was determined
(Supplementary Fig. 2c); however, no correlation was observed. As HP35 unfolding
shows a small but significant temperature dependency (see Supplementary Note and
Supplementary Fig. 1i) we also tested how moderate changes in temperature affect
FRET measurements. Thus, FRET ratio measurements of Tln1Con or Tln1TS cells
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were performed at 30 ◦C (the temperature at which the single-molecule calibration
was performed) and 37 ◦C (the temperature used during FRET ratio measurements;
Supplementary Fig. 2d).
Isolating FA-specific signals for FLIM and ratiometric FRET analysis. To
isolate the FA-specific signals from FLIM data sets, images were imported into
MATLAB and regions of interest (ROIs) were manually set to exclude cytoplasmic
background and signals from adjacent cells. A three-level multi-Otsu thresholding
algorithm was applied and the highest intensities were defined as FA signal. After
conversion into a binary image, these FA masks were used to calculate the mean
FA FRET efficiency per cell. To isolate FA signals for morphological analysis and
ratiometric FRET measurements, fluorescence images were imported to MATLAB
followed by manual ROI selection to analyse individual cells. Cytosolic background
was subtracted from the donor image by convolving the image (Gaussian structure
element; width: 25, height: 2) and applying a top-hat filtering step (disk structure
element; radius: 7 pixel) as described before54. Obtained individual FA masks were
then used to calculate FA mean intensity of donor and acceptor signal. For mean
acceptor values 1.7 times larger than manually determined average background
signal, individual FA ratiometric FRET values were calculated by mean intensity
acceptor/donor division. Step-by-step protocols describing the live-cell FLIM and
FRET experiments can be found at Nature Protocol Exchange44.
Morphological FA analysis and FA co-localization analysis. For cell size and
polarization analysis, cells were allowed to spread on FN-coated glass coverslips
or on FN-coated Softview Easy Coat dishes (Matrigen Life Technologies). At the
indicated time points, cells were fixed and stained. Images of phalloidin-stained cells
were then used to determine the cell area and the cell’s major principal axis. Using
Otsu thresholding as a cutoff criterion, binarized cellular shape masks were created
and mask orientation was calculated to define the reference major principal axis.
Subsequently, individual FA masks were analysed with respect to their eccentricity
and area. The FA orientation with respect to cell major principal axis was used to
evaluate cell polarization. To quantify subcellular co-localization of vinculin with
talin, cells were fixed and immunostained for vinculin as described above. Intensity
line plots across at least 25 FAs were defined in ImageJ and evaluated in MATLAB.
To find the local maximum of individual FAs, a Gaussian fit was applied in the talin
channel. Intensity values for both channels at the fitted maximum ±2 pixels were
averaged to minimize local errors.
Traction force microscopy. Traction force microscopy was performed using an
SP8 confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with a 63× glycerol objective
(HC PL APO, NA = 1.3). Fluorescent beads of 0.2 µm diameter (FluoSpheres
(625/645), Life Technologies) were incorporated into polyacrylamide gels with
defined elastic properties that were produced according to established protocols55.
Young’s moduli of the substrates were calculated from acrylamide/bis-acrylamide
concentrations as previously described56 and obtained moduli were checked by
measuring the indentation profile of a coloured bead that was placed on the gel
surface as described in ref. 57; the analysis of traction force microscopy data was
performed as described before58.
Sources of noise and data interpretation. Live-cell FRET experiments are
inherently noisy because the energy transfer rate between the donor and acceptor
fluorophore does not depend only on the fluorophore separation distance but also
on other factors18,59 including temperature, pH or ion concentration. Furthermore,
targeting a biosensor to a specific subcellular location can further complicate
the experiment as effects through intermolecular FRET or molecular crowding
may become more prominent. In addition, the biosensor expression level and the
used cell type, in particular potentially high expression levels of the endogenous
protein, need to be taken into account. Finally, chromatic aberrations, laser
fluctuations, the Poisson statistics of photon arrival at the detector or other
technical limitations contribute to the noise in FRET measurements. It is also
important to note that in contrast to the single-molecule calibration experiments
described in Fig. 1, the live-cell FRET experiments presented in Figs 2–4 and
Figs 6 and 7 are based on bulk measurements, in which the signal from
hundreds of FAs containing many molecules is averaged to calculate a mean FRET
efficiency per cell. As a consequence, only an average force per molecule can
be calculated.
Statistical analyses. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) if
not indicated otherwise; to confirm that data are normally distributed, the Lilliefors
test was used. Statistical significance is given by a P value calculated from a two-
sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test using the default significance level of α= 0.05.
Additional testing was performed with a two-sided t-test as indicated. The following
nomenclature was used in all figures: ∗∗∗, P < 0.001; ∗∗, P < 0.01; ∗, P < 0.05; not
significant (NS), P> 0.05. Box plots were generated using the MATLAB function
box plot() or the origin Lab software indicating the median as well as 25th and 75th
percentiles; whiskers reach out to 2.7 standard deviations (σ ). Statistic source data
are available in Supplementary Table 1.
Computational codes.Mechanical fits were performed using previously published
custom-written code24,42; analysis software code runs on: IGOR Pro 6.31, 64-bit.
Software for FA FRAP and TCSPC-FLIM analyses was generated specifically
for the project and can be used in MATLAB. The data analysis algorithm for
ratiometric FRET analyses is based on a previously published Focal Adhesion
Tracking algorithm54. All software is available on request.
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Abstract
The ability of cells to adhere and sense their mechano-chemical environment is key to many developmental,
postnatal homeostatic and pathological processes; however, the underlying molecular mechanisms are still
poorly understood. Here, we summarize recent progress that indicates how cell adhesion, mechanotransduc-
tion and chemical signaling are coordinated in cells, and we discuss how the combination of novel
experimental approaches with theoretical studies is currently utilized to unravel the molecular mechanisms
governing mechano-chemical coupling during cell adhesion.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction
Many biological processes depend on the ability of
cells to sense and respond to the chemical as well as
mechanical cues of the extracellular matrix (ECM). The
differentiation of stem cells, for instance, is sensitive to
matrix composition and rigidity [1,2]. Cell migration,
which is important to a wide range of homeostatic
processes, is modulated by ECM rigidity gradients in a
process termed durotaxis [3]. The proliferation rates of
many cell types are strongly influenced by the extent of
their spread area which, in turn, depends on the
chemical, mechanical and topographical properties of
the extracellular environment [4]. The increased
mechanical stress in fibrotic tissues is felt by resident
cells that transdifferentiate into highly contractile
myofibroblasts [5], and the mechanical properties of
healing scars, for example in skin or heart muscle,
determine tissue function after injury [6,7]. Moreover,
increased ECM stiffness drives the progression of
certain tumors such as breast cancer [8], and the
inability of cells to properly sense their mechanical
environment has been associated with a range of
pathologies including muscular dystrophies or kidney
malfunction [9,10].
The mechanisms by which cells detect and
process mechanical information depend on the
nature of the mechanical signal and the subcellular
structures transmitting it. Mechanosensitive
ion-channels, for instance, detect changes in plasma
membrane tension [11,12], whereas cadherin-based
adherens junctions transduce intercellular stresses
[13]. By contrast, the chemical composition and
mechanical properties of the ECM are sensed by
integrin-associated, multi-molecular complexes
called focal adhesions (FAs), and a conceptual
understanding of FA function has been developed
[14,15]. However, given the complex nature of the
ECM [16], it appears increasingly important to
consider the molecular complexity of FAs as well
[17–22]. To aid this process, we here discuss the
inner life of these enigmatic subcellular adhesion
structures in more detail.
The architecture of focal adhesions
FAs display a complex, 3-dimensional organization
with vertically and horizontally arranged substructures
(Fig. 1). The vertical layers consist of an outer FA layer
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in which integrin receptors associate with the ECM, an
intermediate layer where chemical and mechanical
signals are processed, and an inner layer that is
dominated by the actomyosin cytoskeleton (Fig. 1A).
The horizontal layering facilitates the compartmental-
ization into distinct integrin subtype-dependent regions
with different mechano-chemical characteristics
(Fig. 1B, C). One fascinating challenge of today's
cell adhesion research is to elucidate how the
organization and dynamics of these individual FA
layers are regulated.
The outer FA layer – ECM-specific anchorage by
integrin receptors
The outer FA layer contains the integrin receptors.
Integrins are heterodimeric transmembrane proteins
that physically connect cells to a wide range of ECM
proteins including fibronectin (FN), vitronectin, col-
lagens and laminins but also to other cell surface
receptors like VCAM and ICAM [23]. Mammals can
express 18 α- and 8 β-integrin subunits to form 24
functionally distinct receptors, and it is clear that
many, if not all, integrin subtypes have specific,
non-redundant properties [23–25]. As a result, the
integrin expression signature determines how FAs
assemble, chemical signals are processed and
mechanical information is propagated. Cells adher-
ing to collagen type I by integrin α2β1, for instance,
induce a very different signaling response as
compared to cells binding collagen type IV with
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Fig. 1. A vertical (A) and a horizontal (B, C) layering
characterize the architecture of FAs. (A) Vertical layering.
The outer FA layer, in which integrin receptors bind to
extracellular ligands, provides anchorage to the ECM;
depending on the expressed integrin receptor subtypes,
distinct mechano-chemical signaling networks are activat-
ed. The intermediate FA layer comprises hundreds of
proteins that respond to mechanical stimuli (e.g. talin,
actinin or p130Cas) or mediate chemical signaling (e.g.
FAK, LIMK1 or PAK). The crosstalk between FA's
mechanical and chemical signaling is, at least to some
extent, mediated by tyrosine kinase such as ROR2, Axl
and Src. The inner FA layer merges into the actomyosin
network, but also acts as a mechanosensitive module
during cell adhesion. (B). Horizontal layering – fibrillar
adhesions (FBs). The formation of FBs occurs on pliable
FN-rich matrices and coincides with FN fibrillogenesis.
While αvβ3 integrin receptors and tyrosine-phosphorylated
(pY) proteins reside in the FA core, FBs are enriched in
α5β1 integrin and tensin. Since FBs display very low levels
of tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins as compared to FAs,
their chemical signaling is likely to be different. (C).
Horizontal layering – the FA belt. This type of horizontal
layering is characterized by an accumulation of Kank
family of proteins around mature FAs. As Kank proteins
blunt integrin force transduction by partially uncoupling
talin from f-actin, integrin receptors in the FA belt connect
less efficiently to the actomyosin cytoskeleton. In addition,
Kank associates with Liprins leading to the formation of
cortical microtubule stabilization complexes (not illustrat-
ed) that regulate FA turnover. Why Kank proteins are
excluded from the FA core remains to be investigated.
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α1β1 integrin [26,27]. Even similar integrins like the
FN-receptors α5β1 and αvβ3 induce adhesion
structures with different molecular composition and
signaling characteristics [28]. In addition, most cells
express various integrin receptor subtypes that may
synergize, for example to amplify myosin-dependent
signal transduction cascades [28].
Integrin-receptor specificity becomes even more
apparent when applying mechanical loads to
distinct ECM–receptor linkages. While collagen-
bound α2β1 integrins appear to withstand me-
chanical forces of more than 100 piconewton (pN)
[29], FN–α5β1 bonds are likely to break at around
30–50 pN [30], whereas αvβ3 integrins are thought
to rupture at even lower forces [31,32]. Interest-
ingly, α5β1 integrin receptors display a so-called
‘catch-slip bond’ behavior characterized by a
transient increase in the FN-bond lifetime between
10–30 pN (Fig. 2C). How many integrin receptors
display this rather unusual behavior (i.e. tighter
ECM–integrin binding under force) remains to be
investigated, but it appears that such catch bond
properties are specific to distinct ECM–integrin
interactions. Experiments on the fibrinogen–αIIβ3
linkage, for instance, revealed reduced bond
lifetimes when pulling forces were increased from
5–50 pN, which is characteristic for a classical slip
bond linkage [33].
Together, the available data suggest that the
integrin receptor subtypes present in the outer FA
layer critically determine how chemical signals and
mechanical forces are processed during cell adhe-
sion. Even though morphologically similar, FAs of
different cell types may be functionally very dissimilar
depending on the set of expressed integrin receptors.
The intermediate FA layer – coupling mechan-
ical and chemical signaling
Integrins, with the exception of the hemidesmoso-
mal β4 integrin [34], are characterized by short
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Fig. 2. FAs couple chemical and mechanical signaling.
(A) Stiff ECM. Cells adhering to rigid matrices enforce their
FAs under load through mechano-chemical feedback
mechanisms. For instance, high mechanical tension
across integrin receptors leads to partial talin unfolding
and subsequent vinculin recruitment; also LIM domain
proteins are recruited to FAs in response to mechanical
tension but the underlying mechanisms are still unclear
[17]. Mechanical force may also activate FA-resident
kinases that amplify chemical signaling in FAs through
protein phosphorylation [49]. Modulation of RhoGTPase
signaling pathways leads to increased actomyosin con-
tractility and stress fiber formation. (B) FAs in cells on soft
matrices may not experience high enough stresses to
activate force-sensitive proteins that, as a result, remain
insensitive to chemical signals. (C). Typical mechanical
parameters of cell-matrix adhesions. The elastic modules
of the extracellular matrix typically ranges from hundreds–
thousands of pN/μm
2
; the actomyosin network is compa-
rably soft [120]. Typically, FA spring constants are
modelled in the order of tens of pN/nm [121]. Force of
10–30 pN increase the lifetime of the α5β1–FN linkage
[30], whereas the fibrinogen–αvβ3 bond displays slip bond
characteristics [33].
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cytoplasmic tails of 13–70 amino acids that have
neither enzymatic activity nor binding sites to directly
associate with the actomyosin cytoskeleton [35].
Instead, intracellular proteins assemble at the
cytoplasmic tails leading to integrin clustering and
the formation of the second FA layer, where most of
the chemical and mechanical signals are integrated.
Crucial for the formation of the intermediate FA
layer are the integrin regulators talin and kindlin both
of which are required for inducing and then
maintaining the active, ligand-binding competent
state of integrins [36]. Talin comprises three f-actin
and eleven vinculin-binding sites and mediates one
of the first mechanical connections to the actomyo-
sin network [37]. Interestingly, a similar f-actin
binding function of kindlin-2 has been recently
proposed [38], but it remains to be tested whether
kindlin can bear mechanical forces during cell
adhesion. Other important integrin interactors are
the f-actin binding proteins filamin, α-actinin and
tensin, the adaptor protein paxillin and focal adhe-
sion kinase (FAK) [39], but also integrin inactivators
like ICAP1 [40] or the recently described pan-integrin
inactivator SHARPIN [24,41]. These integrin-binding
proteins engage further cytoplasmic molecules such
as the ternary ILK-PINCH-Parvin (IPP) complex,
actin-binding proteins like vinculin [42], as well as
protein kinases, phosphatases, and other protein
modifying enzymes to form the adhesome compris-
ing hundreds of distinct proteins [17,18]. How these
individual FA components associate in space and
time to transduce mechanical and chemical infor-
mation in the dynamic context of a living cell has
remained poorly understood.
Yet, it is believed that chemical and mechanical
signals synergize to enforce distinct signal trans-
duction pathways (Fig. 2). Tension across the
integrin activator talin, for example, leads to the
exposure of cryptic vinculin binding sites and
enhanced recruitment of vinculin [43,44] that then
becomes phosphorylated [45,46]. Likewise, me-
chanical tension across the adaptor protein
p130Cas promotes phosphorylation of specific
tyrosine residues by Src family kinases [47]. Since
many proteins are recruited to FAs in a force-
dependent manner – numerous LIM-domain con-
taining proteins localize to FAs only when cell
adhesion forces are high [17,18,48] – it is likely
that other proteins are regulated in a similar fashion.
Furthermore, the catalytic activities of certain FA
components are thought to be modulated by a
mechanical allosterism; the enzymatic activity of Src,
for instance, rapidly increases upon mechanical
stimulation [49]. As other tyrosine kinases like Axl
and ROR2 are critical for FA-mediated ECM rigidity
sensing [50,51], it is clear that this class of enzymes
plays a key role in FAs' mechano-chemical
regulation. In addition, many growth factors induce
pathways that modulate FA-resident tyrosine
kinases such as FAK [52]; therefore, these
enzymes are also key to the integration of FA-
and growth factor-dependent signaling cascades
during cell adhesion.
The inner FA layer – force generation and
mechanosensing
The actomyosin network dominates the inner FA
layer that does not only generate mechanical forces
but also senses mechanical and chemical stimuli.
For instance, the stability of the actin–myosin bond is
sensitive to applied mechanical loads [53,54], and
the probability of f-actin to be severed by cofilin
decreases when the filaments experiences mechan-
ical tension [55]. In addition, growth factor receptor
pathways modulate the actin cytoskeleton through
controlling Rho-like GTPases [56] as well as
non-muscle myosin II activity [57], and certain
GTPase-activating proteins seem to bind f-actin
directly [58]. Thus, the actomyosin network acts as
a mechanosensitive force generator in FAs [59].
The function of this innermost FA layer is
dominated by the inherently dynamic nature of the
actomyosin network, which is regulated in a spatially
and temporally highly sensitive fashion [60]. While
FAs in the lamellipodium of cells are exposed to a
fast Arp2/3-dependent retrograde flow of actin
filaments, more centrally located adhesions connect
to stress fibers that can be classified, according to
their morphology and myosin content, into distinct
elements such as dorsal and ventral stress fibers,
transverse arcs and the perinuclear cap [61].
Moreover, cells can express different actin- and
myosin-isoforms as well as a myriad of f-actin
associated proteins, all of which affect actomyosin
assembly and activity to very different extents [61–
63]. Therefore, the organization and functional role
of the inner FA layer is cell-type dependent and
sensitive to the FA's subcellular location.
The horizontal layering of FAs
In addition to the vertical layering, FAs frequently
undergo a horizontal segmentation (Fig. 1B). The
FN-binding integrin receptors α5β1 and αvβ3, for
instance, segregate into distinct FA-substructures
when adhering to pliable FN-rich surfaces. Under
these conditions, α5β1 integrins translocate from
FAs into elongated fibrillar adhesions (FBs), while
αvβ3 integrin remains associated with the FA core
[64,65]. In addition to the assembly of FN and the
associated α5β1 integrin receptor, FBs accumulate
the actin-crosslinking protein tensin, which binds to
the same NPxY motif in β-integrins like talin. Since
NPxY phosphorylation impairs talin binding but does
not affect the tensin–integrin interaction, this modi-
fication may act as a molecular switch that regulates
the horizontal compartmentalization of αvβ3–talin
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and α5β1–tensin enriched adhesion domains [66].
Both compartments are likely to have very different
biochemical properties, as FBs are devoid of
tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins such as pY397-
FAK indicating rather weak or at least very different
signaling activity [50]. In addition, FAs and FBs
have different mechanical characteristics. Matured
FBs are rather insensitive to myosin inhibition,
whereas FA maintenance as well as FB formation
strictly depend on actomyosin contractility [65].
Interestingly, the composition of FBs depends on
whether cells are cultured in 2D or 3D environments
[67], and it has been recognized that distinct cell
types express different tensin isoforms (tensin-1, -2
and -3) displaying various degrees of FB enrich-
ment [68]. Thus, FB formation and the physiological
role of the FB–type of horizontal layering remains
somewhat en igmat i c and needs fu r the r
investigation.
Another form of horizontal layering has been
identified in a morphologically distinct structure,
called the FA belt (Fig. 1C), which is characterized
by the evolutionary conserved Kank proteins. Kank
assembles in the immediate vicinity of FAs through
talin-binding thereby promoting the active conforma-
tion of talin and thus integrin activation [69,70]. In
parallel, Kank impairs talin's ability to associate with
f-actin and to transduce mechanical forces. As a
result, adhesions surrounded by a FA-belt display
reduced force transmission leading to FA sliding and
slower cell migration [69]. Intriguingly, Kank proteins
also associate with cortical microtubule stabilization
complexes (CMSC) through liprins that recruit
microtubule plus-end tracking proteins like CLASPs
[71]. Since microtubule targeting coincides with FAs
turnover [72,73], this Kank-dependent type of
horizontal layering is likely to play an important role
in regulating FA stability through microtubule
plus-end capture. Why Kank proteins bind to talin
exclusively at the β1-rich FA border and not in the FA
core is unclear.
As the glycocalxy of cells facilitates the lateral
organization of integrin receptors during cell adhe-
sion [74,75], it will be interesting to test whether the
different types of horizontal layering within FAs are
also glycocalyx-dependent.
Towards a conceptual understanding of
FA function
Our current understanding of FA function is
strongly influenced by the observation that cell
adhesions can strengthen under mechanical loads
[76,77]. Indeed, many cell types form large FAs on
rigid substrates when cellular traction forces are
high, while they display small FAs on soft matrices
[77,78]. Similarly, inhibition of myosin activity usually
reduces FA size, whereas the induction of intracel-
lular contractility (e.g. by activating RhoA) stimulates
FA growth. Consistent with these experiments,
certain integrin receptors enforce their binding to
extracellular ligands in response to mechanical
tension [30,79], and force-induced unfolding of
molecules such as talin can increase the recruitment
of other FA proteins like vinculin [43]. Together,
these experiments have led to the concept that FAs
act very much like elastic springs that enlarge and
become enforced when mechanical tension in-
creases, but remain small and short-lived when
forces are low. In this model, the spring constant
assigned to a FA determines the adhesion growth
rate under force, which occurs only when the ECM is
sufficiently rigid (Fig. 2); on substrates that are
significantly softer than the FA spring, adhesions do
not enlarge because the ECM deforms and the
spring does not stretch [80,81].
While this model correctly describes a large body
of experimentation and provides an excellent
framework for further theoretical approaches [81–
83], some data indicate that the molecular regula-
tion of FAs is far more complex. First and most
importantly, FAs do not always grow under force. In
fact, the opposite – FA disassembly under mechan-
ical load – frequently occurs during cell migration
and is necessary for cells to move forward [84].
Second, small and short-lived FAs termed ‘nascent
adhesions’ (NAs) at the lamellipodium of cells
generate comparably high traction forces [85],
while large, centrally-located FAs often exert only
low stresses [69,86]. Third, the cellular response to
distinct matrix rigidities is integrin receptor subtype-
dependent [28] and can be extracellularly (e.g. by
addition of hyaluronic acid) [87] or intracellularly (by
affecting protein tyrosine kinase signaling) modu-
lated [50]. Finally, FAs display a heterogeneous
substructure [88,89] and traction forces are often
unevenly distributed below individual adhesion
sites [21,86]. Thus, further experimentation and
theoretical modelling is needed to comprehend FA
function in cells.
Experimental approaches to investigate
FA function
A number of recently developed technologies
including mass-spectrometry methods and
high-resolution microscopy techniques have revolu-
tionized cell adhesion research. FAs' molecular
composition is analyzed with a depth and the
individual components become visualized with a
resolution that is mind-blowing and was considered
unrealistic just a few years ago. In addition, a set of
genetically modified cell lines to investigate molec-
ular mechanisms has become available and
Crispr-Cas9 approaches will likely complement this
toolbox. In the following, we will discuss how some of
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these techniques may be utilized to evaluate the
composition and function of the distinct FA layers.
Probing the outer FA layer – how do distinct
integrins propagate mechanical forces?
One of the open questions regarding the outer FA
layer is how different integrin receptor subtypes
govern FA function. The establishment of
integrin-deficient cell lines, in which distinct receptor
subtypes can be re-expressed and individually
investigated, have been useful to study different
FN-binding integrin receptors such as α5β1 and
αvβ3 [28]. An exciting alternative is the use of
engineered surfaces to which only distinct
FN-binding integrin receptor subtypes can bind
[90,91]; yet it seems important to extend these
systems so that also other integrin receptors
subtypes can be studied [92].
Similarly, it will be important to elucidate how
distinct ECM–integrin interactions respond to ap-
plied mechanical forces, for example by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) methods that revealed
catch-bond behavior in FN–α5β1 integrin linkages
[30,79]. Unfortunately, a comparison with other
integrin receptor types has been difficult because
different experimental setups or loading rates – the
speed at which mechanical forces are applied –
were used [30,31,93]. It should be also noted that
ECM–integrin linkages might be sensitive to the
history of force application such as the FN–α5β1
bond, which is strengthened by repeated applica-
tions of mechanical forces [79]. Whether such a
force-strengthening mechanism is a general feature
of ECM–integrin linkages or specific to the FN–α5β1
integrin bond will be important to determine. Direct
evidence that the observed mechanical responses
occur in the crowded environment of a living cell may
be obtained by methods allowing force measure-
ments across individual integrin-ligand bonds during
cell adhesion [94–96].
Finally, super-resolution experiments have be-
come indispensable to study the nanostructure of
FAs (Fig. 3) and the molecular dynamics of distinct
integrin receptors in living cells. Single-protein
tracking photo-activated localization microscopy
was used to investigate the movement of individual
integrin receptors molecules within and outside of
FAs [97]. These experiments revealed a rather static
behavior for β3 integrin receptors, while β1 integrins
appeared more mobile during cell adhesion. Extend-
ing such experiments to other integrin subunits
should provide valuable insights into the integrin-
subtype specific properties of FAs.
Investigating the intermediate FA layer – how
are mechano-chemical signals transduced?
The development of efficient mass spectrometry
protocols has dramatically improved our understand-
ing of the intermediate FA layer. Hundreds of
proteins, many of which with yet unknown function,
have been identified to associate with FAs [17–19],
and the development of high-throughput proteomics
platforms should further facilitate testing how chem-
ical signals are transduced within FAs in a
force-dependent fashion [98]. An exciting perspec-
tive is that the integration of various such data sets
should provide important indications on the rele-
vance and patho-physiological function of newly
identified FA-associated molecules [99,100]. How-
ever, establishing consistent protocols that permit
meta-analyses will be key to those bioinformatics
approaches.
In parallel, various microscopy methods are
currently being utilized to study FA structure and
3D organization with nanoscale resolution
[20,22,101]. Molecular mechanics can be analyzed
by FRET-based tension sensors [44,102–104] that
f-actin vinculin merge
confocal image
high vinculin
density
low vinculin
density
zoom-insuper-resolved image
Fig. 3. FA nano-scale organization. Super-resolution microscopy reveals that proteins display an uneven distribution in
FAs. The mechanisms governing this complex spatio-temporal organization are still unclear. Here, we show a fibroblast
adhering to a FN-coated glass coverslip stained for f-actin; visualization of an expressed vinculin construct by stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy reveals areas of high and low protein density.
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provided f i rst insights into vincul in- and
talin-dependent processes of FA force transduction
[44,105,106]. Together, these microscopy ap-
proaches revealed that FAs assemble in a much
more dynamic and heterogeneous fashion than
previously appreciated, and understanding how the
observed FA substructures are spatio-temporally
organized will be crucial. This is likely to require the
further development of existing imaging techniques,
for example to resolve intracellular force transduc-
tion processes with single-molecule resolution in
cells.
Analyzing FAs' inner layer – quantifying acto-
myosin forces in cells
The use of optical or magnetic tweezer techniques
has been especially useful to study the mechanics of
individual actin fibers and the actin-myosin linkage in
vitro [53–55]. As distinct actin modulators and
myosin isoforms regulate actomyosin function local-
ly in cells [63,107], it will become increasingly
important to complement these studies with live
cell experiments. Potentially useful methods include
correlational fluorescence speckle microscopy to
determine acto-myosin kinetics in cells [108,109]
and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy as
well as cryo-electron tomography to visualize and
study distinct actin networks in situ [110,111].
Visualizing the mechanics of actomyosin networks
in living cells, however, has remained challenging. A
FRET-based actin tension sensor was described
[112], but its rather diffuse intracellular localization
may complicate the extraction of mechanical param-
eters with sufficient spatio-temporal resolution.
Theoretical approaches to study FA
function
Many attempts to describe FA behavior theoretically
are essentially captured by the original idea of
Mitchison and Kirschner [113], which describe FAs
as mechanical clutches that engage with the actin
retrograde flow in an ECMstiffness-dependent fashion.
A stochastic simulation that considered ECM
stiffness, load-and-fail-behavior of FA clutches and
a force-velocity relationship of the actomyosin
cytoskeleton predicted that cells tune their sensitivity
towards distinct ECM rigidities by two distinguish-
able mechanisms. For stiff substrates, the model
predicted a ‘frictional slippage’ state in which
individual FA springs quickly increase tension and
then break before other clutches can be mechani-
cally engaged leading to high retrograde flow rates
with low traction forces. On soft substrates, the
model assumed a ‘load-and-fail’ regime where FA
springs disengage less frequently resulting in slower
retrograde flow velocity, maximal traction forces but
frequent failure of all clutches leading to traction
force fluctuations [83]. Interestingly, these predic-
tions are consistent with the behavior of neural
growth cones, and force fluctuations have been
observed in migrating fibroblasts [114]. However,
many cell types are known to react differently to
distinct ECM rigidities. Neurons, for instance, are
easily cultured on soft substrates whereas astro-
cytes do not spread on compliant surfaces and likely
exert very little traction forces under these conditions
[115]. Furthermore, distinct cell lines display maxi-
mal migration speeds on substrates with different
rigidities [116]. Thus, an updated version of the
stochastic simulation suggested a second frictional
slippage regime on soft substrates where FA
clutches failed spontaneously before mechanical
loads could build up [116]. This model made the
intuitive prediction that cells adjust to different
extracellular compliances by modulating the ‘clutch’
(outer and intermediate FA layer) and ‘motor’
parameters (inner FA layer).
An independent study predicted and experimen-
tally observed myoepithelial cells adapting to
distinct matrix rigidities by regulating their integrin
expression profile and thus modulating integrin-
ECM binding/unbinding rates [117]. Another model
included tension-dependent reinforcement of the
FA clutch (through vinculin recruitment to partially
unfolded talin molecules) and successfully predict-
ed the frequently observed behavior of cells to
increase traction forces monotonically when ECM
stiffness is elevated [118]. In the future, it will be
fascinating to test how well these models predict the
behavior of other FA subtypes. The recent identi-
fication of the Kank family of proteins, which bind
and activate talin but reduce force transduction in
centrally located FAs, suggests are more complex
scenario in mature adhesion structures [69]. Then
again, the description of NAs, in which talin binds
RIAM rather than vinculin [119], may require a
different set of parameters.
Outlook
Given the highly complex nature of cell-ECM
adhesions that are dependent on the mechano-
chemical nature of the extracellular substrate, the
integrin expression profile and the composition of the
intracellular FA layers, it seems unlikely that, for the
time being, one unifying theoretical model will describe
the versatile behavior of FAs. Instead, the fascinatingly
complex biology of FAs will likely require a set of
theoretical descriptions, which consider the molecular
complexity of the horizontal and vertical FA layers in
more detail. The development of new technologies
and their application to physiologically relevant studies
should allow the identification of those parameters
worth implementing.
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Förster resonance energy transfer (Fret)-based tension sensor 
modules (tsms) are available for investigating how distinct 
proteins bear mechanical forces in cells. Yet, forces in the 
single piconewton (pn) regime remain difficult to resolve, 
and tools for multiplexed tension sensing are lacking. here, 
we report the generation and calibration of a genetically 
encoded, Fret-based biosensor called Fl-tsm, which is 
characterized by a near-digital force response and increased 
sensitivity at 3–5 pn. in addition, we present a method 
allowing the simultaneous evaluation of coexpressed tension 
sensor constructs using two-color fluorescence lifetime 
microscopy. Finally, we introduce a procedure to calculate 
the fraction of mechanically engaged molecules within cells. 
Application of these techniques to new talin biosensors reveals 
an intramolecular tension gradient across talin- that is 
established upon integrin-mediated cell adhesion. the tension 
gradient is actomyosin- and vinculin-dependent and sensitive 
to the rigidity of the extracellular environment.
Mechanical forces of just a few pN can regulate the activity of pro-
teins and thereby modulate a wide range of biological processes1,2. 
Forces of about 3–5 pN, for instance, speed proteolytic cleavage 
of the Notch receptor3, while the affinity of the actin crosslinking 
protein filamin to its binding partners increases after applica-
tion of 2–5 pN4. Binding of the cell adhesion protein vinculin to 
the integrin activator talin-1 is induced by mechanical tension of 
2–12 pN5, and the cadherin–catenin interaction, which is central 
to intercellular cohesion, strengthens under mechanical loads of 
about 5 pN6. In vitro, cytoskeletal motor proteins like myosins 
generate exactly these magnitudes of force—namely, about 4–5 
pN per motor protein7. FRET-based tension sensors have been 
developed to quantify such pN-scale forces, and different molecu-
lar designs have been realized to determine forces within cells8,9 
or at the cell surface10–12.
Genetically encoded probes are ideally suited to measure intra-
cellular forces. They typically comprise two GFP-like fluorophores 
multiplexing molecular tension sensors reveals 
piconewton force gradient across talin-
Pia Ringer1, Andreas Weißl2, Anna-Lena Cost1, Andrea Freikamp1, Benedikt Sabass3, Alexander Mehlich2,  
Marc Tramier4–6, Matthias Rief2,7 & Carsten Grashoff1
connected by a mechanosensitive linker peptide that extends in 
response to mechanical tension13. As FRET is distance dependent, 
forces elongating the linker peptide reduce FRET, which can be 
quantified microscopically. Our first single-molecule-calibrated 
TSM used the 40 amino acid (aa)-long flagelliform peptide (F40), 
which behaves like a molecular spring and gradually elongates 
when forces between 1–6 pN8 are applied. To quantify greater 
forces, we developed a biosensor using the 35-aa-long villin 
headpiece peptide (HP), which responds to about 6–8 pN9; a 
third biosensor was based upon a stabilized HP peptide (HPst) 
that displayed maximal sensitivity at 9–11 pN9. These TSMs have 
been applied to study various mechanotransduction processes in 
cells; notably, the F40-TSM has been extensively used in a range of 
cell types and model organisms13–18. Owing to the gradual FRET 
response of the F40 module, however, forces below 6 pN have 
remained difficult to resolve13,19, and it has been virtually impos-
sible to determine how many molecules of a given population are 
mechanically engaged. Moreover, methods to analyze distinct 
force sensor constructs within the same cell have been lacking. 
We addressed these limitations by developing a novel 3–5-pN-
sensitive TSM, establishing a method to evaluate two coexpressed 
TSMs simultaneously, and introducing a data analysis algorithm to 
estimate the fraction of mechanically engaged sensor molecules.
results
Generation and calibration of a 3–5-pn-sensitive tension 
sensor module
Live-cell tension sensor experiments are typically performed 
as ensemble measurements that provide an average force value. 
When TSMs with a spring-like force response are used, it is chal-
lenging to determine how much tension individual molecules 
experience in cells, as the percentage of molecules actively engaged 
in a given force transduction process is usually unknown13,19. To 
address this problem, we engineered a new TSM through using a 
ferredoxin-like (FL) linker peptide that was expected to display 
more digital force response characteristics (Fig. 1a)20. Indeed, 
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calibration of the purified FL-TSM by single-molecule force spec-
troscopy revealed that the FL peptide remains in the folded state 
up to about 3 pN, whereas increasing tension to 5 pN induces a 
fast transition to the open state; both states were equally populated 
at about 4 pN. Unfolding was reversible, and FL sensors quickly 
returned to their original conformation once the mechanical load 
was reduced to below 3 pN. Furthermore, fluorophores remained 
stably folded until forces of about 40–55 pN were applied 
(Fig. 1b–e), as has been previously described9,21.
To allow a direct comparison with F40-TSM, which was origi-
nally calibrated in the absence of fluorophores attached to N and 
C terminals and with a different instrument8, we purified the 
full-length F40-TSM and reanalyzed F40-TSM molecules with the 
dual-trap optical tweezer setup. Consistent with previously pub-
lished results8, we did not observe a characteristic unfolding event 
as shown for the FL-TSM. Instead, the data suggested a gradual 
extension of the F40 peptide at low-pN force (Supplementary 
Fig. 1). Together, these experiments demonstrate that FL-TSM 
and F40-TSM display very different force responses.
Converting the force–extension data into FRET–force and 
sensitivity–force correlations confirmed the unique properties of 
FL-TSM (see Online Methods and Supplementary Fig. 2). The 
new probe displayed the highest sensitivity of all single-molecule-
calibrated, genetically encoded TSMs reported thus far (Fig. 1f, g); 
the force-induced contour length increase was significantly 
larger for the FL linker than for previously developed sensor 
peptides, and FL-TSM displayed higher zero-force FRET effi-
ciencies than the F40-based module, which indicated efficient 
peptide folding in cells (Fig. 1h,i). Hence, the novel biosensor 
should allow more accurate intracellular force measurements 
in the low-pN force regime.
Generation of new talin biosensors to evaluate tension 
across the talin rod domain
To test the performance of FL-TSM in living cells, we applied it 
to talin-1. Talin-1 is an essential cell adhesion protein compris-
ing an N-terminal head domain that binds and activates integrin 
receptors; the C-terminal talin rod domain is made of thirteen 
helical bundles, which connect to the actomyosin cytoskeleton 
by two f-actin binding sites (called ABS2 and ABS3) as well as 
11 vinculin binding motifs22,23. We had previously inserted the 
HP-TSM between the talin head and talin rod domains at aa 447 
(a construct hereafter called talin-HP-447) and demonstrated 
that talin molecules experience forces of more than 7 pN during 
cell adhesion9. Yet it remained unclear how tension is distributed 
across the 190-kDa-long talin rod domain.
Therefore, we generated a set of talin biosensors in which 
HP- or FL-TSM was inserted at two distinct sites of the talin rod 
domain—namely, at aa 447 and between the two actin-binding 
sites at aa 1973. As controls, we fused talin-1 C terminally with 
the donor fluorophore YPet or either the HP- or FL-TSM, or we 
internally tagged talin-1 with individual fluorophores (Fig. 2a and 
Supplementary Fig. 3). Expression of either of these constructs 
rescued the adhesion and spreading phenotype of fibroblasts lack-
ing talin-1 and talin-2 (Tln1−/−Tln2−/−); and the size of focal adhe-
sions (FAs) was equally restored (Fig. 2b,c and Supplementary 
Fig. 4). The subcellular dynamics of talin were similar to those 
described in previously published results9; and internally or C 
terminally tagged constructs displayed comparable FA turnover 
rates as determined by fluorescence recovery after photobleach-
ing (FRAP) experiments (Fig. 2d,e). Moreover, the fluorescence 
lifetimes of the integrated fluorophores were unchanged at posi-
tions aa 447 and aa 1973 (Fig. 2f), and intermolecular FRET at 
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aa 1973 was similarly low as for aa 447 (Fig. 2g). Together, these 
results show that TSMs can be inserted into talin-1 at aa 447 and 
at aa 1973 without disturbing talin function or the fluorophore’s 
photophysical properties.
talin- displays an intramolecular tension gradient during 
cell adhesion
To determine FRET efficiencies in living cells, we performed 
fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) experiments 
as previously described9,24 and as illustrated in Supplementary 
Figure 5. Consistent with previous measurements9, evaluation 
of the HP-based talin sensor indicated an average mechanical 
tension of more than 7 pN at aa 447 when cells were seeded on 
fibronectin (FN)-coated glass slides. As a control, cells were ana-
lyzed on poly-L-Lysine (pLL)-coated surfaces, upon which FAs do 
not form. Remarkably, FRET efficiencies in cells expressing talin-
HP-1973 were indistinguishable from pLL control values, and this 
suggested that the C-terminal part of the talin rod domain does 
not experience forces higher than 7 pN (Fig. 3a). Results of the 
respective FL-based talin sensors were consistent with high ten-
sion at aa 447; however, FRET efficiency values for cells express-
ing talin-FL-1973 were lower than control levels, which indicated 
mechanical tension of more than 3 pN at aa 1973 (Fig. 3b).
Since F40-TSM should also respond to the low forces observed 
at aa 1973 (Fig. 1f,g), we generated a set of F40-based talin sensors 
to confirm our observations. Indeed, F40-based measurements 
yielded similar results, but differences of talin-F40-1973 to con-
trol conditions were significantly smaller (Fig. 3c). As fluores-
cence intensities were comparable between all constructs and did 
not correlate with fluorescence lifetime values (Supplementary 
Fig. 6), the less pronounced differences in F40-based measurements 
are likely a result of the limited dynamic range of F40-TSM. 
More importantly, the data did not allow us to estimate how much 
tension individual talin molecules experience at aa 1973, owing 
to the gradual force–FRET response characteristics of F40-TSM 
(Fig. 1f,g and Supplementary Fig. 1)8. By contrast, FL-TSM-based 
measurements indicated that forces must have surpassed 3 pN to 
cause a significant decrease in FRET efficiencies (Fig. 1c–g).
To validate the FL-TSM-based measurements with an inde-
pendent FRET method, we performed ratiometric imaging. 
Consistent with the experiments described above, we observed 
low FRET indices for cells expressing talin-FL-447 and increased 
FRET values at aa 1973; again, FRET in cells expressing talin-FL-
1973 was lower than control levels (Fig. 3d,e).
Together, the data suggested that the talin rod domain expe-
riences a force gradient upon integrin-mediated cell adhesion. 
These forces exceed 7 pN between talin head and talin rod 
domains, and they exceed 3 pN between the C-terminal ABSs.
Forces at talin’s c-terminal region are sensitive to myosin 
activity and focal adhesion morphology
Next, we treated talin-FL-sensor-expressing Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells 
with the Y-27632 compound, which reduces myosin-II activity. 
Similar to previously published integrin tension measurements11, 
forces at aa 447 were lowered by Y-27632 treatment but did not 
seem to be entirely lost (Fig. 4a), probably because talin molecules 
within the remaining adhesion structures were still experienc-
ing residual mechanical loads (Supplementary Fig. 7a). By con-
trast, forces at aa 1973 were abolished after addition of Y-27632 
(Fig. 4a). We confirmed these observations with ratiometric 
imaging, in which individual Y-27632-treated cells were evaluated 
over time. Also in these experiments, tension at aa 447 was gradually 
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reduced, while forces at aa 1973 were lowered to control levels (Fig. 4b,c 
and Supplementary Fig. 7b–d).
As myosin-II activity is often positively correlated with FA size25, 
we speculated that talin may experience mechanical tension at 
aa 1973 predominantly in large, mature FAs that are connected 
to contractile f-actin bundles. To test this hypothesis, we seeded 
cells onto two different micropatterned surfaces, upon which cells 
adapted very distinct morphologies (Fig. 4d,e and Supplementary 
Fig. 8). On triangular patterns cells displayed large and elongated 
FAs, strong peripheral stress fibers, and high myosin-II activity 
as indicated by myosin light chain phosphorylation (Fig. 4d). On 
disc-shaped micropatterns, cells formed mostly small FAs and 
displayed few stress fibers and little myosin-II activation (Fig. 4e). 
Consistent with our hypothesis, forces at aa 1973 were low in FAs 
of cells on round substrates but increased in large FAs of cells on 
triangular patterns (Fig. 4f,g and Supplementary Fig. 9).
the talin- tension gradient is vinculin dependent and 
sensitive to extracellular rigidity
We then tested how the presence of talin’s binding partner vin-
culin affects the intramolecular tension gradient by expressing 
talin-FL-447 and talin-FL-1973 in vinculin-positive (Vinf/f) or 
vinculin-deficient (Vin−/−) fibroblasts. As expected, we observed 
different talin force values at aa 447 and aa 1973 in Vinf/f cells, 
similar to experiments in reconstituted Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cell lines. 
By contrast, FRET efficiency differences were virtually absent 
in Vin−/− cells (Fig. 4h) because forces at aa 447 were markedly 
reduced. Thus, the intramolecular talin tension gradient is vin-
culin dependent.
Tension at aa 1973 was insensitive to vinculin expression, and 
this indicated that the low forces observed at the C-terminal region 
of talin are mediated by ABS3. To provide direct evidence for 
this, we generated talin-ABS3-deletion constructs and analyzed 
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them in Tln1−/−Tln2−/− cells. As previously observed26, ABS3-
deficient constructs only partially rescued the spreading defect of 
talin-deficient cells (Supplementary Fig. 10), and we focused the 
analysis on cells that did form FAs. These experiments revealed 
strongly increased FRET values, which suggested that an intact 
ABS3 is required for tension at aa 1973 (Fig. 4i). Finally, we 
investigated how talin mechanics are affected by the stiffness 
of the extracellular substrate. While forces at aa 1973 remained 
rather constant and comparable to those measured on glass slides, 
talin-HP-447 experiments revealed reduced tension at N-termi-
nal parts of the rod domain on soft, 1-kPa surfaces (Fig. 4j and 
Supplementary Fig. 11).
Together, these experiments demonstrate that the intramo-
lecular tension gradient across talin-1 can be modulated at the 
N- and C-terminal parts of the talin rod domain. The tension dif-
ferential is controlled by f-actin binding and myosin activity; it is 
vinculin dependent, and it is sensitive to the stiffness of the extra-
cellular substrate.
orthogonal tension sensor module pairs allow tension 
sensor multiplexing by dual-color Flim
A limitation of the described experiments was that the two biosen-
sors were analyzed in parallel, but not within the same cell. We 
therefore generated two orthogonal TSMs, called multiplexing 
(MPX) TSMs, that could be imaged simultaneously using single-
excitation wavelength, dual-color FLIM27. For the first MPX-TSM, 
we used mTFP1 as a donor and the dark quencher ShadowG as an 
acceptor27,28; for the second module, we combined the long Stokes 
shift (LSS) fluorophore LSSmOrange with mKate2 (refs. 27,29; Fig. 
5a). Evaluation of the individual fluorophores and MPX-TSMs 
revealed a narrow fluorescence lifetime distribution of mTFP1 and 
LSSmOrange and similar, albeit not identical, FRET efficiencies 
of the respective MPX-TSMs (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 12a). 
Coexpression of the corresponding multiplexing talin-FL-447, 
talin-FL-1973, and control constructs in Tln1−/−Tln2−/−cells dem-
onstrated normal subcellular localization (Fig. 5b–d). Consistent 
with the experiments above, we observed low FRET values for 
talin-FL-447 and higher transfer rates for talin-FL-1973 constructs. 
Notably, results did not depend on the choice of TSM or whether 
cells expressed just one or both constructs, demonstrating that 
the MPX-TSMs can indeed be used orthogonally (Fig. 5e,f and 
Supplementary Fig. 12b). Simultaneous evaluation by dual-color 
FLIM confirmed these observations. As two distinct fluorophore 
pairs were used, differences in FRET efficiency were not identical, 
but the overall tendencies were consistently reproduced (Fig. 5g,h). 
Of note, some lifetime values were unusually high, and this resulted 
in negative FRET values, probably a consequence of reduced FRET 
efficiency in MPX-TSM constructs and the normal spread in the 
data. The negative FRET efficiencies may also indicate less efficient 
folding or chromophore maturation in the employed fluorophores; 
thus, future studies may be directed toward optimizing orthogonal 
FRET pairs with increased FRET efficiencies and efficient matura-
tion rates. Yet, the observations were consistent with the experi-
ments in which TSMs were analyzed separately (Figs. 3 and 4) and 
so provided direct evidence for an intramolecular force gradient 
across talin.
calculating the fraction of mechanically engaged talin 
molecules using Fl-tsm
Given the virtually digital nature of FL-TSM (Fig. 1) as well as 
the observed differences between talin-FL-447 and talin-FL-1973 
(Fig. 3), the data indicated that only a fraction of FA-localized 
talin molecules experiences mechanical forces of more than 3 
pN at talin’s C-terminal region. To estimate this fraction, we 
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determined the fluorescence donor lifetime of FL-TSM in the 
stressed state (corresponding to the donor-only lifetime) and 
unstressed state (lifetime of talin-Con), and we used these values 
when fitting a biexponential decay function to the talin-FL-447 
and talin-FL-1973 lifetime data (Fig. 6a,b). An estimation of the 
minimum amount of photon counts necessary for statistically 
reliable calculations indicated that about 10,000 photons are 
required (Supplementary Fig. 13), a number that is surpassed 
in our experiments. Consistent with the assumption that the FL-
based sensors essentially exist in two states (high FRET and no 
FRET), the data were well described by the biexponential func-
tion, as indicated by the Pearson’s chi-squared test (talin-FL-447, 
~0.43; talin-FL-1973, ~0.46).
Evaluation of FLIM data sets from adherent cells showed that 
about 70% of talin molecules are exposed to tension at aa 447, 
while only about 40% of talin molecules experience mechanical 
loads at aa 1973 (Fig. 6c). As expected, evaluation of micropat-
terning data sets demonstrated that the fraction of molecules 
bearing tension at aa 1973 is higher in cells on triangular pat-
terns as compared to conditions of low intracellular contractility 
(Fig. 6d). Together, the results imply that cells not only modulate 
the amount of force per molecule but also adjust the number of 
talin molecules mechanically engaged through ABS3.
discussion
This study establishes a powerful method to quantify molecu-
lar pN-scale forces within cells. FL-TSM benefits from a sharp 
force response that allows quantitative interpretation of ensemble 
measurements in the low-pN force regime at 3–5 pN. In com-
parison with the widely used F40-based construct8, FL-TSM 
exceled because of an improved FRET efficiency at zero-force and 
enlarged contour length increase under tension, resulting in an 
increased dynamic range. Most importantly, the near-digital force 
response characteristic of FL-TSM can be harnessed to estimate 
the fraction of mechanically engaged molecules from FLIM-based 
ensemble measurements.
In addition, we established a method to quantify two intracellu-
lar tension sensor constructs simultaneously. The tension sensor 
multiplexing technique can be used to determine pN-scale forces 
across different domains of individual proteins, but it should be 
particularly valuable for studying the molecular mechanics of two 
distinct molecules that may or may not reside in the same subcel-
lular structure.
When applied to talin, these tools revealed an intramolecular 
tension gradient characterized by comparatively high forces of 
more than 7 pN at the N-terminal part of the talin rod domain 
and lower tension at the C-terminal talin region between ABS2 
and ABS3. We thus conclude that the previously described force-
induced vinculin binding is likely to occur primarily at N-termi-
nal regions of the talin rod domain30,31, and it will be interesting 
to study how the described tension differential across talin affects 
the overall mechanics of cell adhesion. The implementation of 
a tension gradient into the molecular clutch model of FAs32,33 
or similar theoretical frameworks34 seems especially important, 
because the presented data demonstrate that integrin force trans-
duction through talin is regulated on at least two levels. First, talin 
molecules are exposed to a range of forces that are typically above 
7 pN in the N-terminal part of the molecule and lower than 7 pN 
in C-terminal regions. Second, cells tune how many talin mol-
ecules are mechanically engaged. Both modes of regulation are 
sensitive to vinculin binding, f-actin association, and myosin-II 
activity; and the recent identification of additional talin interac-
tors suggests additional layers of modulation35,36.
Altogether, the data show that experimentally addressing 
molecular mechanisms of force transduction requires a set of 
calibrated tension sensors to investigate the whole range of forces 
experienced by molecules in cells as well as advanced data analysis 
tools to study proteins’ engagement ratio. The methods described 
above should be valuable for these studies and adaptable to a wide 
range of research questions.
methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associ-
ated accession codes and references, are available in the online 
version of the paper.
Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper.
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Protocol. A detailed protocol on single-molecule force spectros-
copy calibration of FRET-based tension sensors and time-corre-
lated single-photon counting (TCSPC)-FLIM analysis is available 
in Protocol Exchange24.
Antibodies and reagents. The following antibodies and reagents 
were used: anti-vinculin (hVIN-1) (V9131, Sigma; IF 1:200), anti-
paxillin (610051, BD Transduction L.; IF 1:400), anti-p-MLC 
(Ser19) (3671, NEB; IF 1:50), anti-mouse IgGAlexa Fluor-405 
(A31553; IF 1:400; Thermo Fisher Scientific), Alexa Fluor-647 
phalloidin (A22287; IF 1:200; Thermo Fisher Scientific), poly-
L Lysine (P4707; Sigma), fibronectin (341631; Calbiochem), 
puromycin (P8833; Sigma), hygromycin B (H3274; Sigma). 
Micropatterned substrates (10-011-00-18, 10-002-10-18; 
CYTOO), softview Easy Coat substrate dishes: 1.0, 4.0, 12 and 
25 kPa dishes (Matrigen), Y-27632 (Y0505, Sigma).
Plasmid construction. The cDNA of TSMs as well as talin biosensors 
was constructed according to our published protocols37. Plasmids 
will be distributed through AddGene (http://www.addgene.org/). 
Complete plasmid information is available through Genbank using 
the following accession codes: HP35-TSM (MF685010), F40-TSM 
(MF685012) and FL-TSM (MF685013).
Generation of FL-TSM. To generate the FL-based TSM, restric-
tion sites were added to the cDNA of YPet (aa 1–228) (5Xho/
3′BamHI) and mCherry (5′BamHI/3′NotI) by polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR), and PCR products were combined in pBluescript 
SK(+). The cDNA sequence encoding for the FL peptide (MGE 
FDI RFR TDD DEQ FEK VLK EMN RRA RKD AGT VTY TRD 
GND FEI RIT GIS EQN RKE LAK EVE RLA KEQ NIT VTY 
TER GSL E) was synthesized (5′-ATG GGC GAG TTT GAC 
ATC CGG TTT CGG ACT GAT GAC GAC GAA CAG TTC 
GAG AAA GTG CTG AAG GAG ATG AAT CGT CGA GCC 
AGA AAG GAT GCT GGA ACT GTG ACC TAC ACA AGG 
GAT GGG AAT GAC TTC GAG ATT CGC ATT ACC GGC 
ATA AGC GAG CAA AAC CGC AAA GAA CTG GCC AAA 
GAG GTT GAA AGG CTT GCA AAG GAA CAG AAC ATC 
ACA GTC ACG TAT ACC GAG AGA GGT TCC CTC GAA-3′; 
Eurofins Genomics) and inserted between the fluorophore cDNAs 
using 5′BglII/3′BamHI overhangs; this FL-TSM cDNA was then 
transferred into the pLPCX expression plasmid (Clontech). For 
single-molecule force spectroscopy calibration, terminal cysteine 
residues to allow attachment of DNA oligonucleotides and a his-
tidine tag for protein purification were added. mTFP1–ShadowG 
and LSSmOrange–mKate2 constructs were assembled in pLPCX 
by standard PCR and Gibson assembly (Gibson Assembly Cloning 
Kit; New England Biolabs). All sequences were confirmed by DNA 
sequencing (Eurofins Genomics).
Generation of talin expression constructs. Talin-TSM-447 and 
control cDNAs were generated according to the previously pub-
lished strategy9,37. To insert the respective TSM at aa 1973 of talin-
1 (i.e., talin-TSM-1973 constructs), we generated 5′XhoI/3′NotI 
restriction sites after aa 1973 using standard PCR and Gibson 
assembly. cDNAs were assembled in the pLPCX or pLHCX vec-
tors, and the correct sequence of constructs was confirmed by 
DNA sequencing. C-terminal fusion constructs were cloned by 
assembling the PCR products of the respective TSM or fluoro-
phores using 3′ClaI/5′NotI restriction sites that were inserted 
after the cDNA of talin-1.
FL-sensor module expression and purification. For FL-TSM 
and F40-TSM protein expression, HEK293 cells were transfected 
by CaPO4-precipitation. After 48 h, cells were detached, resus-
pended in hypotonic lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, 2 mM MgCl2, pH 
7.4), incubated for 20 min on ice, and then lysed with a Dounce 
homogenizer. Cell lysates were cleared by 10 min centrifuga-
tion at 4 °C and purified by metal ion affinity chromatography 
(His-Trap; GE Healthcare), followed by ion-exchange chroma-
tography (Sephadex; GE Healthcare). Purified samples were 
then concentrated to about 20 µM by membrane ultrafiltration 
(Vivaspin; GE Healthcare) and stored at −80 °C in phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS; pH 6.7) supplemented with 0.2 mM Tris-
2-carboxyethylphosphine (TCEP) to avoid oligomerization via 
terminal cysteines.
Assembling protein–DNA conjugates. To attach DNA handles 
to the purified FL-TSM, lyophilized maleimide-modified sin-
gle-stranded (ss) DNA oligonucleotides were dissolved in PBS 
(pH 6.7) and incubated with the purified protein for 1 h at room 
temperature (RT). Unreacted components were removed using 
metal ion affinity chromatography (His-Trap, GE Healthcare) and 
size-exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200; GE Healthcare). 
Next, 185 nm long, double stranded (ds) DNA handles (λ-DNA; 
NEB) carrying a biotin or a digoxigenin modification and a com-
plementary ss overhang were hybridized with the protein–DNA 
chimera. The sample was then prepared by incubating streptavi-
din-coated 1 µm sized silica beads (Bangs Laboratories) with the 
protein–DNA chimeras for 5 min in PBS (pH 7.4). Functionalized 
antidigoxigenin silica beads were added subsequently; glucose 
oxidase and catalase were used as an oxygen scavenger system. 
Finally, one of each bead species was caught in the two traps and 
moved in close proximity to allow tether formation. Then the 
protein was unfolded and refolded in stretch–relax cycles by peri-
odically changing the trap distance with constant velocity. For 
equilibrium measurements, traps held at constant distance and 
bead positions were recorded during unfolding and refolding.
Single-molecule force spectroscopy calibration. Single-mol-
ecule force spectroscopy measurements were performed on a 
custom-built, dual-trap optical tweezers setup with back focal 
plane detection as described before24,38. In short, excitation light 
of a diode pumped Nd:YVO4 laser (Spectra Physics) was split into 
two beams by a polarizing beam splitter. A piezo mirror stage 
(Mad City Labs) was used to laterally displace one beam in the 
sample plane. A second polarizing beam splitter was installed 
to combine and focus both beams onto the sample plane by a 
microscope objective (63×/1.20 W Corr, C-Apochromat; Zeiss). 
To monitor bead displacement, the forward-scattered light was 
collected by an identical objective, and the back focal plane 
was imaged by quadrant photo diodes (QP154-Q-HVSD, First 
Sensor). The calibration of trap stiffness and detector sensitivity 
was performed as described earlier39; the signals were detected 
at 150 kHz and averaged to 30 kHz before storage. To improve 
resolution, analysis was performed on the difference of the two 
signals as described40.
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Calibration data analysis. Singe-molecule data analysis followed 
the procedures described before9,24. To extract the mechanical 
properties of the dsDNA handles, an extensible worm-like chain 
model (eWLC)41 was fit to the measured force–extension data 
according to equation (1) 
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where xDNA is the measured extension of the DNA tether; and 
LDNA, pDNA, and K are fit parameters that correspond to the contour 
length, the persistence length and the stretch modulus of the 
dsDNA handles. The temperature inside the measurement chamber 
was assumed to be T = 303 K. In our experiments, the average 
fit persistence length was 16.3 nm, the stretch modulus between 
150–300 pN, and the averaged fit contour length 362.6 nm, values 
consistent with the expected length of 370 nm of the two dsDNA 
handles. For extracting the mechanical response parameters of the 
protein, a basic worm-like chain model was fitted in series with 
the eWLC to the data according to equation (2): 
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where xp is the measured protein extension, and Lp is the fitted 
protein contour length gain. The experimentally determined con-
tour length gain was 27.4 ± 2.6 nm, which is in agreement with 
previously published data20.
With the assumption that the dsDNA handles are at equilib-
rium with the unfolded protein, the acting forces can be set equal: 
FeWLC = FWLC = F. Thus, the total extension of the tether can be 
expressed according to equation (3): 
x F x F x F P Fptether DNA unf( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= + ⋅ 3
xDNA(F) and xp(F) being the extension of DNA handles and 
protein, and Punf(F) being the unfolding probability. Inversion 
yields the force–extension correlation for the entire tether.
In the low-pN force regime, optical traps can be assumed to have 
a harmonic potential and follow the Hookean law according to 
F d k x( ) ( )= ⋅ 〈 〉eff B 4
where 
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is the effective trap stiffness, and xB = xB1 + xB2 the displacement 
of the two beads from the respective trap centers. The extension of 
the tethered construct xtether can be calculated by subtracting the 
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(4)
sum of bead displacement xB1 + xB2 and twice the bead diameter 
R from the distance of the trap centers d
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with the canonical partition function 
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and the Hamiltonian 
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with i representing the number of unfolded subunits, and Ftether 
being the inversion of equation (3). As FL-TSM is a two-state 
folder, i ∈ {0,1}, the force–distance relation given by equation 
(4) is hence described by 
F d
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The force–distance relation (equation (9)) depends only on the 
Hamiltonian H(x,i) (equation (8)). Thus, the free parameters are 
xtether, which is a directly measured quantity; Lp, which is obtained 
by fitting constant velocity traces according to equation (2); and 
the folding free energy ∆G0.
Free energy calculation from constant distance measurements. 
In contrast to our previous study9, ∆G0 was determined from 
passive, constant distance measurements. In this mode, the trap 
distance is kept constant, and iterative unfolding and refolding 
events are observed over time. A hidden Markov (HM) analysis 
was performed on the raw data as described before42 to assign 
a state to each recorded data point. The time trajectories were 
coarse grained in 100 bins to facilitate numerical calculations. To 
initialize the HM analysis, emission probabilities, which reflect 
the deflection distribution of each state, were retrieved from 
Gaussian fits to a histogram of the respective time trajectory.
The force-dependent folding and unfolding probabilities 
Pfold(F) and Punf(F) (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 2b) and 
thus the relative amount of time of the FL-TSM spent in the folded 
and unfolded states were sampled by recording traces at different 
trap distances (Fig. 1c). The total energy in the system Gi (Fi) at a 
given force Fi in state i is described by equation (10): 
G F G G G G F G F G Fi i i i i i i i i i
p
i( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= + = + + +
0 0 10device bead DNA
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
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where Gi
0  is the free energy of the protein in state i; 
G F x F Fi i B i i
bead( ) ( )= 1
2
i  
the energy stored in bead deflection xB. Gi
DNA  and Gi
p  corre-
spond to the energy stored in the stretched DNA and polypeptide 
chain. The free energy difference between two states i and j is 
given by 
∆ ∆ ∆G F F G G F Fij i j ij ij i j, , ( )( ) = + ( )0 11device
The free energy difference of the protein states ∆Gij
0  was 
obtained by performing a global fit to the force-dependent prob-
abilities according to equation (12): 
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The obtained free energy difference ∆G0 for FL-TSM was 4.3 
± 1 kBT.
Calculating the FRET efficiency-force correlation. The FRET–
force correlation, depicted in Figure 1f, can be calculated by 
E F E x P F E x F P FpFRET FRET
fold
fold FRET p
unf
unf( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (= ( ) ⋅ + ( ) ⋅ 13)
E xpFRET
fold( )  corresponds to the FRET efficiency when 
the sensor protein is still folded (Supplementary Fig. 2a,c). 
This FRET efficiency was about 29% in our live-cell experiments 
(Fig. 1i), which corresponds to a fluorophore separation distance 
of approximately 6.7 nm.
Calculating the tension sensor model sensitivity. The sensitivity 
of the TSMs is defined as the absolute slopes of the FRET–force 
relation (equation (13)). Obtained sensitivity curves were mul-
tiplied with a normalization constant, which sets the maximum 
of the first reported TSM, F40-TSM, equal to one. The full width 
at half maximum of each curve serves as a measure of the digital 
nature of the sensor (Fig. 1g).
Single-molecule measurements with the F40-TSM. For calibra-
tion of F40-TSM, single-molecule force experiments were con-
ducted as with FL-TSM, meaning DNA handles were attached 
to N and C termini, and stretch–relax traces were recorded. 
As expected, no distinct unfolding event could be observed, 
owing to the nano-spring-like properties of the F40 peptide8 
(Supplementary Fig. 1a,b). Therefore, at the end of each experi-
ment, the construct was stretched to 40–55 pN to unfold the 
fluorophores and to ensure that a functional F40-TSM construct 
had been trapped (Supplementary Fig. 1a). The additional length 
gain arising from stretching the F40 peptide can be measured 
indirectly. The contour length of the entire tether of the F40-TSM 
calibration construct (i.e., the F40-TSM protein plus the DNA 
handles) was compared to the contour length of the entire tether 
of the folded FL-TSM calibration construct (Supplementary 
Fig. 1b). The observed differences correspond to the extension 
(11)
(12)
(13)
of the F40 peptide, and a Gaussian fit of these data yielded a 
mean contour length increase of 10.6 ± 5.9 nm for F40-TSM 
(Supplementary Fig. 1c). Of note, this type of measurement 
yields a much broader probability density histogram when com-
pared to direct contour length measurement (as done for FL-TSM, 
HP35st-TSM, and HP35-TSM). However, previously published 
force-FRET-efficiency data8 were reproduced well with the model 
described above and the experimentally determined F40-TSM 
contour length of about 10.6 nm (data not shown). Thus, a con-
version of the force–FRET correlation, which matches the zero-
force FRET efficiency of theYPet–mCherry construct used here, 
could be calculated.
Cell culture conditions and expression of FRET constructs. All 
cell lines (i.e., Tln1−/−Tln2−/−cells, Vinf/f cells, Vin−/− cells, and 
HEK293 cells) were cultured in high-glucose DMEM-GlutaMAX 
medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% fetal 
bovine serum (FBS; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 1% penicillin/
streptomycin (P/S; Thermo Fisher Scientific). For live-cell imag-
ing, DMEM without phenol red containing 4.5 mg/ml glucose, 
25 mM HEPES, 2 mM glutamine (Thermo Fisher Scientific) sup-
plemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S was used. Stable cell lines 
were established by using the phoenix cell transfection system. 
Ecotropic, retroviral particles were produced according to estab-
lished protocols37, and target cells were infected in the presence of 
5 µg/ml polybrene. After five infection cycles, cells were selected 
with puromycin or hygromycin depending on the expression 
vector used. For transient expression, cells were transduced with 
Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen).
Immunostaining and isolation of focal-adhesion-specific signal. 
For immunostaining and FA analysis, cells were seeded on no. 
1.5 glass slides (Menzel) coated with 10 µg/ml FN. Cells were 
allowed to spread overnight (O/N), then they were fixed with 4% 
paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 min at RT and washed in PBS 
(pH 7.4). Immunostainings were performed using standard pro-
tocols and antibody concentrations indicated above. Samples were 
then washed in PBS, mounted in Prolong Gold antifade mount-
ant (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and stored at 4 °C. Images were 
acquired using a LSM780 confocal scanning microscope (Zeiss) 
equipped with a 100× oil objective (Plan-APOCHROMAT, NA 
= 1.46). For determining the FA area, fluorescence images were 
imported into MATLAB (Mathworks), and regions of interest 
(ROI) were manually drawn around individual cells. Using a cus-
tom-written MATLAB program, the FA signal was extracted by 
convoluting the image (Gaussian structure element; width, 25; 
height, 2) and applying a top-hat filtering step (disk, SE; radius, 
7 pixels) as described before43. For FA analysis, the area of each 
FA mask was used to calculate the mean FA size per cell.
Ratiometric Förster resonance energy transfer. Ratiometric 
FRET analysis of living cells was performed on a Leica SP8 con-
focal laser scanning microscope equipped with a 63× water objec-
tive (HCX PL APO, NA = 1.2); cells were excited at 514 nm, and 
intensities of donor (522–550 nm) and acceptor (600–700 nm) 
emission were recorded simultaneously. To isolate FA-specific sig-
nals, the MATLAB program described above was employed. As 
before, the FA signal was extracted by convoluting the image and 
applying a top-hat filtering step; the resulting FA masks were used 
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to calculate a mean FA intensity of donor and acceptor signal. 
Ratiometric FRET values were then calculated by mean intensity 
acceptor/donor division as described9.
ROCK inhibitor (Y-27632) experiments. Cells were allowed to 
spread on FN-coated glass coverslips O/N. For FLIM analysis, 
Y-27632 (final concentration, 1 µM) was added to the medium, 
and lifetime images were recorded after 12 min of incubation. 
Effects of ROCK inhibition were analyzed by acquiring an initial 
FRET ratio image, then adding Y-27632 (1 µM) and acquiring 
FRET ratio images after 6 min and 12 min. The FA signal was 
extracted, using the MATLAB algorithm described above, fol-
lowed by a two-class Otsu thresholding, which was necessary to 
extract the comparably weak FA signal that is characteristic for 
ROCK-inhibited cells. The mean acceptor values were only used 
if they were 1.3 times larger than the manually determined aver-
age background signal.
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching. For the charac-
terization of turnover rates of talin-YPet and talin-FL-1973, we 
performed FRAP experiments with cells seeded on Y-shaped 
FN-coated micropatterned substrates (CYTOO)9. Briefly, using 
a Leica SP8 confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with a 
63× water objective (HCX PL APO, NA = 1.2) cells were excited 
at 514 nm with a laser power of 5% to record two prebleach 
images every 10 s. After photobleaching of a selected FA with 
100% laser power for 1 s, postbleach images were acquired 
every 20 s for a period of 280 s. The fluorescence emission was 
recorded between 530–570 nm. For data analysis, the ImageJ 
plugin ‘FRAP profiler’ was used to extract raw fluorescence 
recovery curves, which were then normalized to the minimal 
and maximal intensity using MATLAB. The mean as well as the 
s.e.m. of the normalized data was calculated and plotted against 
time after photobleaching. To determine the fluorescence recov-
ery, we fitted the data assuming a reaction-dominated model 
as described44 using data with a fitting quality of R2 ≥ 0.98. 
Mobile fraction (A) and half-time of recovery (τ1/2) values were 
extracted and plotted individually.
Time-correlated single-photon-counting fluorescence lifetime 
microscopy. Live-cell TCSPC-FLIM experiments were performed 
on a confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica TCS SP5 X). The 
instrument was equipped with a pulsed white light laser (WLL, 80 
MHz repetition rate; NKT Photonics), a FLIM X16 TCSPC detec-
tor (LaVision Biotech), and a 63× water objective (HCX PL APO 
CS, NA = 1.2); a bandpass filter 545/30 (AHF Analysentechnik; 
Chroma) was used to block photons emitted by the acceptor 
fluorophore. Images were acquired with a scanning velocity of 
400 Hz, a spatial resolution of 512 × 512 pixels, and resulting 
image field coverage of 123.02 × 123.02 µm2. For each experi-
mental condition, 15–20 cells were recorded, and this procedure 
was repeated on 2–5 individual days. Custom-written MATLAB 
programs based on previously published software9 were used for 
the subsequent data analysis. As illustrated in Supplementary 
Figure 5, an ROI was manually drawn around the cell of interest, 
and the FA signal was extracted by multi-Otsu thresholding with 
three intensity classes. Next, a histogram of photon arrival times 
of the donor fluorophore was fitted by a monoexponential decay 
function, and if the fit quality was sufficiently high (R2 > 0.98) the 
data were used to calculate the fluorescence lifetime of the donor 
in the absence or presence of the acceptor fluorophore. FRET 
efficiency E was calculated according to equation (14), where τD is 
the mean donor only lifetime, and τDA is the lifetime of the donor 
in presence of an acceptor fluorophore. 
E DA
D
= −1 14t
t
( ) 
Thus, the described procedure provides the average FRET effi-
ciency of all FAs from one individual cell; this value is displayed 
as one data point in the respective box plots. As the experiments 
typically used more than 30 cells, the data are based upon a couple 
of hundred to thousands of individual FAs.
Live-cell fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy. To deter-
mine live-cell FRET efficiencies of talin constructs, live-cell 
dishes (81158; ibidi) were coated with either FN (10 µg/ml) or 
poly-L-Lysine (pLL, 0.1% (w/v)). For FN experiments, cells were 
seeded O/N; for the pLL control, cells were seeded for 5 min. To 
investigate the dependence of talin tension on substrate stiffness, 
cells were seeded on softview dishes (coated with 10 µg/ml FN), 
and fluorescence lifetime measurements were performed using 
a 40× long-distance water objective (APO 40× /1.10W CORR C 
S2). Intermolecular FRET was determined by fluorescence life-
time measurements in Tln1−/−/Tln2−/− cells coexpressing either 
talin-YPet-447 and talin-mCherry-447 or talin-YPet-1973 and 
talin-mCherry-1973. Fluorescence lifetime measurements of 
mCherry-tagged constructs were performed using an excitation 
wavelength of 586 nm.
Single excitation wavelength dual-color TCSPC-FLIM. Live-
cell dual-color TCSPC-FLIM experiments were performed using 
a Leica SP8 confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with 
a 440 nm pulsed diode laser (40 MHz repetition rate), a 63× 
immersion oil objective (HCPL APO CS2, NA = 1.4) and the 
PicoHarp 300 TCSPC module (PicoQuant). Cells were seeded on 
FN-coated Lab-Tek Chamber Slides (ThermoFisher Scientific) 
and allowed to spread O/N. Images of living cells were acquired 
with a laser intensity of 10 µW, a scanning velocity of 400 Hz, 
a spatial resolution of 512 × 512 pixels, and a resulting image 
field coverage of 92.26 × 92.26 µm2 per channel; the emitted 
fluorescence was split into two channels at 467–499 nm and 
525–565 nm. Photons in the first channel were detected by a 
single-photon-counting detector module (PDM; Micro Photon 
Devices); photons in the second channel were detected by a red-
sensitive single-photon avalanche diode (TauSPAD; PicoQuant). 
For data analysis, the SymphoTime software (PicoQuant) was 
employed; an ROI was set for each cell manually, and the fluo-
rescence lifetime values in each channel were determined by 
fitting a monoexponential decay curve to the respective histo-
gram of photon arrival times. FRET efficiencies were calculated 
according to equation (14).
Algorithm to calculate molecular stretch ratio. To estimate the 
amount of mechanically engaged sensor molecules from TCSPC-
FLIM data, we assumed that the observed histogram of photon 
arrival times comprises two underlying fluorescence lifetimes: 
the fluorescence lifetime of FL-TSM in the closed (c) and in the 
stretched (s) state, which correspond to the folded and unfolded 
conformation of the FL peptide. Under this assumption, the 
(14)
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experimentally determined fluorescence lifetime decays can be 
described by a biexponential function 
P t A e A e P
t
s
t
c( )= + +
− −
s c bg
t t ( )15 
where As and Ac are initial photon count rates from stretched mole-
cules with lifetime τs and closed molecules with lifetime τc; Pbg is the 
background photon count rate. We note that, for long observation 
times, the photon count for molecules in the stretched and non-
stretched state Ns,c is approximated by 
N A e t A
t
s c
s,c s,c s,c s,cd≈ =
−∞
∫ t t, ( )0 16
 
where the indices reference to either stretched (s) or closed (c) 
states. Thus, equation (15) can be rewritten as 
P t
N
e
N
e Ps
s
t
s c
c
t
c( ) = + +
− −
t t
t t
bg ( )17 
Under the assumption that the total sensor photon count N is 
the sum of photons from the stretched Ns and closed Nc sensor 
molecules, the relative amount of photons in the stretched state 
rN is defined by 
r
N
NN
s= ( )18
and equation (17) can be rewritten as 
P t N
r
e
r
e PN
s
t
s N
c
t
c( ) = + −








+
− −
t t
t t1 19bg ( )
As FRET reduces the amount of photons emitted by the 
donor fluorophore, the relative amount of photons rN is not equiv-
alent to the relative amount of molecules rM. Here, we use the 
approximation that the number of molecules Ms,c is proportional 
to the number of photons and inversely related to the fluorescence 
lifetime45
M
N
s,c
s,c
s,c
∝
t
( )20
which allows reformulation of equation (19). The molecular 
stretch ratio is then described by equation (21), as shown in 
Figure 6b. 
r
M
M
r
r r
s
M
N c
N c N s
= =
+ −
t
t t( )
( )
1
21
 
Thus, equation (19) can be rewritten as 
P t
N
r r
r e r e
P P r e
s c
t
s M
t
c
t
( ) =
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



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

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−
M M
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bg M M
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( )
1
1
t ts
t
cr e P+ −

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

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Calculation of molecular stretch ratio. The biexponential 
model in equation (15) has five free parameters, two of which 
can be experimentally determined to increase the fit robustness. 
The lifetime of the non-stretched, closed FL-TSM (τc) can be 
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
extracted from control experiments in which FL-TSM is C termi-
nally attached to the protein of interest. Given the large contour 
length increase of FL-TSM under force, the fluorescence lifetime 
of the stretched sensor (τs) is equal to the lifetime of YPet, which 
can also be measured (Fig. 6a).
Data fits were performed using the maximum likelihood func-
tion Lpoisson to account for the underlying statistics of TCSPC-
FLIM measurements. The photon counts in each time bin i of the 
width ∆t are Poisson distributed, and the assumption that their 
mean value n P t ti i≈~ ( )∆  is a good approximation when ∆t is 
considerably shorter than the fluorescence lifetimes ( )∆t << ts,c  
Thus, we used equation (23): 
L n m
e n
mi
ni i
mi
i
Poisson ; !
, ( )( )= ∏
−
23
where mi is the experimentally measured photon count per 
time bin. The application of the maximum likelihood func-
tion as a point estimator was performed by solving the negative 
logarithm of equation (23) with the built-in MATLAB function 
‘FMINSEARCH’. To determine the relative amount of photons 
emitted from stretched molecules rN ∈[ , ],0 1  boundaries for rN 
were implemented by using the transformation rN = (1 − sin ρ)/2 
and fitting ρ46.
Estimation of the minimally required photon number. To a 
priori estimate the lower bound for the total number of photons 
Nt required for the determination of stretch ratio rM, we assume 
that the experimental data are described by the biexponential 
model. The probability pi that a photon is detected in bin i is 
then given by 
p b r
e e
e
r
e e
i
t
s
ti
s
ti
s
t
c
= −( ) −



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−
+ − −



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−
−
1
1
1
1
1
M M
∆ ∆
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t
t
( )
−
−
−










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
+
ti
c
ti
c
t
e
b
N
t
t1
24( )
 
where b is the relative amount of background photons, ∆t the 
bin width, and τs,c the lifetimes of stretched or closed sensor. 
Assuming that the Cramér–Rao inequality for unbiased estima-
tors holds, the variance σ2 is bounded by 
spg
pq2
1
≥
−I
Nt
,
where 
I
p
dp
dx
dp
dxi i
i
p
i
q
pq =











∑ 1 25( )
 
In this way, the minimum number of photons can be calculated for 
a given target variance s ∗
2
. Based on these calculations, photon 
count histograms were used if at least 10,000 photons were col-
lected. Note that in these cases, the raw data for fitting monoex-
ponential or biexponential models were identical.
Statistical analysis. Error bars indicate the s.e.m. if not indicated 
otherwise. Bar plots display the mean value and the s.d. as error 
bars. Normal distribution of FRAP data was confirmed by the 
Lillifors test. For statistical evaluation of FLIM data, a two-sided 
(23)
(24)
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Kolmogorov–Smirnov test with a default significance level of 
α = 0.05 (two-sided) was used; the thereby calculated statistical 
significance was given by a P value. Additional testing was per-
formed with a paired t-test (significance level of α = 0.05, two-
sided) and the two-sided Mann–Whitney U test (α = 0.05), as 
indicated. The following nomenclature was used in all figures: ***, 
P < 0.001; **, P < 0.01; *, P < 0.05; not significant, n.s., P > 0.05. 
Box plots were generated using the MATLAB function ‘boxplot()’, 
indicating the median (indicated by red line), the 25th and the 
75th percentiles, as well as whiskers that reach out to 1.5 inter-
quartile range (IQR) corresponding to 2.7 s.d. (σ) for normally 
distributed data. Detailed information on the statistics of each 
data set can be found in Supplementary Table 1; and additional 
background information on sample size and data exclusion is pro-
vided in the Life Sciences Reporting Summary.
Computational codes. Mechanical fits for the force spectroscopy 
analysis were performed using previously published custom-writ-
ten code42; the analysis software code runs on IGOR Pro 6.31, 
64-bit. Software for FA-FRAP and TCSPC-FLIM analyses was 
published before9 and can be used in MATLAB. Computational 
codes are available upon request.
Data availability statement. The authors confirm that all relevant 
data are included in this published article (and its supplementary 
information files). Additional data that support the findings of 
this study are available upon request. Accession codes: HP35-TSM 
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